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PREFACE

This marks the second year that we have published an ISART Proceedings. I am particularly
proud of this accomplishment since I believe that the Proceedings provides the radio community
with a valuable resource.  Not only is this a peer reviewed publication including  ideas that span
a number of related disciplines, it also gives the speakers a place to provide more detail about
their theoretical concepts, data, and/or methodology.  Additionally, the call-for-papers process
used to develop the Proceedings helps the Technical Program Committee by giving presenters a
way of showing through their submissions what they think is important.  Without this
mechanism, the
technical program would consist exclusively of invited papers.  The call-for-papers process
allows for the development of technical sessions that might not otherwise have been considered. 
This is important for a conference like ISART which is intended to help forecast the
development of the radio art.

There are a few changes this year.  The conference has been scaled back to three days rather than
four.  We also decided to open the conference with a two hour tutorial session to provide some
detailed background in these areas:

   - Mobile Geolocation
   - Modern Spectrum Management Alternatives,  
   - SAFECOM: The State of Public Safety Communications.

This should provide a solid foundation of knowledge upon which the rest of the speakers can
build.

Finally, while this year's underlying theme is Geolocation and Location-based Services, we have
developed the technical program around what we believe to be a holistic view of the radio art. 
ISART strives to bring together a diverse collection of people from academia, business, and
government  to discuss issues related to radio technology in a common forum.  The goal is to
reach beyond plain technical know-how to the technical, business, and regulatory forces that
shape the radio landscape today to help us understand where the technology will be tomorrow.

J. Wayde Allen, NTIA/ITS
ISART General Chair
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Abstract. 

Over the past few years, there has been an immense thrust in geolocation, surveillance, tracking and location-
aware systems and services. The advent of compact, low power, high processing-power DSPs  have made 
possible several tasks which were infeasible just a few years ago. TDOA estimates on such energy and resource 
constrained platforms suffer from the lack of a coherent sampling clock. We present two related techniques of 
Doppler-frequency and time shift correction for such platforms. The techniques are formally developed, 
analyzed, and then compared from an implementation and performance perspective. 

 
1.   Introduction 
 
Over the past few years, there has been an immense 
thrust in the fields of geolocation, surveillance, tracking 
and location-aware systems and services. The advent of 
compact, low power, high processing-power digital 
signal processors have made possible several tasks 
which were considered infeasible just a few years ago. 
The applications abound in utilitarian (E911, product-
customized services, in-building tracking, etc.) and 
military sectors (surveillance, un-manned 
reconnaissance, target location etc.) [1-4].  
 
Traditional TDOA / TOA systems used for geolocation 
depend heavily on fixed array based processing and 
typically employ high-precision, high-cost components. 
Such systems also have long stand off ranges, making it 
difficult to closely track and follow the movements of 
targets emitting low power signals in congested areas 
[5]. Proximity to target and mobility of the tracking 
devices gather greater relevance in urban environments. 
 
Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) and organic aerial 
vehicles (OAVs) equipped with geolocation electronics 
can counter the problems with long-standoff systems.  
They can afford safety, security and stealth for the 
reconnaissance mission. However, they pose interesting 
technical constraints. Robustness and reliability under 
military use conditions demand that the devices be 
compact, rugged and mechanically stable. Stealth in 
reconnaissance implies a small, silent design (i.e. 
limited communication bandwidth) while, endurance 
and usability demand an extensive operating life (i.e. 
low power). These UAVs are imagined as a fleet of 
dispensable mobile devices, implying a relatively 
strong constraint on the manufacturing and operating 
cost.  
 

These real-world constraints manifest themselves in the 
algorithmic and signal processing domains as well. 
Physically distinct, passive RF and mobile units imply 
the lack of a common clock, thus obviating array based 
processing. Stealth prevents the UAVs from 
synchronizing on a regular basis to maintain a common 
clock, complicating accurate TOA estimates. Also, a 
reduced communication bandwidth between the devices 
negates the usual techniques of correlating received 
signals for obtaining TDOA estimates.  
 
These constraints suggest a technique where much of 
the detection, identification and TOA are done locally 
and the actual target locus computation is relegated to a 
remote base station with bandwidth-constrained inputs 
from the individual UAV sensors.  Specifically, each 
UAV must compute absolute TOA using a-priori 
information such as a signal template (known signal 
features, synchronization sequences, etc).  TOA 
processing must then compensate for the relatively low 
precision GPS clocks and unique (possibly varying) 
sample rates at the sensors.  
 
This paper‡ describes two techniques for correcting the 
errors in TOA/TDOA estimates due to incongruent 
sampling frequencies of the received and template 
signals. Section 2 describes and mathematically models 
the effects of disparate sampling frequencies as a 
relative time companding (RTC) problem. Section 3 
introduces the Doppler shift correction technique for 
narrow band signals. Section 4 explains the motivation 
for a time domain correction. Section 5 develops the 
time-shift correction technique. Section 6 compares and 
contrasts the two techniques with respect to 

                                                 
‡ This work has been supported by DARPA under the 
WASP contract F30602-02-2-0206 



performance characteristics and computational 
efficiency with field data.  
 
2.   Mathematical preliminaries 
 
A signal emanating from a remote source and 
monitored in the presence of noise at two spatially 
separate sensors may be mathematically modeled as:  
 

)()()( 11 tntftx +=   (1a) 
)()()( 22 tnDtmftx ++=  (1b) 

 
where f(t), n1(t) and n2(t) are real, jointly stationary 
random processes. The signal f(t) is assumed to be 
uncorrelated with noise n1(t) and n2(t). D is the delay 
between the two received signals. 
 
The traditional technique of detecting a signal of 
interest (template) buried in a data stream corrupted by 
additive Gaussian random noise is to use a matched 
filter or a generalized cross correlator (GCC) [6]. Since 
the GCC approach may be viewed as pre-filtering the 
two signals with whitening filters before a usual cross-
correlation, we focus on the correlation technique for 
simplicity. The correlation function may be written as 
[7]: 

dttxtxxRx ∫
∞

∞−

+= )()()( 2121 ττ  (2) 

The value of τ that maximizes (2) provides an estimate 
of the delay D.  
 
2.1.   Scaling due to disparate sampling frequencies  
Since the signal processing components on the UAVs 
are subjected to a wide gamut of operating conditions, 
the operating clock and sampling frequencies are 
seldom the same as those in the test environments. In 
particular, the frequency at which the template was 
constructed is generally different from the frequency at 
which the incoming signal is sampled. [8] and [9] 
provide a good discussion of the effects of RTC on the 
cross-correlation operation. [10] extends the argument 
to quadratic delays. 
 
Fig. 1 illustrates the effects of different sampling 
frequencies. The signal with a nominal Fourier 
transform F(ω) is sampled at two sampling frequencies, 
fs1 and fs2, with fs1 < fs2. The sampled signal has 
different normalized bandwidths given by (3) where ωsi 
= 2πfsi. 
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Figure 1 different sampling frequencies lead to 
frequency companding 

Clearly, the higher sampling frequency produces a 
smaller normalized bandwidth, i.e., ωb2 < ωb1. When 
viewed in the time domain, the differing relative 
bandwidths manifest themselves as time scaling 
artifacts.  
 
3.   Time scaling and Doppler shift  
 
The disparate sampling frequencies of the template and 
the UAVs produce correlation artifacts, leading to 
erroneous time delay and TOA estimates. For relatively 
narrow-band signals and fairly similar sampling 
frequencies, it is now shown that the RTC between the 
template and received signal may be approximated by 
Doppler shifts. Weiss [11] gives a good explanation of 
the narrow band criterion. The signals under 
consideration fall well within the domain of narrow 
band representation.   
 
Let the template be represented by f(t) and the received 
signal by g(t). Both signals are considered to be real 
and continuous as this eases analysis.  
 
Let the received signal suffer both a scaling, given by 
the scale parameter s, and a time delay, τ: 
 

))(()( τ−= tsftg  (4) 
 
Taking the Fourier transform on both sides, we have, 
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Let s = 1– a, then 
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For narrow band signals,   
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where ω0 is the center radian frequency and ωb is the 
bandwidth of the signal. Hence the above expression 
for G(ω) may be approximated by: 
 

τωωτωωω ajj eeaFaG −++≈ ))()1()( 0  (10) 
 
Noting that both a and τ are small, so that the second 
exponential maybe approximated by unity, we get,  
 

ωτωωω jeaFaG −++≈ ))()1()( 0  (11) 
 
Taking the inverse Fourier transform, we obtain,  
 

)()()( τωτ −−−≈ tj detftg  (12) 
where ωd = aωo = (1-s) ωo (13) 
 
The above expression indicates that for small scale 
factors, a Doppler shift can approximate the effect of 
scaling.  
 
3.1   Compensating for RTC with Doppler shifts 
Observe that the form of the companded narrow band 
signal closely resembles the kernel of the cross-
ambiguity function. Hence, the cross-ambiguity 
function is well suited to correct for the “shift” 
introduced due to relative companding. [8], [12] present 
several techniques of using cross-ambiguity functions 
(CAFs) for determining the relevant delay and scale 
parameters.  
 
For our case, the ratio of the sampling frequencies of 
the two signals, s, is always known: the sampling 
frequency of the template is known a priori, and can in 
fact be accurately controlled through correct 
construction. The instantaneous sampling frequency for 
the data obtained at a sensor may be estimated using 
several introspection algorithms. Also, the center 
frequency of the transmitted signal may be known a 
priori by construction. For arbitrary signals, it may also 
be estimated as the mean frequency as defined in [12], 
[13] by  
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To estimate the TOA, a generalized cross correlator 
(GCC) may be used on the RTC compensated signals. 
As before, if f(t) represents the template and g(t) the 
received signal, then we create a new signal, f1(t) which 
is a frequency shifted version of the template to 
compensate for the current operating frequency of the 
sensor. 

tj detftf ω−= )()(1  (15) 
 
Signals f1(t) and g(t) are then fed through matched filter 
to obtain an estimate for the time delay, τ.  

dutuguf )()(maxarg *
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∞
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The above expression may be viewed as a cross-
ambiguity function evaluated at a given shift ωd. This 
circumvents the need to compute several CAFs for 
differing values of scale and delay. 
 
4. Implementation issues in Doppler RTC correction 

 
The Doppler shift technique compensates for RTC by 
modulating the template signal with a complex 
exponential as shown in (15). Usually, the complex 
exponential is computed using Euler’s expansion:  
 

)sin()cos()exp( tjttj ddd ωωω +=  (18) 
 
For a discrete time system, the above evaluation must 
be performed for each sampling instant. Given a 
template of length N, this produces an N x 1 vector of 
samples of the modulating complex exponential 
 

)sin()cos( tte dd j ωω +=  (19) 
 
where, skk ω/][ =t is the vector of sampling instants, 
with Ζ∈≤≤ kNk ,0  and sampling frequency ωs. 
Computing the elements of this complex exponential in 
terms of trigonometric functions is both 
computationally and temporally intensive. Furthermore, 
once the vector has been computed, its application to 
the real template vector requires N complex 
multiplications. Examining the structure and nature of 
this calculation and applying a few engineering 
assumptions, we can significantly reduce this burden.  
 
For values of s fairly close to 1, or equivalently, when a 
is fairly small and when the period over which the 
Doppler correction must be employed is limited (If it is 
large, then the time-bandwidth product condition for 
narrow band signals is violated, making the Doppler 
shift assumption invalid), the product ωdt is fairly 
small. Thus, we can make the following approximations 
 1)cos( ≈θ  and θθ ≈)sin(  (20) 

)(1)exp( tjtj dd ωω +=  (21) 
 
Expressing this as a vector of discrete samples, we have  
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This computation represents enormous savings in 
creating the correction vector, e. The structure of each 
e[k] also enables us to apply the correction efficiently. 
The Doppler shifting of the template may be 
accomplished in a single pass, leading to an O(N) 
computation routine. 
 
5.   Alternative time shift based correction 

 
The Doppler correction method compensates for 
relative companding by approximating the frequency 
scaling by a frequency shift: the modulation of the 
template sequence by a complex exponential shifts the 
spectrum of the template is to approximately line up 
with that of the scaled signal.  
 
The Doppler correction has the advantage of offering a 
very intuitive and simple technique of compensating for 
the different sampling frequency between the nodes and 
the templates. While it also obviates the need to 
evaluate the passive ambiguity function for a large 
number of scales and shifts, it still suffers from a 
computational perspective.  
 
As explained earlier, the sensor nodes are constrained 
in memory and computational power. In particular, the 
TI C67x DSPs used to provide the signal processing 
capabilities have a limited internal cache. When 
implementing computationally and temporally intensive 
operations such as a GCC, it is imperative that the 
memory access requirements be controlled to meet hard 
real-time constraints. Ensuring that the data and result 
vectors fit in the fast internal memory is a proven and 
routinely employed technique [14].  
 
Both the Doppler correction and approximation 
techniques suffer in this regard because they convert 
normally real data vectors into complex vectors, 
doubling the initial memory requirement and causing 
performance to degrade. For e.g., an 8K point real-FFT 
takes a significantly lesser time than a complex-FFT of 
the same length.  
 
The performance loss accrued over several iterations 
can mean the failure of a real-time constraint. Such a 
situation can occur in the computation of the cross 
spectral density (CSD) [15] of the received signal with 
the template. 
 
Let us examine the relative companding problem again. 
As before, let  
 

))(()( τ−= tsftg  (23) 

 
where, g(t), f(t) are, respectively, the received and 
template signals, s is the scaling factor and τ is the time 
delay introduced.  
 
The equations below recall the matched filtering 
operation.  

dtutftguRgf )()()( += ∫
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when s = 1, a value of t = τ maximizes Rgf. For the 
present case (s~1, and narrow band signals), the value 
of t over a period (T1, T2) that maximizes R is given by,  

dtutfsstftTT
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Notice that this delay τm(T1, T2 ,t) is not fixed as in the 
previous case, but is “smeared” in time.  
 
We wish to approximate this time varying delay 
τm(T1,T2 ,t) by a constant τd(T1, T2) chosen according to 
a least squared error criterion. Let the sum of the 
squared errors, ∈(τ), be given by  

( ) dttdtte
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where (T1, T2) is the interval over which the two 
sequences are compared. Using the Leibniz integral rule 
[16], we have 
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For τdo, the desired optimal value, the LHS of (28) 
vanishes.  
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Over a given interval [T1, T2], the effects of relative 
companding between f(t) and g(t) may be minimized in 
the least squares sense by constructing a time-shifted 

version of f(t), denoted )(~ tf , as 

)
2

)1(()()(~ 12 ττ s
TT
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In the discrete domain, the above equation may be 
expressed as  
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where ωs is the angular sampling frequency of f.  
 
The analog signal f(t) is usually not available to permit 

arbitrary time-shifting of the template signal. f~ would 
then need to be evaluated by interpolating at “arbitrary” 
time instants. While this is achievable, the interpolation 
in the time domain usually comes with a 
computationally expensive price tag.  
 
An easier alternative may be found by migrating to the 
frequency domain. Taking the Fourier transform of the 
preceding equation, we obtain 

ωτωω djeFF )()(~ =  (32) 

where is the Fourier transform 

of f(t). Also note that we have dropped the superscript 
of τ

dtetfF tjωω −
∞

∞−
∫= )()(

d in favor of brevity. As with the Doppler 
correction, it can be argued that the nature of τd and ω 
allow the correction factor e to be computed as an 
approximation  

ωτdj

ωτωτ
d

j je d +=1  (33) 
The time-shift based approach has the following 
notable advantages 
 
1. Smaller memory foot print for )(ωF computation 
and reduced memory latency: For real signals, the 
Fourier transform exhibits Hermitian symmetry. This 
may be exploited to reduce the number of computations 
required to compute the entire FFT. It also means that 
the input vector to the FFT routine is a real-vector, 
requiring half as much memory as its complex 
counterpart, reducing memory access times. 
2. Ability to precompute )(ωF : since the template is 
known by design, )(ωF  may be computed offline. This 
obviates its computation at run-time entirely. This 
introduces huge savings in computation time. 
3. Facility to efficiently implement correction in the 
frequency domain: As with the Doppler shift correction, 
we can utilize the nature of the correction to devise an 
efficient method of applying the correction in the 
frequency domain. This has the added advantage of 
allowing an in situ computation, bringing further 
reduction in memory access latencies and computation 
time.  
 
6.   Experimental Results 
 
The figure 2 shows the schematic setup on which these 
algorithms were implemented and tested. The sensor 

nodes consisted of an FRS receiver connected to the 
relevant electronics. A “global” clock was derived 
using GPS signals one pulse per second (PPS) signals. 
The GPS signals were filtered and processed to reduce 
the effects of any timing jitters.  

CH 1 f(t)-- template

Base stationTOA1 TOA2TDOA + locus algorithms

CH 1

GPS receiver

sensor node 1

DSP
Detection, identification,
 RTC correction + TOA

CH 1

GPS receiver

sensor node 2

Detection, identification,
 RTC correction + TOA

DSP

 
Figure 2. Schematic test setup. A FRS radio transmits a 
pseudo random sequence containing the template. The 
two nodes find the template and send TOA estimates to 
the remote base station 

A 1-sec, 5 kHz band-limited pseudo-random sequence 
served as the template. A signal source placed at a 
controlled distance from both receivers transmitted a 
sequence containing the template. The sensor nodes had 
on-board a pre-manufactured version of the template. 
The detection and TOA operations were performed 
locally on the nodes and the TOA estimates were 
transferred to a PC (base-station) containing the TDOA 
location determining algorithms. The nominal sampling 
frequency at all the nodes was 480 kHz.  
 
We present the results of the various experiments in 
Figure 3-5 and Table 1.  
 
7.   Conclusion 
 
The availability of powerful low cost embedded DSPs 
with an impetus in wireless communications has led to 
a very large interest in developing self-contained 
distributed geolocation systems. On such systems, 
location estimates using TDOA techniques suffer due to 
inconsistencies in manufacturing and operating 
conditions. We have presented for low bandwidth, 
highly resource constrained real-time embedded 
systems, the related techniques of Doppler frequency 
and time shifting to compensate for the adverse effects 
of different sampling frequencies on TOA/TDOA 
estimates. While the Doppler shift correction is found 



to be more accurate, the time-shift technique is more 
lucrative from a performance perspective.  
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Figure 3 histogram of error in TDOA estimates without 
any correction applied 
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Figure 4 Histogram of errors in TDOA estimates with 
Doppler shift correction 
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ABSTRACT
Mobile location based applications are in the first place designed for urban areas where providers find a high
density of customers. Exactly in these environments conventional trilateration location techniques often lack per-
formance due to multipath propagation. Attention has thus be drawn to fingerprint localization methods allowing
to localize mobile users in such areas. These have already proved that accuracies below 100 meters are possible in
heavy urban areas, but can further be improved significantlywhen using several fingerprints than relying only on
a single one. In this paper we will present a method to optimally combine consecutive position estimates utilizing
a motion model for the targeted user. We show trial results from the city of Vienna where we have successfully
applied the method and compare it with the single fingerprintcase. The achieved accuracy in 90% of all cases has
improved from above 100 meters with the single fingerprint method to below 70 meters using the proposed method.
This is adequate for most location applications.

I. INTRODUCTION

Fingerprint methods [1], [2], [3] estimate the position
of a target (e.g. mobile user) by comparing location de-
pendent parameters (e.g. received power levels) with
beforehand measured samples. Accuracy for a single
snapshot ranges from about 300 to below 100 meters in
urban and heavy urban areas. Most of the location based
applications and E911 in the US however do require a
significantly higher accuracy.

One strategy of improving the accuracy is to increase
the number of pre-measured samples in the database.
This is undesired since a larger number of samples re-
quires a higher effort to deploy and maintain the fin-
gerprint based location system. A more promising ap-
proach is therefore to rely on a sequence of position
estimates and compute the most probable one. This
does not effect the size of the database, but does un-
fortunately increase the required localization time. We
will see however that already three consecutive snap-
shots significantly increase the accuracy even for slow
moving pedestrians.

In this paper we propose an algorithm similar to
Kalman filtering to utilize several consecutive snapshots
instead of relying on a single one. The algorithm com-
bines uncertain position information from several snap-

shots with a mobility model for the targeted user to en-
hance the final position estimate. We avoid using a mo-
bility model which assumes a deterministic realization
of the velocity and direction [4], but instead combine
deterministic behavior with randomness to mimic actual
human behavior.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In sec-
tion II we shortly review a pattern matching based local-
ization method which will serve as position estimator for
a single measured fingerprint. In section III we show the
mobility model used to simulate the motion of the user
and apply it to a single position estimate. In section IV
we finally update the propagated position estimate with
a new position estimate to improve the overall accuracy.
We further present results where we have applied the
method in the city of Vienna. Finally we conclude in
section V.

II. SINGLE POSITION ESTIMATES

Before we start to improve the localization accuracy
by combining several estimates we first define an esti-
mator for the probability of being at a position over all
considered positions. We therefore briefly review the
method proposed in [3] which will serve as a simple sin-



gle fingerprint estimator. Bayesian networks1 are used
there to represent a position by describing dependencies
between the different measured Cell IDs (serving cells
and ordered neighboring cells according to the received
power levels) at a position. The Bayesian networks are
then trained with pre-measured data. In our test area
in the city of Vienna we used equally spaced measure-
ments every 5 meters. The final search of the mobile’s
position is then a comparison of the mobile’s current fin-
gerprintf containing the received serving and neighbor-
ing cells and all models in the expected target area (e.g.
the area of the serving cell). For the comparison we use
the marginal likelihood as a scoring method to identify
the optimal model according to

L(λi) := p(f |λi) =

∫

p(f |λi,θi)p(θi)dθi (1)

with λi being the Bayesian network at positioni =
(x, y), f the fingerprint of the mobile we want to lo-
calize andθi the parameters of the Bayesian network
which are updated during the training with the measured
samples.

Maximization over all Bayesian networks within the
area of the serving cells results in the best matching
Bayesian network and thus in the best estimate for a
single position. The resulting accuracy within our tar-
get area is shown in Fig. 5 (dashed line).

We should note at this point that the considerations
concerning the fingerprint method address GSM in this
paper. We would like to stress however that this the all
the methods introduced here can be applied to any loca-
tion dependent parameter of the mobile system in gen-
eral.

III. USER MOBILITY MODEL

The mobility model we propose here attempts to
mimic human movement behavior to predict the new
position of a mobile user. This is important, since we
avoid the approach of estimating the position of a user
simply as the mean position computed from several sin-
gle localization estimates. The result would suffer from
a systematically increasing error for increasing velocity
of the target, caused by the larger spatial separation of
the different position estimates.

Instead we initially rely on the probability density dis-
tribution of the positions given the measured location
dependent parameter of the mobile resulting from (1):

p(i|f) := p(λi|f) =
p(λi)

p(f)
L̃(λi) = γL(λi), (2)

1For an introduction see e.g. [5], [6]

with γ being a constant, if we assume no prior knowl-
edge about the occurrence of either a certain position or
a certain fingerprint.

In order to combine this information with information
from the next fingerprint at timet+T we use a mobility
model which will change our believes about the initial
position taken at timet. The variance of the first esti-
mate will thus increase since the user might move ahead
during the timeT . We are not so sure anymore where
the user actually is located.

For the mobility model we make three assump-
tions:

1) The user will normally move with constant veloc-
ity u for the time under consideration. (This is
about a few seconds).

2) Physical obstacles, other persons, etc. are viewed
as perturbationsv upon the constant velocity tra-
jectory from assumption one.

3) The user will try to reestablish it’s constant veloc-
ity (equal tov = 0), once he was perturbed.

In general these assumptions result from the tendency
of a person to maximize his personal utility, which in-
cludes to avoid deceleration and acceleration processes
[7].

For a single physical dimension we therefore model
the targeted user’s motion as a dynamic linear system
and write:

ẋ(t) = Fx(t) + Bu(t) + Gw(t) (3)

with

x =

[

x

v

]

=

[

user’s position at time t

user’s velocity variation around its constant speed at time t

]

.

(4)

The vector u = [u, 0] is a deterministic vector
and addresses assumption one by denoting the constant
velocity. The random vectorw = [0, w] represent
white Gaussian noise and models our second assump-
tion where the user is perturbed by obstacles and sud-
denly has to change his velocity. The resulting speed
difference between his current speed and his desired ve-
locity is denoted by the variablev. In such a case the
user will try to reach its personal optimal speedu again
and thus will change his speed until the termv becomes
zero. This indicates the speed differencev to be corre-
lated in time; if the user does not move with his desired
speedu at time t, it is likely that he still moves with
different speed thanu at timet + τ for sufficient small
τ .
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Fig. 2. Probability density model of the user’s velocity

Singer used in his paper about tracking [8] a similar
model but incorporates acceleration also. We have omit-
ted to model acceleration here, since the acceleration
period of the users under consideration (mainly pedes-
trians) is assumed to be small compared to the systems
time constants. For the time correlation ofv we assume
(refer also to Fig. 1):

rv(τ) = E{v(t)v(t + τ)} = σ2
me−α|τ | (5)

whereσ2
m is the variance of the difference speedv

andα is the reciprocal of the random difference speed
time constant. We assumeα = 1

0.2 and for σ2
m we

use the same approach as in [8]: We construct the vari-
ance assuming that the user may increase or decrease
his speed due to perturbation by a maximum valueVmax

(−Vmax). He will do so with a probabilityPmax. The
user will not change his velocity with probabilityP0 and
will speed up or down between the limits according to a
uniform distribution (Fig. 2). We can then write for the
variance

σ2
m =

V 2
max

3
(1 − 4Pmax − P0). (6)

Deriving further the power density spectrum from (5)
and interpreting the result as being produced by a shap-
ing filter driven by white Gaussian noisew we get for
the corresponding differential equation:

v̇(t) = −αv + w(t) with σ2
w(τ) = 2ασ2

mδ(τ) (7)
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Fig. 3. Impact of the mobility model on a position estimate. The
probability of a single position is not so sure anymore. The possible
movement of a user broadens the variance ofp(λi|f(k))

The remaining desired velocityu we model as a ran-
dom variable with its density constructed by the super-
position of three Gaussian shaped curves:

f(u) =
(1 − w)

2
N (−um, σ2

um

) + wN (0, σ2
u0

) +

+
(1 − w)

2
N (um, σ2

um

) (8)

The two Gaussian shaped curves with mean−um and
um represent the users moving forward or backwards.
The curve in the middle denotes a motionless (or almost
motionless) user. The weighting factor w∈ [0, 1] allows
to control the percentage of motionless users.

The dynamic linear system equation (3) is now spec-
ified completely by

F =

[

0 1
0 −α

]

, B =

[

1 0
0 0

]

, G =

[

0 0
0 1

]



and represents the motion of a user in a single phys-
ical dimension.The extension into a second dimension
is straight forward if we assume independence between
the cartesian coordinates. For convenience we keep the
same names for the variables, but introduce the indices
x andy to describe the physical dimension.

Assuming a new position estimate every T seconds
and applying the state-space-method to (8) we write for
the discrete mobility equation

X(k+1) = Θ(T, α)X(k)+Bd(k)U(k)+W (k) (9)

where

X = [x, vx, y, vy]
T

U = [ux, 0, uy, 0]
T

Bd(T ) =
∫ t+T

t
Θ(t − τ, α)Bdτ

X is the dynamic state vector containing the position
and the velocity for both cartesian dimensions.U is
the desired deterministic speed of the user andW (k)
is a discrete-time zero-mean white Gaussian noise with
statistics according to

E{W (k)} = 0

E{W (k)W T (j)} =

{

Q(k) j = k

0 j 6= k

}

.

and

Q(k) = Q =









0 0 0 0
0 2ασm

2 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 2ασm

2









The matricesΘ andBd are the state transition matri-
ces to link the system at the timesk andk + 1.

SinceF is time invariant the state transition matrix
Θ(T, α) can easily be obtained by [9]

Θ(T, α) = L−1{(sI − F )
−1} (10)

whereL denotes the Laplace transformation. This re-
sults in

Θ(T, α) =









1 1
α
(1 − e−αT ) 0 0

0 e−αT 0 0
0 0 1 1

α
(1 − e−αT )

0 0 0 e−αT









(11)
We see from (9) thatX(k+1) is Gaussian ifX(k) is

either Gaussian or deterministic and since we assume a
known initial position at timek = 0 the density function
pX(k+1)(.) is completely determined by the mean and
covariance given by [9]:

mX (k+1) = Θ(T, α)E{X(k)}+Bd(T )U(k) (12)

PXX(k + 1) = Θ(T, α)E{X(k)XT (k)}Θ(T, α)
T

+

+

∫ T

0

Θ(T − τ, α)QΘ(T − τ, α)
T dτ

(13)

Letting the mobile user start at the initial position
X(k = 0) and with velocityU(k = 0), vx = 0, vy = 0
the mean results according to (12) in

mX (k + 1) = X(k = 0) + TU(k = 0) (14)

The covariance computes to

PXX(k + 1) = 2ασm
2









p11 p12 0 0
p12 p22 0 0
0 0 p11 p12
0 0 p12 p22









(15)
where

p11 =
1

2α3

(

−e−2αT + 4e−αT − 3 + 2αT
)

p12 =
1

2α2

(

e−2αT − 2e−αT + 1
)

p22 =
1

2α

(

1 − e−2αT
)

.

IV. COMBINED POSITION ESTIMATE AND USER

MOBILITY MODEL

We are now able to propagate the optimal position
estimatêi(k) at timek into the estimatêi′(k + 1) at
timek + 1.

We therefore treat the position̂i(k) of the user as ran-
dom variable and use (2) to describe its probability den-
sity. By adding the distanceX(k+1) which the user has
moved during time period T we receive the new position
to be:

î′(k + 1) = î(k) + AX(k + 1). (16)

A =

(

1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0

)

.

Thus we are able to computêi′ from the position es-
timateî(k) at timek and the mobility model’s contribu-
tion X(k + 1).



Figure 3 illustrates the impact of the motion model.
It shows a section of the target area in the inner city of
Vienna. The x- and y-coordinates are given as indices of
a 5 times5 meter measurement grid. The z-axis shows
the probabilityp(λi|f) of being at a certain positioni.
In Fig. 3(a) a first estimate for the fingerprintf at time
k is shown. A simple maximum likelihood estimator
would localize the user at the position with the indices
(38, 52). Fig. 3(b) shows the situation at timek + 1
afterT = 3 seconds. The reliability of the first estimate
is reduced by the possible movement of the user. The
probability of being at the position(38, 52) is reduced
by about 80% compared to timet.

Let us now consider the incorporation of the position
estimatêi(k+1) which becomes available at timek+1.
We now combine this estimate with the oneî′(k + 1)
propagated over time.

Since we still do not know whether to trust the prop-
agated position estimate or the newly available estimate
more, we combine them according to

î∗(k + 1) = (I − K )̂i′(k + 1) + Kî(k + 1). (17)

whit K denoting a blending factor andI being the
identity matrix.

To find the blending factorK we chose to minimize
the estimator’s variance and limitK to be between0
andI . This is equal to a minimization of the major diag-
onal of the covariance matrix of the estimatorî∗(k + 1)
and we write:

d(tr(P KK))

dK
= 0 (18)

with

P KK = E{̂i∗(k + 1)̂i∗(k + 1)
T
} −

− E{̂i∗(k + 1)}E{̂i∗(k + 1)}
T

(19)

(20)

Assuming î′ and î uncorrelated and applying a
straightforward differential calculus approach utilizing

d(tr(AB))

dA
= BT A,B square

d
(

tr(ACAT )
)

dA
= 2AC C symmetric

we find for the blending factor

K =
2(QT − ī′ī′

T
) + ī′īT + īī′

T

2(Q + R − (̄i′
− ī)(̄i′

− ī)
T

)
(21)

TABLE I
TEST CAMPAIGN’ S PARAMETER SETTING IN THE CITY OFV IENNA

Parameter Description Value
α reciprocal difference speed time constant 5
Vmax maximal speed increase due to perturbation 1.5 meter/s
−Vmax maximal speed decrease due to perturbation 1.5 meter/s
Pmax probability of maximal speed increase 0.1
P0 probability of no perturbation 0.6
|um| mean speed of moving user 1.5 meter/s
σ2

um
variance of forward/backward moving user 0.25

σ2

u0
variance of motionless user 0.0025

w proportion of motionless user 0.1
T time period between measured fingerprints 3s

Fig. 4. Map of test area in the city of Vienna. Source of the map:[10]

with

ī = E{i}, ī′ = E{i′}

and Q = E{i′i′
T
}, R = E{iiT }.

The time propagated measurementî′(k + 1) can now
be updated according to (17) and we receive a final esti-
mator for the position at timek+1. The same procedure
can easily be applied for following time periods. It has
to be noted however that we compute for every time step
sums of random variables which involves a convolution.
A simple tracking will thus be inefficient in terms of
computational effort. For the improvement of position
estimates however, where only a few time steps are con-
sidered the method is suitable.

To test our method we use a heavy urban area in the
downtown area of Vienna. A map is shown in Fig. 4.
For the initial training of the Bayesian networks to per-
form the single position estimate we use 10 samples per
position. For the localization we choose the time pe-
riod T between two consecutive measurements to be 3
seconds to allow a pedestrian to move at least several
meters. For a sum of all parameters chosen refer to
Tab. I. The resulting accuracy is shown in Fig. 5 (solid
line). The errore = ‖̂i∗

− i‖ is defined as the differ-
ence between the true and the estimated position. We
can see, that the 90% margin is below an error of 70
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meters compared to more than 100 meters for the sin-
gle estimation case (dashed line). On the other side, due
to the combination of several position estimates, posi-
tioning errors up to about 50 meters are more likely to
occur. The main achievement however is the reduction
of outliers which classifies the method to be suitable for
most location based services, especially if a deployment
in densely populated heavy urban areas is intended.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have presented a method to improve
the accuracy of a simple pattern matching based posi-
tion estimate by applying a motion model and combin-
ing several consecutive fingerprints. We have then ap-
plied the method to trail measurements taken in the city
of Vienna and have achieved an accuracy of about 70
meters in 90% of all cases and less than 40 meters in
67% of all cases. Limitations to the method apply if the
target user is very slowly moving and the underlying lo-
calization method show the same probability densities
of the positions for all three consecutive fingerprints. In
this case no accuracy improvement can be expected.
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Abstract 

The paper presents two geodetic models using data from two or three receivers to track the locations of mobile 
transmitters. 
   To apply the techniques in this study, one first has to obtain the estimated angles of arrival (AOAs) and their 
standard deviations (SDs) from two or three receivers to each transmitter. The histogram-based algorithms in [1] 
can be used to calculate the estimated AOAs and AOA SDs from a receiver to various transmitters and can be 
extended for mobile transmitters and fixed receivers with a two/three-receiver (2R/3R) fixing. Once the estimated 
AOAs and AOA SDs from each receiver to the mobile transmitters are obtained, both of the Spherical and WGS84 
geodetic models [2], [3] are used to process the estimated data for each receiver to track the locations of the mobile 
transmitters with a 2R or 3R fixing. To consider the statistical variations during the location tracking, the concept of 
confidence ellipse (CE) [4] is applied. 
    Three sets of simulated data were processed and their results showed significant accuracy for various scenarios. 
The results of this study demonstrated the effectiveness of using both of the geodetic models to track mobile 
transmitters with a 2R or 3R fixing. 
   In general, both of the geodetic models provide a simple and efficient way to track mobile transmitters. The 
approach is particularly applicable for receivers using fast wideband scanning devices and where items such as 
AOAs and their instantaneous SDs from several channels are reported per second. 

 
 

I. Introduction 
 

In mobile communication, the problem of position 
determination of a mobile transmitter has been studied 
extensively, particularly in the context of military 
operations and governmental spectrum licensing. 
Position estimation can be enhanced by combining 
geodetic modeling with direction finding (DF) 
techniques and receivers’ global positioning system 
(GPS) [2] data. In this study, multiple (two and three) 
receivers were used to perform the DF fixing. Two 
geodetic models (Spherical and WGS84) were used.  
   The CRC’s Spectrum Explorer [5] can be used as the 
receiver to scan, collect and pre-process wireless 
signals. Each scenario may include multiple channels 
(frequency bands), in or out of regulation. Each channel 
may have multiple users from various AOAs with 
different signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs). Each user may 
use various modulations such as amplitude modulation 
(AM), frequency modulation (FM), etc. The estimated 
AOAs and AOA SDs of users for each receiver can be 
used for the 2R or 3R fixing. With the known GPS 
coordinates of the receivers and the geodetic models, 
one can track the mobile transmitters accurately. 
   Three simulated data sets will be processed using 
both of the geodetic models for the 2R and 3R fixings. 
The detailed results will be shown later in this study. 
  

II. Geodetic Models 
 
As described in [2], a point Q on an ellipsoid is 
determined by ),( λφ  = (latitude, longitude). The 
latitude is the angle between the normal at Q and the 
plane of the Equator. For an ellipsoid, the normal at Q 
does not go through the center point. The longitude is 
the angle between the plane of the meridian of Q and 
the plane of a reference meridian through Greenwich. 
   In this study, the GPS data include each receiver’s 
coordinates ),( λφ . The AOA is equivalent to the 
azimuth, defined as the angle with respect to the North 
Pole in a clockwise direction. Since the earth can be 
modeled as a sphere or an ellipsoid, the corresponding 
two models, Spherical and WGS84, were used.  
 
1. Spherical Model 
 
To derive formulas for the transformation of a sphere, 
two basic laws of spherical trigonometry [3] are used. 
Referring to the spherical triangle in Fig. 1, with three 
points having angles (A, B, C) on the sphere, and three 
great circle angles (a, b, c) connecting them, the Laws 
of Sines/Cosines declare that 
 

cCbBaA sin/sinsin/sinsin/sin == ,                                (1)                           

Cababc cossinsincoscoscos += ,                                     (2)                           
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Fig. 1. Spherical triangle 

 
cABABC cossinsincoscoscos +−= .                                (3)   

   If C is placed at the North Pole, it becomes the angle 
between the two meridians extending to A and B. If A is 
the starting point on the sphere and B the second, c is 
the great circle angle between them, and angle A is the 
azimuth Az east of north which point B bears to point A. 
If ),( 11 λφ  and ),( 22 λφ  are for A and B, respectively, the 

great arc distance between A and B is S, and the radius 
of the earth is R (=6367.445 km), then 

,cossin ,cossin , 12 φφ === baAzA  

./ ,)sin(sin 12 RScC =−= λλ   

Then (1) and (2) become 
 

,sin/)sin(cos/sin 122 cAz λλφ −=                                        (4)                                                                   

).cos(coscossinsincos 122121 λλφφφφ −+=c                      (5)                                                                

From (4), one can get 
 

.ns/)]cos(cossinsin[coscos i122121 cAz λλφφφφ −−=        (6)                                                 

From (5) and (6), one can get 
 

).cossincoscosarcsin(sin 112 Azcc φφφ +=                          (7)       

   Given ),( 11 λφ  and ),( 22 λφ  for receivers 1 and 2 (R1 

and R2), (5) can be used to find the S (D12) between 
R1 and R2. Then the corresponding Az (A12, A21) 
between R1 and R2 can be found by using (4) and (6). 
For transmitter 1 (T1) with AOA1 from R1 and AOA2 
from R2, by properly subtracting (A12, A21) from 
(AOA1, AOA2), one can find the two internal angles at 
the R1 and R2 corners of the R1-R2-T1 triangle. Then 
the internal angle at the T1 corner can be calculated by 
using (3). The D13 between R1 and T1 can then be 
calculated by using (1). Then the problem with given 
D13 and AOA1 from R1 is next. (5) and (7) can be 
used to find the ),( 33 λφ  which is the location of T1. 

The same procedure can be repeated for multiple AOA1 
and AOA2 sets for various mobile transmitters. The 
above 2R fixing procedure can be extended to a 3R 
fixing by processing two receivers at a time. 

2. WGS84 Model 
 

The following mid-latitude formulas [2] (8), (9) and 
(10) can be used to find the arc distance S and the two 
azimuths between known points at ),( 11 λφ  and ),( 22 λφ : 
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and a (=6378.137 km) is the semimajor axis (equatorial 
radius) of earth; b is the semiminor axis (polar radius) 
of earth; f  (=1/298.257223563) is the flattening; e′  is 
the second eccentricity and c  is the radius of curvature. 
   (10), (11) and (12) can be used iteratively to find the 

),( 22 λφ  at a given S and azimuth Az east of north from 

),( 11 λφ : 
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Note that the S between the estimated location of a 
transmitter and a known receiver in WGS84 model can 
be estimated by using (4) and (5) in the Spherical model 
(note the c=S/R) combined with the averaged spherical-
to-ellipsoidal correction factor. From [3], the ratio for 
the length of a radian of latitude along a meridian on 
the sphere to that on the ellipsoid is 
 

)],1(/[)sin1()( 22/322 eaeRCm −−= φφ                    (13) 

and the ratio for the length of a radian of longitude 
along a parallel on the sphere to that on the ellipsoid is 
 

,/)sin1()( 2/122 aeRCp φφ −=                                       (14) 

where 2/122 )/1( abe −=  is the eccentricity of the 
ellipsoid. Given ),( 11 λφ  and ),( 22 λφ , the averaged 

spherical-to-ellipsoidal correction factor is 
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The relationship between the S in WGS84 model 
)( 84WGSS  and the S in Spherical model )( spS  is 

 



 

ellipsspspWGS CSS _84 /= .                                              (16) 

   Given ),( 11 λφ  and ),( 22 λφ  for R1 and R2, (8) and (9) 

can be used to find the S (D12_WGS84) between R1 
and R2. Then the corresponding Az (A12, A21) 
between R1 and R2 can be found by using (8), (9) and 
(10). Again, for T1 with AOA1 from R1 and AOA2 
from R2, by properly subtracting (A12, A21) from 
(AOA1, AOA2), one can find the two internal angles at 
the R1 and R2 corners of the R1-R2-T1 triangle. Then 
the internal angle at the T1 corner can be calculated by 
using (3). Note that since the Spherical model equation 
(3) is used in the WGS84 model, (15) has to be used. 
That is, D12_WGS84 should be multiplied by (15) to 
get the D12_Spherical, which can be then used to find 
the internal angle at the T1 corner. The D13_Spherical 
between R1 and T1 can then be calculated by using (1). 
Then the D13_Spherical should be divided by (15) to 
get the D13_WGS84. Then the problem with given 
D13_WGS84 and AOA1 from R1 is next. (10), (11) 
and (12) can be used to find the ),( 33 λφ  which is the 

location of T1. Again, the same procedure can be 
repeated for multiple AOA1 and AOA2 sets for various 
mobile transmitters. The above 2R fixing procedure can 
be extended to a 3R fixing by processing two receivers 
at a time. 

 
 

III. 2R/3R Fixing and Confidence Ellipse (CE) 
 
Both of the 2R and 3R fixings were investigated in this 
study. The concept of CE was also applied. 
 
1. 2R Fixing 
 
The detailed calculation procedure for the 2R fixing has 
been described in both the Spherical and WGS84 model 
sections. One can repeat the procedure for multiple 
AOA1 and AOA2 sets for various mobile transmitters 
to track those mobile transmitters.  
 
2. 3R Fixing 
 
In Fig. 2, K, L and M represent the receivers and A, B, C 
the corresponding corners of a triangle. From [4], the 
best estimated location of the transmitter is at V, the 
meeting-point of lines AT and BU, where 
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where MBDLADKCD MLK ===  , ,  and Jψσ  is the 

AOA SD from receiver J (=K,L,M). By Menelaus’ 
Theorem [6], 
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The detailed calculation procedure for the 2R fixing has 
been described in both the Spherical and WGS84 model 
sections. For various mobile transmitters, one can 
repeat the 2R fixing procedure for multiple AOA1, 
AOA2 and AOA3 sets for the 3R fixing to find the sets 
of (A, B, C). Once the sets of (A, B, C) are found, one 
can use (17), (18) and (19) to find the Vs to track those 
mobile transmitters.  

 
3. Confidence Ellipse 
 
The CE with probability P is the probability that the V 
of a mobile transmitter will lie within the area bounded 
by an elliptical contour with semimajor axis r and 
semiminor axis s. The related equations [4] are defined 
as follows: 
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and Jθ  is the AOA from receiver J. Note that X and Y 

rotate through an angle ϕ  relative to the coordinates x 

and y. Also the ),,,,,( ϕνµκsr  and the CE vary as the 
AOA varies. The CE can be applied to both of the 2R 
and 3R fixings.  
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Fig. 2. 3R Fixing 



 

IV. Simulated Results 
 

Three receivers located at Mont Royal (R1) and St-
Remi (R2) in Quebec, Canada and a dummy location 
(R3) were simulated with ),( λφ  equal to 

)39.72 ,50.45( $$ − , )33.72 ,28.45( $$ − and )68.72 ,43.45( $$ −
, respectively. For the Spherical model, the arc distance 
R1_R2 (D12) = 25.207 km, R2_R3 (D23) = 31.979 km 
and R3_R1 (D31) = 23.893 km. For the WGS84 model, 
D12 = 25.211 km, D23 = 32.058 km and D31 = 23.965 
km. One and two transmitters with estimated 25-dB 
SNR were also simulated. In this study, AOAi_Tj 
represents the true azimuth from receiver i to 
transmitter j. For the case of one motionless transmitter, 
the AOAi_T1 set was used, while T1&T2 sets with two 
indices  (AOAi_T1&2(1,2)) were used for the case of 
two mobile transmitters. 
   From [1], the AOA SDs among various single-

receiver scenarios with 25-dB SNR are around $2 . 
Thus, to simulate multi-receiver scenarios with a 25-dB 

SNR, normal distributions with $1  and $2  SD were 
used with various seeds for each snapshot as the signal 
model of the AOA SDs of the transmitters from each 
receiver. A snapshot refers to multiple wideband scans 
of data that are averaged to produce estimates of the 
AOAs and AOA SDs. Note that the estimated AOAs 
and AOA SDs in [1] for a single-receiver scenario can 
be used as the inputs from each receiver in this study. 
Certainly, the estimated AOAs and AOA SDs from 
each receiver to the transmitters can be obtained by 
methods other than [1]. 
   For the 2R fixing, (R1, R2) and (AOA1, AOA2) were 
used. For the 3R fixing, (R1, R2, R3) and (AOA1, 
AOA2, AOA3) were used. In this study, 20 snapshots 
of simulated data were generated for each case using 
the sets of the AOAi_Tj with an AOA SD for 
transmitter j from receiver i. Among the 20 snapshots, 
(r_max, s_max) were calculated by finding the 
maximum of (rs, ss), and the corresponding CE 
(represented by an ellipse) was calculated for each case. 
In related figures, the (r_max, s_max)_Tj of the CE was 
displayed in km. Vavg_Tj, the center of a CE in 
(latitude_degree, longitude_degree), was calculated by 
averaging V_Tjs among 20 snapshots. The true location 
of Tj (True_Tj in (latitude_degree, longitude_degree)) 
was calculated by using zero AOA SDs and was   
represented by a star.  
   For each scenario, both of the Spherical and WGS84 
models were used and the recalculated AOAi_Tj 
(Rec_AOAi_Tj, azimuth from Ri to Vavg_Tj) was 
calculated. The AOAi_Tj error (Er_AOAi_Tj = 
Rec_AOAi_Tj – AOAi_Tj) was calculated in degree to 
check the accuracy. The root-mean-square distance 
(RMSD_Tj in km) between V_Tjs and the True_Tj 
among 20 snapshots was calculated.  The corresponding 

area of each CE (AREACE_Tj in 2km ) was also 
calculated. For the cases of mobile transmitters, 
Er_AOAi_Tj(1,2), True_Tj(1,2), Vavg_Tj(1,2), (r_max, 
s_max)_Tj(1,2), RMSD_Tj(1,2) and AREACE_Tj(1,2) 
were calculated. 

 
Simulated Test1 Scenario: Motionless T1 for a 2R 

fixing, (AOA1, AOA2) = )315 ,225( $$  with (I): $1  

AOA SD and P = 50% CE; (II): $1  AOA SD and P = 

99% CE; (III): $2  AOA SD and P = 99% CE. For the 
Spherical and WGS84 models, among 20 snapshots, the 
results of (I) are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, 
respectively. The results of (II) are shown in Fig. 5 and 
Fig. 6, respectively. The results of (III) are shown in 
Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, respectively. The related results are 
shown in TABLE I.  

 

Fig. 3. Test1, Spherical,$1 SD, 50% CE, Avg_20snaps 

 

Fig. 4. Test1, WGS84, $1 SD, 50% CE, Avg_20snaps 



 

 

Fig. 5. Test1, Spherical, $1 SD, 99% CE, Avg_20snaps 

 

Fig. 6. Test1, WGS84, $1 SD, 99% CE, Avg_20snaps 

 

Fig. 7. Test1, Spherical, $2 SD, 99% CE, Avg_20snaps 

 

Fig. 8. Test1, WGS84, $2 SD, 99% CE, Avg_20snaps 

 
Simulated Test2 Scenario: Mobile T1&T2 for a 2R 

fixing with $2  AOA SD and P = 99% CE. 

AOA1,2_T1(1,2)  = ),318 ,315( ,)228 ,225( $$$$  

AOA1,2_T2(1,2)  = ).328 ,325( ,)238 ,235( $$$$ Among 
20 snapshots, the results for the Spherical and WGS84 
models are shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, respectively. 
The related results are shown in TABLE I. 

 

Fig. 9. Test2, Spherical, $2 SD, 99% CE, Avg_20snaps 

 
Simulated Test3 Scenario: Mobile T1&T2 for a 3R 

fixing with $2  AOA SD and P = 99% CE.  

AOA1,2,3_T1(1,2)  = ),93,90(),318,315(),228,225( $$$$$$  

AOA1,2,3_T2(1,2)  = ).83,80(),328,325(),238,235( $$$$$$  



 

 

Fig. 10. Test2, WGS84, $2 SD, 99% CE, Avg_20snaps 

 

Fig. 11. Test3, Spherical, $2 SD, 99% CE, Avg_20snaps 

 

Fig. 12. Test3, WGS84, $2 SD, 99% CE, Avg_20snaps 

    
Among 20 snapshots, the results for the Spherical and 
WGS84 models are shown in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12, 
respectively. The related results are shown in TABLE I.    
   From TABLE I Test1 part, one can see that the 
(Er_AOAi_Tj, Vavg_Tj, RMSD_Tj) are independent of 
CEs (that is, 50% and 99% CEs have the same 
(Er_AOAi_Tj, Vavg_Tj, RMSD_Tj)). 
   However, the higher percentage the CE has, the larger 
(r_max, s_max) and AREACE_Tj are. Note that the 
capability to locate a transmitter properly relies on the 
accuracy of the area enclosed by the CE, which in turn, 
depends on the accuracy of Vavg and (r_max, s_max). 
Among the 2R and 3R fixings, the AOA SDs are 
involved in calculation of both Vavg and (r_max, 
s_max) for the 3R fixing, while for the 2R fixing, the 
AOA SDs are only involved in calculation of (r_max, 
s_max).  
   From TABLE I Test2&3 parts, the (Er_AOA1_Tj, 
Er_AOA2_Tj) in the 2R fixing are smaller than their 
counterparts in the 3R fixing. This may come from the 
involvement of the AOA SDs in (17), (18) and (19) to 
calculate Varg for the 3R fixing and the effect of the 
AOA SDs not being used to calculate Varg for the 2R 
fixing. Nevertheless, one can see that the Er_AOAi_Tjs 
are small (less than 2.25 SD of AOA SDs) in both the 
2R and 3R fixings, which shows the accuracy of the 
two geodetic models in this study is significant. 
However, since the AOA SDs are not used to calculate 
Vavg for the 2R fixing, with the extra information from 
the third receiver plus the AOA SDs, the accuracy of 
Vavg should be higher for the 3R fixing. Also, the 
accuracy of (r_max, s_max) should be higher for the 3R 
fixing with the extra information from the third 
receiver, this can be seen from TABLE I that 
AREACE_Tjs of the CEs in the 2R cases are generally 
larger than their counterparts in the 3R cases.   
   The size of a CE at a certain percentage provides 
direct information of how confident a transmitter is 
located within that CE. That is, the larger the CE is, the 
higher the confidence is. At a certain confidence 
percentage, a smaller CE indicates a more accurate 
estimate of a transmitter’s location. Thus, with higher 
accuracy of Vavg, (r_max, s_max), and smaller 
AREACE, the 3R fixing can locate the transmitters 
better than the 2R fixing with the tradeoff that one more 
receiver is needed. Due to different calculations for V, 
the True_Tjs in the 2R cases have different values from 
their counterparts in the 3R cases. From the above 
discussion, one can see that the reason why the 
RMSD_Tjs in the 2R cases are not always larger than 
their counterparts in the 3R cases may be caused by the 
inaccuracy of True_Tjs in the 2R cases.  
   As per the Spherical and WGS84 models, their 
estimated results are close to each other in this study.  

   



 

TABLE I. RESULTS FOR 20 SNAPSHOTS 
 Spherical WGS84 

Simulated Test1 (I): AOA1=225, AOA2=315 dgs, 1-dg SD, 50% conf. 
Er_AOA1/2_T1(dg) -0.21141/0.24453 -0.21142/0.24459 
True_T1(la_dg,lo_dg) (45.4162, -72.5244) (45.4162, -72.5238) 
Vavg_T1(la_dg,lo_dg) (45.4164, -72.5231) (45.4165, -72.5226) 
(r_max, s_max)_T1(km) (0.28111, 0.23656) (0.28108, 0.23649) 
RMSD_T1(km) 0.38072 0.38077 
AREACE_T1 (km^2) 0.20891 0.20883 
Simulated Test1 (II): AOA1=225, AOA2=315 dgs, 1-dg SD, 99% conf. 
Er_AOA1/2_T1(dg) -0.21141/ 0.24453 -0.21142/0.24459 
True_T1(la_dg,lo_dg) (45.4162, -72.5244) (45.4162, -72.5238) 
Vavg_T1(la_dg,lo_dg) (45.4164, -72.5231) (45.4165, -72.5226) 
(r_max, s_max)_T1(km) (0.72459, 0.60974) (0.72451, 0.60957) 
RMSD_T1(km) 0.38072 0.38077 
AREACE_T1 (km^2) 1.388 1.3874 
Simulated Test1 (III): AOA1=225, AOA2=315 dgs, 2-dg SD, 99% conf. 
Er_AOA1/2_T1(dg) -0.43712/0.49647 -0.43715/0.49652 
True_T1(la_dg,lo_dg) (45.4162, -72.5244) (45.4162, -72.5238) 
Vavg_T1(la_dg,lo_dg) (45.4166, -72.5218) (45.4167, -72.5212) 
(r_max, s_max)_T1(km) (1.4536, 1.2345) (1.4535, 1.2342) 
RMSD_T1(km) 0.76158 0.76167 
AREACE_T1 (km^2) 5.6374 5.6359 
Simulated Test2: AOA1_T1(1,2)=225,228, AOA2_T1(1,2)=315,318,  
AOA1_T2(1,2)=235,238, AOA2_T2(1,2)=325,328 dgs, 2-dg SD, 99% conf. 
Er_AOA1_T1(1,2)(dg) 0.32178, -0.047916 0.32177, -0.047892 
Er_AOA2_T1(1,2)(dg) -0.80228, -0.040003 -0.80221, -0.039927 
True_T1(1)(la_dg,lo_dg) (45.4162, -72.5244) (45.4162, -72.5238) 
True_T1(2)(la_dg,lo_dg) (45.4277, -72.5205) (45.4278, -72.5199) 
Vavg_T1(1)(la_dg,lo_dg) 
Vavg_T1(2)(la_dg,lo_dg) 

(45.4148, -72.5277) 
(45.4275, -72.5205) 

(45.4149, -72.5272) 
(45.4276, -72.52) 

(r_max, s_max)_T1(1)(km) 
(r_max, s_max)_T1(2)(km)  

(1.3051, 1.1711) 
(1.282, 1.1075) 

(1.3053, 1.1708) 
(1.2821, 1.1069) 

RMSD_T1(1,2)(km) 0.72998/ 0.94992 0.73003/ 0.72995 
AREACE_T1(1,2) (km^2) 4.8017/ 4.4606 4.801/ 4.4584 
Er_AOA1_T2(1,2)(dg) 0.41135, -0.47495 0.41132, -0.47493 
Er_AOA2_T2(1,2)(dg) -0.48043, -0.29088 -0.48038, -0.29083 
True_T2(1)(la_dg,lo_dg) (45.4531, -72.5048) (45.4531, -72.5043) 
True_T2(2)(la_dg,lo_dg) (45.463, -72.4955) (45.4631, -72.4951) 
Vavg_T2(1)(la_dg,lo_dg) 
Vavg_T2(2)(la_dg,lo_dg) 

(45.4526, -72.5074) 
(45.4618, -72.4963) 

(45.4527, -72.5069) 
(45.4619, -72.4958) 

(r_max, s_max)_T2(1)(km) 
(r_max, s_max)_T2(2)(km) 

(1.4376, 1.1846) 
(1.3839, 1.1053) 

(1.4377, 1.1837) 
(1.3836, 1.1038) 

RMSD_T2(1,2)(km) 0.87361/ 0.78357 0.87379/ 0.87371 
AREACE_T2(1,2) (km^2) 5.3501/ 4.8054 5.3463/ 4.798 
Simulated Test3: AOA1_T1(1,2)=225,228, AOA2_T1(1,2)=315,318, 
AOA3_T1(1,2)=90,93, AOA1_T2(1,2)=235,238, AOA2_T2(1,2)=325,328, 
AOA3_T2(1,2)=80,83 dgs, 2-dg SD, 99% conf. 
Er_AOA1_T1(1,2)(dg) 2.4732, 0.68219 2.459, 0.6615 
Er_AOA2_T1(1,2)(dg) 4.4999, 0.34127 4.4743, 0.3225 
Er_AOA3_T1(1,2)(dg) 2.6763, 0.17662 2.6639, 0.15849 
True_T1(1)(la_dg,lo_dg) (45.4289, -72.5158) (45.4288, -72.5153) 
True_T1(2)(la_dg,lo_dg) (45.4291, -72.5194) (45.4291, -72.5189) 
Vavg_T1(1)(la_dg,lo_dg) 
Vavg_T1(2)(la_dg,lo_dg) 

(45.4303, -72.5141) 
(45.4295, -72.5206) 

(45.4303, -72.5137) 
(45.4295, -72.5201) 

(r_max, s_max)_T1(1)(km) 
(r_max, s_max)_T1(2)(km) 

(1.6159, 0.61582) 
(1.242, 0.67594) 

(1.6154, 0.61716) 
(1.2412, 0.67845) 

RMSD_T1(1,2)(km) 1.4094/ 0.68348 0.87823/ 0.87822 
AREACE_T1(1,2) (km^2) 3.1262/ 2.6375 3.132/ 2.6455 
Er_AOA1_T2(1,2)(dg) 0.81012, -1.657 0.81611, -1.6443 
Er_AOA2_T2(1,2)(dg) 1.0897, -2.1499 1.1006, -2.1406 
Er_AOA3_T2(1,2)(dg) 0.89494, -2.2815 0.90839, -2.2694 
True_T2(1)(la_dg,lo_dg) (45.4556, -72.5026) (45.4557, -72.5021) 
True_T2(2)(la_dg,lo_dg) (45.4569, -72.5022) (45.457, -72.5017) 
Vavg_T2(1)(la_dg,lo_dg) 
Vavg_T2(2)(la_dg,lo_dg) 

(45.4564, -72.5013) 
(45.4566, -72.503) 

(45.4565, -72.5008) 
(45.4567, -72.5025) 

(r_max, s_max)_T2(1)(km) 
(r_max, s_max)_T2(2)(km) 

(1.3655, 0.62865) 
(1.3963, 0.59493) 

(1.3654, 0.62899) 
(1.3969, 0.59521) 

RMSD_T2(1,2)(km) 0.81975/ 0.95306 0.90192/ 0.90193 
AREACE_T2(1,2) (km^2) 2.6968/ 2.6097 2.6981/ 2.612 

 
 
 

V. Conclusions 
 
The paper presents two geodetic models using data 
from two or three receivers to track the locations of 
mobile transmitters. To apply the techniques, one first 
has to obtain the estimated AOAs and AOA SDs from 
two or three receivers to each transmitter using his own 
method. The histogram-based algorithms in [1] can be 
used to calculate the estimated AOAs and AOA SDs 
from a receiver to various transmitters. Once the 
estimated AOAs and AOA SDs from each receiver to 
the mobile transmitters are obtained, both the Spherical 
and WGS84 geodetic models can be used to process the 
estimated data for each receiver to track the mobile 
transmitters with a 2R or 3R fixing. 
   The results showed the effectiveness of using both of 
the geodetic models to track mobile transmitters with a 
2R or 3R fixing. One can see that the accuracy of the 
algorithms is significant. The 3R fixing can locate the 
transmitters better than the 2R fixing, with the tradeoff 
being that one more receiver is needed. Results using 
the Spherical and WGS84 models are very similar.  
   In general, both of the geodetic models provide a 
simple and efficient way to track mobile transmitters. 
The approach is particularly applicable for receivers 
using fast scanning devices and where items such as 
AOAs and their instantaneous SDs from several 
channels are reported per second. In the near future, 
measured data for a 2R or 3R fixing with mobile 
transmitters will be used to test the capability of the 
algorithms in this study. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
This paper presents the use of Commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) wireless Internet technology to meet the security, 
mobility and safety needs of departments of transportation (DOTs).  COTS wireless is an economical, scalable 
alternative to traditional fiber optics and telephony communications solutions.  A virtual Ethernet network is 
created along a highway right-of-way (ROW) by installing wireless point-to-point links in a serial fashion that can 
extend upwards of 30 miles per section from a base node.  This local area network (LAN) becomes a seamless 
extension of the DOT’s communications for field devices such as cameras, RWIS, traffic sensors, and field 
personnel.  This paper discusses the design and architecture issues of serial wireless LANs used in a transportation 
setting based on real world deployments and outdoor testing on Virginia’s Smart Road transportation test bed.   
Digital video applications along wireless networks are specifically addressed.   
 
 
1.0 The needs of the DOT 
 
Departments of Transportation (DOTs) are under 
increasing pressure to maintain control over their 
widespread infrastructure.  The desire to provide 
secure and accurate information to travelers is 
pushing the existing DOT communications 
infrastructure to the limit.  In an ideal world, fiber 
optics would be available along every interstate right-
of-way (ROW) and along every major arterial.  
Dedicated home-run fibers would be available for 
traffic monitoring cameras and the myriad of other 
DOT field devices, such as weather sensors (RWIS), 
acoustic sensors, variable message signs (VMS), 
license plate readers (LPR), and HAR.  The quantity 
of field devices that DOTs desire can number into the 
thousands along ever major stretch of interstate and 
major arterial. 
 
The reality, however, is far from ideal.  In the early 
days of ITS, hundreds of millions of dollars were 
spent on dedicated camera fiber optic systems; 
however, those days are long gone.  The cost for fiber 
optic installation is more than DOTs are willing to 
spend, and the long time frame for bringing a system 
online is longer than they want to wait.   Recently, 
several DOTs have attempted to develop 
public/private partnerships to deploy large-scale fiber 
optic networks using DOT ROW.   These attempts 
have often failed due to lack of interest from the 
financially ailing telecom industry.  Traditional 
telephony solutions, such as DSL, ISDN, phone 

modems, and T1s, are viable alternatives; however, the 
bandwidth can be limiting, each individual installation 
incurs a monthly bill, and these options may not be 
available in highly rural areas.   
 
2.0 The wireless alternative 
 
Recent advances in wireless technologies have made this 
communications medium a viable, economical, and 
scalable alternative for DOTs.   The infrastructure 
requirements are a fraction of fiber optic installation, with 
minimal disruption to existing infrastructure.  With 
appropriate infrastructure in place, a wireless network can 
go online within hours, as opposed to the months of 
construction required for a fiber optic network.  Wireless 
links can be used as temporary installations until a fiber 
optic network becomes available or can be made 
permanent for long-term use.  From a scalability issue, 
adding another wireless link over a small distance is much 
more reasonable than extending a fiber optic network.  
Furthermore, the use of open standard wireless IP devices 
ensures that the owners do not cubbyhole themselves into 
one type of proprietary technology and costly services 
contracts from one vendor.  
 
To compare the costs of wireless to fiber optics and 
traditional telephone solutions, a mock scenario was 
developed.  The scenario involved placing two cameras, 
two VMS, and one traffic speed/count sensor along an 
interstate ROW and collecting the data back at a DOT 
District Headquarters.  The district office was located 
several miles from the interstate, and the overall length 



 

covered between devices was over 8 miles.  Three 
options were analyzed: 1) constructing a new fiber 
optic network from the DOT District HQ to each 
field device; 2) installing individual telephony 
subscription services to each device; 3) installing a 
wireless network extending from the DOT District 
HQ to each device. 
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Figure 1 Initial cost comparison for mock scenario 

 
The traditional wire line solution and wireless 
solutions had similar up front costs.  However the 
recurring monthly charges applied to each device 
soon made wireless the more cost effective approach. 
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Figure 2 Five year cost comparison between wireless 
and traditional telephone data solution 

 
The wireless network becomes the property of the 
DOT; therefore, the recurring monthly costs 
associated with individual ISDN and phone lines are 
minimized.  The bandwidth capabilities of wireless 
can support streaming video, which is the most 
bandwidth- intensive application.  If the network can 
handle video, then it can certainly handle the low 
data rates associated with other field devices, such as 
RWIS and traffic counters.  Overall, wireless systems 
provide a good value based on the cost per 
installation versus the available bandwidth they 
provide.   
 
A limitation on long distances with many products is 
the requirement of clear line-of-sight (LOS).  One 
advantage for the DOTs is that outside of owning a 
mountain top or having access to cell towers, the best 
line-of-sight through a region is the existing interstate 

infrastructure.  Since the DOT owns the ROW along an 
interstate, it can use it to create wireless LANs easily.  
Non Line of Sight (NLOS) or near line of sight systems 
are available, however their cost can be much higher than 
other LOS systems.  If an NLOS system can replace the 
installation of several nodes of a LOS system, than the 
increased cost can be balanced by the savings of reducing 
the number of nodes. 
 
2.1 COTS versus proprietary solutions 
 
Traditionally, the transportation industry has shied away 
from off-the-shelf products in favor of environmentally 
hardened proprietary design-build solutions.  While this 
approach has its merits, it often results in a DOT being 
“on the hook” to one vendor and one specific technology.  
This can lead to expensive service contracts and a lack of 
desire to change or upgrade technologies even though a 
better, cheaper solution usually becomes available over 
time.  COTS products are driven by a market much larger 
and more dynamic than the transportation arena.  This 
marketplace breeds a phenomenon that is to the buyer’s 
advantage:  capabilities increase while, at the same time, 
costs come down.  In addition, COTS products tend to 
follow a standard, making interoperability and use of 
different vendors easy.  In many situations, improved 
products roll out on three to five-year timelines.  Radios 
that we purchased for $2,000 three years ago have been 
replaced with products that are three times as fast for half 
the cost. 
 
Placing emphasis on the infrastructure for these wireless 
nodes is more prudent than focusing on the absolute state 
of the art military grade system.  Proper grounding and 
clean power are a must for a sound installation.  Wireless 
and video server technologies are improving on a 2-3 year 
time frame with new, better and often times cheaper 
products becoming available.  By specifying a good solid 
CCTV camera combined with a COTS video server, the 
DOT can cheaply upgrade the system to better video 
server technology as it becomes available. And as long as 
there is a good place to hang an antenna, and power a 
radio, the wireless system can be upgraded relatively easy 
as higher throughput systems become available or as the 
demands on the system increase. 
 
2.2 Suggested Architectures 
 
The design of a WLAN will depend on several factors, 
including desired capabilities, terrain, and available 
infrastructure.   In general, they can be constructed in the 
following architectures:  single point-to-point, point-to-
multipoint, serial point-to-point, and client-Access Point 
(point-to-multipoint). 
 



 

Point-to-multipoint architectures are the most robust 
because each link is independent of the other link.  In 
serial point-to-point, each previous link is dependent 
on subsequent links.  However, for most linear 
highway environments, a serial application is the 
only option.    The number of “hops” that a serial 
network can go depends on the technology used and 
the requirements placed on the network.  One 
drawback of a serial daisy- chained wireless network 
is that the available bandwidth begins to degrade over 
successive hops.  This will be discussed in greater 
detail later.  The serial LANs can be installed as a 
completely self-contained network terminating at a 
DOT office, or they can be set up to interface with 
the Internet through a T1 or better connection.  With 
this type of design, the remote network and 
associated field devices can be accessed from 
anywhere on the Internet.   

 
Figure 3 Conceptual diagram of a serial wireless 
LAN 

 
A typical scenario on a highway ROW would involve 
telephone pole height towers placed approximately 1-
3 miles apart, depending on the terrain and highway 
topography.  With 802.11b technology, an 8-hop 
system still has over 500kb of bandwidth available at 
the furthest node, which is adequate to support a jpeg 
still or MPEG4 streaming video.  A base node or 
Internet connection should be placed in the middle, 
with wireless nodes extending in two directions away 
from it.  With an 802.11b system, this segment could 
span 16 to 24 miles of highway ROW.   
 
Newer technologies, such as 802.11a and g point-to-
point systems start out with a higher aggregate 
throughput than 802.11b and, therefore, could extend 
well past 8 hops and still have enough bandwidth to 
support MPEG 4 streaming video.  The video or 
traffic data could then be disseminated to the 
agencies and public that needs it. 

 

 
Figure 4 Typical installation of a repeater node and IP 
camera 

 
2.3 Interference and Security Issues 
 
With any use of unlicensed spectrum there is always the 
potential for interference.  With linear serial wireless 
LAN’s along DOT right of way, there are some ways in 
which interference can be mitigated.  Narrow beam 
directional antennas are used with these point to point 
links.  This limits the amount of interference from outside 
sources.  Additionally, the distances between links are 
relatively small due to the distance constraint placed on 
the smaller heights of towers/telephone poles that will 
most likely be used.  The smaller distance combined with 
using a higher gain antenna designed for long distance 
links also serves to limit potential interference.  Finally, 
antenna polarities can be changed, and cycling through 
available channels for a quieter frequency can help 
mitigate around interference. 
 
Securing these linear wireless networks follows the same 
strategy for securing any intranet system.  There are no 
absolutes in security, only discrete levels of security 
where each stair step provides additional levels of security 
at the cost of time and money.  The owner of the network 
needs to determine what they want to protect, who they 
want to protect it from and how much they are willing to 
pay in time and money.  Securing a camera image from 
the roadside that may eventually be served out to the 
public may not pose a very high security priority.  
However, protecting a roadside variable message sign 
from unauthorized access certainly is a high priority.  
 
General security recommendations include:  only using 
backbone wireless links and not Access Point – Client 
links, turning on the vendor specific wireless encryption 
between individual links, using a router with a VPN 
system at the interface with the wireless LAN and the 



 

Internet, and authorizing networking for only known 
MAC addresses of roadside radios and devices. 
 
3.0 Real world deployments and current research 
 
VTTI has worked with VDOT to deploy the serial 
wireless architecture in Virginia.  In addition to real 
world deployments, VTTI also has a wireless test bed 
on a controlled research highway. 
 
3.1 Route 460 WLAN  
 
The Virginia Tech Transportation Institute (VTTI) 
installed its first serial WLAN with VDOT over two 
years ago along route 460 in Christiansburg and 
Blacksburg, Virginia.  The system was designed to 
provide a communications infrastructure for digital 
IP cameras for traffic monitoring purposes.  The 
wireless network extends in three directions from the 
VTTI Smart Road Control room.  The entire WLAN 
is networked as a stand-alone private system.  It 
interfaces with the Virginia Tech Internet network via 
a router.  This particular system has a maximum of 
five wireless hops away from the base node.  At the 
three endpoints of the system, a wireless access point 
is available for client access into the system.  These 
APs are disabled unless required for use by field 
personnel. 
 

 
Figure 5 Network diagram of Rt. 460 Wireless 
Camera System 

 
802.11b COTS products by Orinoco were used along 
with JVC network PTZ cameras.  Most of the 
cameras utilize MJPEG compression.  With a serial 
wireless network, all devices on the network share 
the available bandwidth.  Streaming video from all 
the cameras at the same time places a significant 
draw upon the WLAN.  VTTI recommends grabbing 
JPEG stills on a timed interval, displaying them in a 

matrix, and then streaming from one or two cameras at a 
time as needed.  For a traffic monitoring concept of 
operations, this architecture is appropriate.  This 
architecture is in contrast to the desired method of 
installing home-run fiber optic cables to each individual 
camera.  
   

 
Figure 6 Matrix of JPEG still images 

 
VTTI is currently tracking all operations and maintenance 
of the Route 460 WLAN to track the long term costs of 
the system.  As part of this analysis, Knowledge Skills 
Assessments (KSAs) are being developed for the design, 
deployment and maintenance of the system to help VDOT 
determine what skills they have in house and what skills 
they will need to contract or hire to make use of WLANs 
in their operations.   
 
VTTI is currently under contract with the Salem District 
of VDOT to design and install two 5-mile sections of 
WLAN along Interstate 81.   The system consists of 21 
nodes, 12 cameras, 7 acoustic sensors and 2 Internet 
backdrops.  The system will utilize the newest 802.11a or 
802.11g point-to-point COTS solutions paired with 
current COTS MPEG4 video servers used in conjunction 
with environmentally rated CCTV dome cameras. 
 
3.2 Smart Road 2 mile wireless backbone with 
seamless AP coverage 
 
Virginia’s Smart Road is located at VTTI in Blacksburg.  
This highway is a closed test track used for various types 
of controlled transportation research.  VTTI deployed a 
backbone serial wireless LAN down the highway and 
added access point coverage to create seamless coverage 
across 2 miles of 2 lanes and shoulders of the Smart Road.  
802.11b technologies are not designed for mobile 



 

applications, and the intent in developing this system 
was to analyze the ability of the 802.11b standard to 
operate in a mobile environment.   
 
The wireless backbone was created using Orinoco 
ROR-1000 outdoor routers, as used on the Route 460 
WLAN.  Directional Yagi antennas were mounted on 
the top of existing light poles to transmit the 
backbone signal up and down the road.  Two 120º 
sector antennas were mounted lower on the light 
poles to provide AP coverage up and down the road.   

 
Figure 7 Yagi backbone antennas and sector AP 
antennas 

 
While the technology was not designed with mobile 
applications in mind, the system works admirably at 
speeds ranging from 5mph up to highway speeds of 
60mph.  A client laptop inside the vehicle connected 
to the first AP upon entering the roadway.  As the 
vehicle continued down the roadway, the client 
computer would associate with a new AP further 
down the road as the signal strength from the first AP 
grew weaker and reached a threshold level where the 
client looks for stronger signal.  This re-association to 
new APs continued through the length of the 
roadway.  During mobile tests, VTTI used network 
analyzing software to measure throughput from the 
client computer to a stationary computer back at the 
command center.  As mentioned earlier, the available 
bandwidth degrades as the number of hops away 
from the base node increases. 
 

 
Figure 8 Diagram of Smart Road Wireless Backbone and 
AP system1 

 
 

Table 1 Throughput from mobile client on Smart Road 
wireless network1 

Connected 
to: 

Static 
(Mbps) 

20mph 
(Mbps) 

40mph 
(Mbps) 

60mph 
(Mbps) 

AP-1 4.337 4.4023 4.1322 4.2823 
AP-2 3.383 3.3654 3.1561 3.1568 
AP-3 2.233 2.1893 2.1543 2.2058 
AP-4 1.049 1.1986 1.1940 0.9824 
 
 
3.3 Smart Road Reconfigurable Wireless Test bed 
 
Currently, VTTI has developed a reconfigurable wireless 
test bed on the Smart Road.  Using temporary antenna 
poles that are easy to move, networks of over 8 “hops” 
can be created.  In addition, an AP can be added at each 
end of the system to connect to a client to simulate an 
additional two hops.  At each node, custom-designed 
Single Board Computers (SBCs) have been installed.   
These mini computers are used with the top-of- the-line 
network simulation software to allow benchmark readings 
of the wireless network performance to be taken.   
 

 
Figure 9 Aerial view of the Smart Road - Blacksburg, VA 

 



 

The first system installed on the test bed was an 8-
hop backbone Orinoco 802.11b system that could be 
expanded to 10 wireless hops with the addition of 
APs on either end.  The Orinoco system is an older 
technology that is currently being phased out for 
newer products. In addition to 802.11b, we are testing 
802.11a and 802.11g, point to point systems.  
 
The test bed will be used to install varied devices in 
the field and then to benchmark their network 
performance.  Criteria that will be measured include 
TCP and UDP throughput as well as ping delay times 
and signal-to-noise ratios in varied weather 
conditions.  The UDP measurement is the most 
applicable for streaming digital video as it is a 
“connectionless” transfer.  The research is not limited 
to just wireless devices: VTTI is also testing multiple 
digital video servers that assess their capabilities 
when used on serial wireless networks.  
 
As discussed earlier, one of the major issues to 
consider when dealing with serial wireless LANs is 
the bandwidth degradation that occurs at each node.  
When dealing with devices on a network, especially 
digital video, the main design criteria is the 
bandwidth draw of the device in relation to the 
available bandwidth of the system. 
 

 
Figure 10 Network diagram of Smart Road reconfigurable 
wireless test bed 

 
 
 
 



 

3.4 Analysis of Orinoco ROR-1000 802.11b Eight 
Hop Serial Wireless Network 
 
The network performance of an eight hop wireless 
LAN using Orinoco ROR-1000 802.11b radios was 
characterized using NET IQ Chariot, NET IQ 
Qcheck, and simple FTP transfers between laptop 
computers.  Over 3000 records per hop were taken 
with Chariot for UDP characterization.  Chariot 
would not work with Orinoco ROR product line for 
testing TCP throughput, so FTP transfers were used 
instead.  Using regression analysis it was determined 
that the UDP throughput decreases by 4% per hop.  
There was a linear relationship between UDP 
throughput and number of hops for the Orinoco 
System that can be described by the equation:   

Throughput = 4.524 – 0.159*(# of hops). 
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Figure 11 Average UDP throughput at each hop 
illustrating throughput degradation 

 
TCP data was gathered by placing laptops at each 
node and performing FTP transfers between laptops.  
As expected, UDP throughput is higher than TCP 
throughput due to the connectionless nature of UDP. 
 
3.5 Analysis of other systems in 3 hop 
configurations 
 
We have procured several other radios and set them 
up in 3 hop configurations in order to determine if 
they are suitable for a serial type of architectures.  
Some radios, such as the Tsunami Quick Bridge 
products would not operate in a serial configuration 
over multiple hops and are more suited for individual 
point to point or single link point to multipoint 
architectures.   Currently we are testing the Proxim 
MP.11a 802.11a radio, the Proxim MP.11 802.11b 
radio that has replaced the Orinoco product line, and 
the Buffalo Tech 802.11g wireless bridge/AP radio.   
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Figure 12 TCP throughput comparison over 3 hops 
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Figure 13 UDP throughput comparison over 3 hops 

 
 
4.0 Design methodology for DOTs 
 
The first steps required for designing a wireless LAN are 
to determine the quantity and type of devices that will be 
placed on it and that will be sharing the bandwidth.  
Cameras are by far, the most bandwidth-intensive devices 
that will most likely be used in the field.  Therefore, they 
tend to be the driving force in defining the requirements 
of a WLAN. 
 
Once the number of cameras is determined, the next step 
is to define what type of image is required and where it 
will be viewed.  In other words, what kind of clarity, 
picture size, and streaming quality is required?  Is a delay 
between when a PTZ command is issued and when the 
command is realized on screen acceptable?  For example, 
in a security application where one must have the ability 
to pan and follow a specific vehicle or individual, a delay 
on the front-end compression or delay in transmission of a 
pan/tilt command might be unacceptable.  However, this 
delay is perfectly acceptable in a strictly traffic 
monitoring application, where the defining questions are:  
Is traffic moving?  If not, why? 
 
Common digital video compression algorithms include 
MJPEG, MPEG1, MPEG2, and MPEG4.  Each 
compression method will have a range of bit rates that the 
camera uses when streaming video.  The chosen bit rate 
will affect the clarity of the picture, and depending on the 



 

specific compression method and manufacturer it 
may affect the frame rate.  Larger pictures sizes will 
naturally require more bandwidth because they are 
sending more information.   
 
All of these factors need to be taken into account to 
determine the optimal design of the WLAN.  One 
suggestion is to make use of JPEG stills as opposed 
to streaming video for general monitoring 
applications where several cameras are sharing 
wireless bandwidth.  For example, if a network has 9 
cameras on it, it is more bandwidth efficient to grab 9 
JPEG stills every 30 seconds than it is to stream 
video from all 9 cameras at the same time.  In 
addition, an operator scanning multiple cameras can 
focus easier on a still image than multiple streaming 
small scale images.  Cameras can be streamed 
continuously as needed for more detailed monitoring. 
 
If the terrain allows it, creating point to point links 
between each camera and a central location is the 
equivalent of home run fibers to each camera. 
 
5.0 Next steps and conclusion 
 
VTTI is continuing its wireless research and plans to 
publish a full report on the results of the network 
benchmarking later this year.  The goal is to begin 
testing several more products within the coming year.  
VTTI’s experiences with the development of the 
Salem I-81 WLAN will help further the current 
knowledge base in WLANs and their use with digital 
video.  We are available to help any state DOT with 
wireless and digital video training, specification 
development and wireless design. 
 
There seems to be no slowdown for the wireless 
industry in the near future, and new products are 
being developed yearly.  On the national-standards 
level, a new standard is currently in development 
called 802.16.  This standard is specifically for 
backbone point- to-point applications.  It will have its 
own dedicated spectrum and will be designed with 
higher throughputs and with the demands of long-
distance point-to-point communications in mind.  In 
addition, non-line-of-sight and near-line-of-sight 
systems will certainly come down in price, making 
them more available for large-scale deployments.  In 
addition a DSRC (Dedicated Short Range 
Communications) standard is in development 
specifically for vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-
roadside communications. 
 
Security, safety and mobility are the driving forces in 
ITS today.  Infrastructure assets of the DOT are now 
considered targets and require monitoring that was 

never dreamt of before.  The driving public craves more 
information, especially video to make its traveling 
decisions.  DOTs need to place devices in the field to 
gather this information, which requires two main items: 
power and communications.   
 
The time for accepting wireless as a viable alternative is 
here.  The costs are well within the means to deploy 
systems on a permanent or temporary basis.   The speed in 
which they can be installed means that the field device 
can be placed within months instead of years.  While it is 
by no means and end-all solution, wireless is definitely a 
viable option for DOTs to extend their communications 
network. 
 
1. F. Aziz, “Implementation and Analysis of Wireless 

Local Area Networks for High-Mobility Telematics,” 
Masters Thesis submitted to Virginia Tech 
University, p. 124, May 2003. 
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Abstract 

Orders of magnitude changes in technology have dramatically altered the way radio spectrum is used since it was 
codified a �public resource� in the US in 1927.  

Although some proponents of spectrum policy reform believe comprehending this technological change calls for a 
complete over-hall of US spectrum regulations, a wholesale re-write is neither justified nor possible.  

Use of radio technology spans a huge range of human activity from the use of power drills and digital circuitry, to 
RFIDs on products, to satellite communications, broadcast, and radio astronomy. 

Moreover domestic mission critical applications such as defense and public safety, as well as international 
obligations, preclude immediate changes to the rules governing some spectrum. 

However this paper demonstrates that a true �disruptive event� HAS occurred in radio technology, and that this 
disruptive event enables and calls for an inflection point in spectrum regulation. 

A fortuitous accident of propagation characteristics, pre-defined operating parameters, and the resulting products 
and usage models that evolved, effectively created a sphere of local spectrum sovereignty, empowering the local 
property owner with de facto spectrum rights.  

Contrary to claims that the success of the FCC�s unlicensed regime in general and WLANs in particular, are the 
result and proof of a successful �commons�, it is local property owners exercising their de factor rights that have 
prevented a �Tragedy of the Commons�. 

By recognizing and codifying this de facto right, the Commission can propagate the value of this phenomenon 
beyond the restrictions imposed by the aforementioned accidents, for instance enabling longer range applications 
such as WISPs 

Accordingly this paper advocates the establishment of local spectrum sovereignty, where the right to use some 
frequencies, and freedom from interference in using them, is attached to the property where they are used.  

The critical issue, low transaction cost dispute resolution of interference claims, can be facilitated by the FCC with 
an ex ante definition of a per se nuisance and minimal equipment regulations.1 

A current FCC proceeding provides a low-risk opportunity for implementing local spectrum sovereignty today in 
unlicensed bands, this paper propose specific regulations, which if adopted, would establish such rights. 

 

The views expressed in this paper are those of the author, and do not necessarily represent the views of Intel. 

 

                                                        
1 Thanks to Kevin Werbach for his insight in the role of product liability in dispute resolution in 
SUPERCOMMONS: Toward a Unified Theory of Wireless Communication, forthcoming  in  March 2004 
issue of the Texas Law Review  http://werbach.com/research/supercommons.pdf, and  special thanks to Ellen 
Goodman whose forthcoming Spectrum Rights in the Telecosm to Come, __ SAN DIEGO L.REV. ___ (forthcoming 
February 2004), will be a seminal piece in spectrum management.   
 



  

Introduction 

Orders of magnitude changes in technology, enabling 
productive and novel usage and business models have 
dramatically altered the way radio spectrum is used 
since radio spectrum was codified a �public resource� 
in the US in 1927.  

Although some proponents of spectrum policy reform 
believe comprehending this technological change calls 
for a complete over-hall of US spectrum regulations, a 
wholesale re-write is neither justified nor possible. 

Use of radio technology spans a huge range of human 
activity from the use of a power drill and digital 
circuitry, to RFIDs on products, to satellite 
communications, broadcast, and radio astronomy. 

Moreover domestic mission critical applications such as 
defense and public safety, as well as international 
obligations, preclude immediate changes to the rules 
governing some spectrum. 

Accordingly reform must occur within an existing 
framework of commitments, and established 
ecosystems. 

The trend to more market oriented solutions involving 
auctions and exclusive, flexible usage rights, should, 
and will likely continue. 

Likewise some scenarios, such as spurious and 
unintentional emissions will continue to be most 
efficiently handled with a Pigouvian approach to 
pollution mitigation. 

However this paper demonstrates that a true �disruptive 
event� has occurred in radio technology, and that this 
technological disruptive event enables an inflection 
point in spectrum regulation. 

A fortuitous accident of propagation characteristics, the 
operating parameters defined for some frequency 
bands, and the resulting products and usage models that 
evolved, effectively limit their use to the immediate 
locale, empowering the local property owner with de 
facto spectrum rights.  

Contrary to claims that the success of the FCC�s 
unlicensed regime in general and WLANs in particular, 
are the result and proof of a successful �commons�, it is 
local property owners exercising their de factor rights 
that have precluded a �Tragedy of the Commons�. 

By recognizing and codifying this de facto right, the 
Commission can propagate the value of this 
phenomenon beyond the restrictions imposed by the 
aforementioned accidents, for instance enabling longer 
range applications such as WISPs. 

This paper proposes exactly that, by advocating local 
spectrum sovereignty- where the right to use some 
frequencies, and freedom from interference in using 
them, is attached to the property where they are used. 

The salient issue, dispute resolution of interference 
claims, can be accomplished by an ex ante definition of 
a per se nuisance by the FCC. Moreover that the 
applicability of this standard (the transaction cost in 
detecting and identifying an interferer) could also be 
enabled in current a FCC proceeding. 

This paper provides the concrete steps for 
implementing local spectrum sovereignty today in 
unlicensed or license exempt bands via this proceeding. 

In part 1 I show how technology has created a sphere of 
spectrum activity over which federal jurisdiction is no 
longer justified nor required. 

In part 2 I describe why there is no �commons� in this 
sphere. 

In part 3 I respond to the FCC�s current NPRM on 
Cognitive Radios to show how a local sovereignty 
solves the Commission�s objective of enabling longer-
range uses for rural applications, while retaining the 
tremendous innovation fostering characteristics of the 
current unlicensed regime. I address the major concerns 
of dispute resolution, impact on innovation, QoS, 
market incentives, and possible dislocations. 

1. Technology mitigation of the justification for 
Federal regulation 

1.1. Federal Justification 

1.1.1. Interstate 

Prior to initial US regulation and for decades after, the 
perceived essence of radio was its ability to conquer 
distances, bridge oceans. This lack of spatial constraint, 
or borderless characteristic was a key element 
responsible for the belief in spectrum as �public 
property�.  

In its early years �how far away� quickly became the 
dominant metric for users. �Advertisements for 
receiving sets reflected the obsession with distant radio 
stations��[the]  �lure of distant stations grips the radio 
fan�2 

Compounding this early end-user �pull� for distant 
access (which was supplanted as the technology 
matured for a focus on content) was a �push� from 
broadcasters to reach more and more listeners. 
Although �localism� quickly emerged as one of the 
pillars of �public interest�, �distance� provided the key 

                                                        
2 Smulyan, S. (1994), Selling Radio. Smithsonian 
Institute Press, Washington. Pg 15 



  

driver for initial user demand and advances in receiver 
technology; as well as supply-side economies of scale 
and increases in transmitter power and range. 

It was this �Interstate� feature that provided 
fundamental justification for federal regulation in the 
first place.  

As Bensman puts it �here was the unique approach to 
the right of federal control of the air-waves, by 
affirming the right of authority via the commerce clause 
of the Constitution, which to this day underpins 
government control.�3 

1.1.2. POLLUTION 

The second classic justification for federal regulation is 
that in some cases because a large number of entities 
could be affected by emissions, it was more efficient for 
the government to regulate rather than allowing the 
parties to negotiate. A Coase himself states:  

In the standard case of a smoke nuisance, which 
may affect a vast number of people engaged in a 
wide variety of activities, the administrative costs 
might well be so high as to make any attempt to 
deal with the problem within the confines of a 
single firm impossible. An alternative solution is 
direct government regulation. Instead of instituting 
a legal system of rights, which can be modified by 
transactions on the market, the government may 
impose regulations which state what people must 
or must not do and which have to be obeyed. Thus, 
the government (by statute or perhaps more likely 
through an administrative agency) may, to deal 
with the problem of smoke nuisance, decree that 
certain methods of production should or should not 
be used (e.g. that smoke preventing devices should 
be installed or that coal or oil should not be 
burned) or may confine certain types of business to 
certain districts (zoning regulations).4 

 

1.1.3. FREE SPEECH 

The last justification for federal intervention was the 
realization that broadcasting provided a powerful 
medium for disseminating information and shaping 
public opinion. 

                                                        
3 Bensman, M. (2000) The Beginning of Broadcast 
Regulation In The Twentieth Century. McFarland & 
Company, Inc., North Carolina. Pg 100 
4 The Problem of Social Cost; RONALD COASE; 
originally published in The Journal of Law and 
Economics (October 1960). 
 

The 1920�s saw explosive growth in broadcasting, 
irrational exuberance applied to the stock prices of the 
new pioneering companies, and no known way to 
extract any profit. As Hoover stated in 1924 �The 
largest unsolved question is the entire problem of 
remunerations for the broadcasting stations.�5 

Although the business model of advertisement 
supported entertainment, was yet to be decided, it 
became obvious in the early twenties that the more 
households you could reach with one broadcast, the 
more you could spread (once you figured out how) the 
cost of high priced entertainment.  

And so the correct architecture of the system was 
known prior to figuring out the revenue stream. The 
task was to simultaneously provide the same content to 
geographically dispersed stations to reach a larger 
audience. 

David Sarnoff argued that �as long as 559 broadcasting 
stations in this country are maintained, the situation is 
hopeless,� and found the solution in a few super-power 
stations which will reach every home in the country�6 

The vision that Sarnoff evoked, that of a giant 
broadcaster, blanketing the country with a single signal, 
contributed to the true motivating factor for government 
control. 

Berle and Means in their contemporary study of 
American business document the prevailing concern, if 
not apprehension, of mega corporations and their 
management: �the corporation has, in fact become both 
a method of property tenure a means of organizing 
economic life.� �whereby the wealth of innumerable 
individuals has been concentrated into huge 
aggregates�The power attendant upon such 
concentration has brought forth princes of industry, 
whose position in the community is yet to be defined�7 

It was more the threat of monopoly control of voices, 
rather than lack of competition in the economic sphere, 
or a technical interference over-exploitation problem, 
that drove regulation of the airways. 

As Hazlett pointed out in 1990 �In the event any 
misunderstanding had arisen that placed interference 
control as the primary aim of federal legislation, Dill 
was pointedly direct �there is much agitation and much 

                                                        
5 Bensman, M. (2000) The Beginning of Broadcast 
Regulation In The Twentieth Century. McFarland & 
Company, Inc., North Carolina. 126 
 
6 ibid46 
7 Berle & Means (1933), The Modern Corporation and 
Private Property. The Macmillan Company, New York. 
Pg. 1 



  

resentment to day over the chaos of the air, but that 
does not concern me so seriously as the problems of the 
future. Chaos in the air will be righted as a matter of 
business� �Dills concerns were devoted to monopoly 
and political fairness over the airwaves, both derived 
from his belief that radio broadcasting would become 
an important, powerful means of expression�8 

Leaving a critical means of communication to the 
mercy of the market was unacceptable for Congress. 

 

1.2. Mitigation, what has changed. 

1.2.1. Interstate to local 

In the 21st century conquering distance is as attractive 
as it was in 1927.  

The use of radio communications via satellite, images 
broadcasted from mars, and radio astronomy have 
pushed literally to the far corners of the universe. 

However technology and business models have also 
driven the Ether to be used for decades more and more 
as a short haul carrier from a few miles as in cellular, to 
a few yards as in remote controls and garage door 
openers, down to inches or feet as in Bluetooth or 
RFIDs. 

In particular the use of radio as a means to network 
computing devices, Wireless Local Area Networks 
(WLAN), has created tens of billions of dollars of 
economic value.  

Radio spectrum usage that is very localized to a specific 
property, whether a home, office building, Starbucks, 
Airport, or Washington Square Park appears to be 
entrenched on a global basis. 

 

1.2.2. Speech 

Contrasted with 1927, the public has a myriad of 
available ways to electronically access information and 
entertainment. Indeed from cable and satellite networks 
to the Internet.,  �information overload� is often cited as 
a problem with our vast choices. 

Moreover, government regulation by restricting private 
use, might actually hinder free expression, rather than 
protect a plurality of voices as it was initially intended. 

1.2.3. Pollution 

                                                        
8 Hazlett, T. (1990); The Rationality of U.S. Regulation 
of the Broadcast Spectrum. Journal of Law & 
Economics, Volume XXXIII, No. 1, April1990 

As mentioned above, a Pigouvian approach is only 
warranted where the number of parties involved would 
make negotiations very costly. 

In the area under discussion in this paper, where 
emissions are restricted to the immediate vicinity, only 
a small number of parties are involved, and so 
transaction cost would not be high enough to justify the 
regulatory burden. 

 

2. Commons Myth, De Facto Local Control 

The dramatic success of the FCC�s unlicensed regime, 
and Wi-Fi in particular, has been claimed by some as 
proof of a viable �commons�. 

However this is a misinterpretation of the situation.  

While the arbitration mechanisms of the 802.X 
standards allow for coexistence of a finite amount of 
similar devices, too many devices trying to operate 
simultaneously will degrade the system just like any 
other network. 

Moreover wi-fi devices also must share the spectrum 
with a panoply of device that have no means of 
coordination such as cordless phones, baby monitors 
and micro-wave ovens. 

The fundamental reason that a so-called �Tragedy of 
Commons� has been avoided for the bulk of Wi-Fi 
deployments, is that the corporate or campus IT 
department or homeowner controls the deployment of 
devices in their domain. 

The combination of low power limits and propagation 
characteristics in the unlicensed bands, limit the 
effective range of these devices to the immediate 
vicinity. 

The property owner, by regulating the operation of 
devices in the area of their control maintains a working 
environment for all. 

This is a highly efficient mechanism. Similar to a firm 
internalizing transaction costs, the business, 
homeowner, or campus administrator trades offs which 
devices to allow based on their utility and impact on 
others.  

2.2. Business 

In addition QoS issues, security concerns have driven 
corporate I.T. departments to regulate the deployment 
and use of WLAN equipment such as Intel�s policy on 
non-I.T. department deployed, or �experimental� 
WLANS: 

Failure to fulfill the above terms and conditions 
[for non- IT WLANs] will result in I.T.�s 



  

disconnecting and or taking possession of the 
Experimental W-LAN Access Points. 

2.3. Campus 

Campus administrators regulate the deployment and use 
of Wi-Fi competing devices, as demonstrated by 
Carnegie Mellon�s policy: 

While we will not actively monitor use of the 
airspace for potential interfering devices, we will 
seek out the user of a specific device if we find that 
it is actually causing interference and disrupting the 
campus network. In these cases, Computing 
Services reserves the right to restrict the use of all 
2.4 GHz radio devices in university-owned 
buildings and all outdoor spaces on the Carnegie 
Mellon Campus. 9 

2.4. Home 

I had installed wired Ethernet  (CAT 5) in my home and 
so deployed a wireless LAN only recently when my 
wife got a lap-top. 

She discovered while using her lap-top in a room far 
away from the access point, that simultaneous use of 
our (expensive) 2.4 GHz phone would cause her 
internet connection to stop working. Accordingly we 
replaced the expensive 2.4 GHz phones with (cheaper) 
900 Mhz ones, problem solved. 

However later wanting the caller ID feature on the 
2.4GHz phone she reconnected it in a different location, 
trading off a smaller amount of interference for the 
added feature. 

This behavior is the epitome of an efficient Coasian 
firm- internalizing transactions costs and optimizing 
resources in a way neither regulation nor market 
transactions could achieve. 

2.5. Common Mistake 

Commoners erroneously believe that the way to 
propagate the success of this regime is for the 
Commission to mandate specific service requirements 
(broadband packet based digital transmission) for 
bands, and specific arbitration or sharing �etiquette� 
rules for equipment. 

Attempting to substitute the highly efficient and 
successful market mechanism with an ex ante definition 
of  �fair� spectrum use is problematic at best and 
probably impossible. This is because the �Digital 
Migration� has de-coupled service from transport, there 
is no longer a fixed �service� (such as voice call) or use 

                                                        
9 Airspace Guideline for 2.4 GHz Radio Frequency  
at Carnegie Mellon University 

that can be �achieved� with some minimum spectrum 
use. 

Devices operating in unlicensed spectrum exploit many 
different technical parameters in their use of spectrum, 
such as power, bandwidth, time, etc. 

Attempting to define ex ante transmit power etiquettes 
are particularly problematic. Modern air interfaces 
maximize bandwidth as a function of S/N, which of 
course varies with transmit power. �Range� is no longer 
a simple fixed parameter: It�s a given bandwidth at a 
certain distance, that�s dependent on transmit power. 

3. Practical Steps 

As mentioned earlier de facto land-owner spectrum 
sovereignty is an accident enabled by a fortuitous 
coincident of the FCC power limits, propagation 
characteristics of the particular frequencies, and 
resultant physical nexus of control.  

However this breaks down when different physical 
areas, or changes in power or frequency ranges are 
considered, and there is strong economic incentives to 
propagate the success achieved beyond these physical 
constraints. 

In particular, the current limits severely curtail, or 
preclude many longer-range applications that would be 
very beneficial in rural environments. 

The solution is to recognize and codify the de facto 
right into a de jure one. 

The Commission is addressing this exact issue in a 
recently adopted Notice of Proposed Rulemaking on 
Cognitive Radio Technologies & Software Defined 
Radios10 

In this proceeding the Commission recognizes that the 
current power limits for certain part 15 devices, unduly 
preclude their application in rural settings. 

The lower population density and the greater 
distances between people in rural areas can make it 
difficult for certain types of unlicensed operations 
at the current Part 15 limits to provide adequate 
signal coverage.  Such operations include Wireless 
Internet Service Providers (WISPs) and wireless 
LANs operated between buildings or other 
locations with a large separation between 
transmitters.  These operations could potentially 
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Opportunities for Flexible, Efficient, and Reliable 
Spectrum Use Employing Cognitive Radio 
Technologies & Authorization and Use of Software 
Defined Radios 



  

benefit from higher power limits in rural areas, 
which would result in greater transmission range.11 

Accordingly this proceeding provides an excellent 
vehicle for the implementation of local spectrum 
sovereignty, where its application can achieve precisely 
the goal the Commission seeks. 

Moreover, it would provide QoS and innovation 
benefits beyond what the Commission envisions. 

 

3.1. Defining the Right 

A fundamental finding of the Spectrum Policy Task 
Force was that spectrum policy models must be �based 
on clear definitions of the rights and responsibilities of 
both licensed and unlicensed spectrum users, 
particularly with respect to interference and interference 
protection.12� 

Rights in the unlicensed space have heretofore been 
constructed as a right to act, to use certain equipment 
with certain operating parameters such as power, 
frequency, modulation etc. In fact users are specifically 
forbidden from claiming any interference. 

In the current proceeding the Commission is again 
proposing to define the right as the ability to use a 
higher output power base on a sensing of the 
environment. However such a proposal may be 
problematic.  

Fundamentally the issue is potential interference at the 
receiver, and so sensing the environment at the 
transmitter may be a poor substitute. 

The Commission is attempting to guess at a universal 
transmit power to balance increased interference vs 
added utility, over a myriad of settings. 

The market is the only method found successful for 
solving such poly-centrc problems of determining what 
users making what trade offs, in what settings, should 
be made. 

Simply, the solution is to tell potential operators you 
MAY transmit at a higher power, UNLESS you cause 
interference to someone. 

To enable such a paradigm the key right to define is one 
of freedom from interference; the metric of what 
constitutes establish a per se nuisance. 

Once established it the gives parties the certainty 
needed to negotiate and arrive at optimum solutions. 

                                                        
11 ibid @ 53 
12 SPTFR @ 3 

This de-centralization of the dispute process also allows 
local authorities (whether the super of an apartment 
building, police, or even courts) to settle disputes. 

Therefore rather than trying to establish a maximum 
output power for a transmitter, the commission should 
define an interference level, which when demonstrated 
to exist in a premises constitutes a per se nuisance, from 
which a user has the right to claim relief. 

In order to minimize dislocation, a level should be set 
that closely approximates typical existing conditions.  

For instance, the Commission should look at typical 
scenarios such as adjacent Wi-Fi users in an apartment 
building.  

Using existing Part 15 the maximum power limits, and 
allowing for free space propagation loss and  losses for 
intervening walls, a value of  -50 dbm might be a viable 
threshold for a per se nuisance. 

The FCC rulemaking process would vet all the issues 
with concerned parties to determine a good value 

Accordingly rather than a Cognitive radio regulation, a 
Local Spectrum Use regulation should be codified into 
part 15 as followed: 

§ 15.206 Local Spectrum Use 

(a) Devices operating under the provisions of § 
15.247 may operate with a power level greater than 
the maximum permitted in these sections under the 
conditions specified in paragraph (b) of this 
section. 

(b) Owners of property may operate intentional 
radiators on their property at the higher power 
limits specified in paragraphs (a) subject to the 
following conditions: 

i. Operators must register on the FCC 
website www.xxx. 

ii. Operators of devices must cease 
operation if interference is demonstrated to be 
caused by them on property not their own. For 
the purpose of this paragraph such 
demonstration shall be: 

1. A signal level in bands designated in 
15.247 of �50dbm with a measurement 
bandwidth of 1.25 MHz, measured in 
accordance with procedure defined in xx; 
or  

2. An indication from a device certified 
under this part that incorporates a 
mechanism for monitoring the band and 
detecting and displaying a signal level in 
access of �50dbm , and ID of the 



  

interfering signal, and/or approximate 
location of the interfering transmitter 
which can be correlated to the FCC 
database of registered operators. 

 

3.2. Dispute resolution 

As articulated by Ellen Goodman in her forthcoming 
piece13: 

neither side has examined with any degree of 
specificity how its proposed model of spectrum 
management would actually function.  Interference 
is the eight hundred pound gorilla in the spectrum 
policy debate.  � despite the centrality of 
interference to the current administrative system, 
and to any legal regime in the future, surprisingly 
little thought has been given to the variety of 
interference scenarios and their relevance to the 
law.  

Adoption of the above-proposed rule would establish a 
definite and verifiable metric, which would make 
ascertaining infringement simple and hence minimize 
transaction costs. 

Equipment manufacturers would take advantage of the 
new regime to gain competitive advantage for their 
products. 

Wi-Fi devices already have capabilities for monitoring 
signal level, devices that allowed users to protect their 
�air-space� by proving interference would have added 
value.   

Current 802.x WLANs broadcast identifiers. A 
validated level about the nuisance level correlated with 
the ID would prove causation. 

Alternately in the case where an ID was not embedded 
or readable in the signal, a first order approximation of 
the direction of the signal and its received strength, 
matched against the FCC registration database (all of 
which could be automated), should facilitate easy 
identification of interferers. 

And so market forces would be enough to make sure 
devices that accurately detect and �defend� local 
spectrum get deployed because companies would 
advertise the feature as allowing consumers to protect 
rights. 

Once an infringement was established, negotiations 
could then proceed at the pace dictated by the parties. 

A WISP operating at a higher power, which was found 
to cause interference would have multiple means to 
settle with the claimant such as: 
                                                        
13 Supra 1 

• They could offer to reconfigure the claimants 
home network to make it more immune to 
interference, for instance by adding access 
points; or 

• They could offer to compensate the user with 
free Internet service; or 

• The WISP could reconfigure its own network 
to eliminate or lesson the interference. 

 

3.2.1. Market Incentives 

In addition to the incentives for equipment mentioned 
above, a market would also develop for ancillary 
products that mitigate interference to allow for higher 
power such as directional antennas. 

Likewise it might be expected, as is the case with other 
property, that owner ship would create incentive for 
investment to improve the �property�, for instance 
people might take proactive measure to make their 
homes more immune from noise. 

 

3.3. QoS 

Another problem with the existing unlicensed regime is 
that commercial entities who wish to offer a 
commercial service have no way to guarantee a Quality 
of Service to their customers. By establishing definite 
rights from interference, WISPs would now have a 
mechanism to calculate costs involved in delivering a 
fixed Qos. Local owners would be free to sell or lease 
his rights to a larger aggregator, who would then be 
able to guarantee a level of service. 

 

3.4. Impact on Innovation 

Perhaps one of the greatest critiques of current 
spectrum regulation is that new or novel uses are ex 
ante prohibited until they can prove non-interference to 
existing users. 

This represents a huge cost of entry and has a chilling 
effect on innovation. 

Establishing local sovereignty will finally create an 
environment for low cost experimentation by permitting 
innovation until an ex post interference finding. 

Also to be considered is the impact of a fixed standard 
for RF nuisance. Unlike the standard for an audio 
nuisance (where human hearing isn�t likely to change 
and 45 db will always be annoying) -50 dbm might, as 
technology evolves, look more and more arbitrary. 



  

New uses and technology might require a greater 
immunity from interference, or higher power 
applications might generate a higher potential level of 
interference. 

However the establishment of a level now would not 
preclude innovation in either case. 

If a lower level of interference is of value to a property 
owner, a market could be expected to evolve for 
methods to make a property more �quiet� for instance 
UV coatings on windows also reduce emissions. 

Likewise if a higher transmit power application 
appeared to have great potential, a market would evolve 
to contain higher emissions to the immediate vicinity, 
such as with directional antennas. Also the provider 
always has the opportunity to negotiate with claimants 
for the right to transmit. 

 

3.5. Possible Dislocations and Disruptions 

Giving users of spectrum in the unlicensed band a right 
to claim freedom from interference could invoke 
images of upsetting the existing equilibrium resulting in 
rampant interference claims overcrowding local courts. 
It is unlikely that the codification of the 45-decibel 
audio limit by New York City in 1972, created such 
rampant noise nuisance claims. 

Regardless, in this instance the issue is moot because 
the new rules as I have proposed apply only to new, 
higher-power operation. 

Operation of existing devices of lower power would 
constitute a safe harbor against interference claims. 

Over time as the benefits accrued from innovation 
unleashed by the establishment of local spectrum 
sovereignty, market forces would develop and deploy 
products and architectures that would take advantage of 
the new regime. 

In turn this ecosystem (of new products, architectures 
and usage models) based on local sovereignty would 
becomes the dominant force. This would allow the 
existing regime to be sunset with minimal dislocation. 

 

4. Conclusion 

Wi-Fi works because of de facto land-owner rights. 

Recognizing and codifying these rights would 
propagate this success allowing its application beyond 
restrictions imposed by regulated physical limits, while 
preserving the great innovation fostering characteristics 
of the current unlicensed regime. 

The current FCC NPRM provides an excellent, low-risk 
opportunity, to trial local spectrum sovereignty. 
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Abstract 

The paper presents a set of histogram-based algorithms to determine the wireless channel usage or station 
occupancy of fixed frequency channels. 
    The results of this study show the effectiveness of using the histogram-based algorithms to analyze and estimate 
the channel usage with a significantly small number (down to 25) of scanned samples. Both simulated and measured 
data sets were processed and their results show significant accuracy for various scenarios, including the line-of-
sight (LOS) and multipath frequency modulation (FM) signal cases. However, the results of the LOS amplitude 
modulation (AM) signal cases show multiple peaks in the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) histograms due to the 
amplitude variation of the AM signals. Thus, the histogram-based algorithms in this study solely cannot be used to 
classify the channel usage of the LOS AM cases. The AM type and its characteristics have to be identified first by 
other algorithms. Then the averaged AM results from the histogram-based algorithms can be used as estimates for 
classification. 

In general, the histogram-based algorithms provide a simple and efficient way to classify the LOS channel usage. 
The approach is particularly applicable for fast wideband scanning devices where items such as power levels, SNRs, 
angles of arrival (AOAs) and AOA instantaneous standard deviations (ISDs, that is, SDs at each scan) from several 
channels are reported per second.

                               
 

I. Introduction 
 
For each transmitter-receiver scenario, a wideband 
scanning device such as the CRC’s Spectrum Explorer 
(SE) [1] could be used to scan, collect and preprocess 
wireless signals to form a channel data set. The 
wideband nature of the scanner allows several channel 
measurements to be taken in a short period. Each 
channel may have multiple users from various AOAs 
with different SNRs. Users may use various 
modulations such as AM, FM, etc. Each channel data 
set resulting from the preprocessing by the scanning 
device may include information such as power levels, 
SNRs, AOAs and AOA ISDs. The preprocessed SNR, 
AOA and AOA ISD samples are used to generate 
related histograms for active channels. Statistically, 
each lobe of a variable histogram from various scans is 
linearly related to the distribution density of that 
variable, given that the number of scans is large enough 
[2]. Thus, those histograms provided valuable 
information of related signals. The purpose of this study 
is to develop a set of histogram-based algorithms to 
determine the wireless channel usage or the station 
occupancy of a fixed frequency channel.     

 
 

II. Concept and Algorithms 
 
The results presented in [3] make the assumption that  
 
 

 
 
 
 

the channel impulse response ),( θth  as a function of 
time and azimuth angle is a separable function, or 
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where )(th  is the time domain impulse response, and 
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is the angular domain impulse response, where klβ  is 

the received signal amplitude of the kth arrival in the lth 
cluster, lΘ  is the mean azimuth AOA of the lth cluster, 

and klω  is the azimuth AOA of the kth arrival in the lth 

cluster, relative to lΘ . In this study, for non-amplitude-

varying signals (like FM), the number of AOA clusters 
(histogram lobes) corresponds to the number of 
transmitters and the number of arrivals within an AOA 
histogram lobe corresponds to the potential multipath 
effect, given the assumption that the AOA histogram 
lobes are distinct. This study doesn’t include the multi-
user scenarios where both the AOA and SNR histogram 
lobes are not distinct.   

Since there is a quasi-linear relationship between the 
power levels and SNRs, the SNR histogram is linearly 
related to the histogram of power levels which are 
proportional to energy levels, given the assumption of  

 



 

additive white Gaussian noise. From [4] and [5], the 
cluster energy is linearly related to the relative delay of 
signals, assuming that all incident waveforms are 
identical. Thus, the relative delay of signals is linearly 
related to SNRs. That is, the lower the SNRs are 
estimated, the farther apart the transmitters (users) are 
located, assuming the same transmitted power level is 
used. For amplitude-varying signals (like AM), the 
effect of intra-signal amplitude variation also needs to 
be considered.  
   The SNR, AOA and AOA ISD histograms from the 
SE’s preprocessed data were generated from 1000 scans 
for various scenarios. Note that the AOA and AOA ISD 
histograms were only generated for each valid SNR 
histogram lobe (lobe_peak/HistSNR_peak > 0.8). For a 
SNR histogram, its isolated lobes CS(M,3) were found 
where M is the final grouped lobe number; CS(k,1 to 3) 
are the leftmost, peak and rightmost sample indices of 
the kth pre-lobe. For each k, the pre-lobes are grouped 
to M lobes using the (Matlab) algorithm: 
 
if (CS(k,3)-CS(k,2))<=2; if CS(k+1,2)-CS(k,2)<3  
    if HistSNR(CS(k,2))>=HistSNR(CS(k+1,2));CS(k,3)=CS(k+1,3); 
    else CS(k,2)=CS(k+1,2); CS(k,3)=CS(k+1,3); end; end; end. 
 
The purpose of this grouping operation is to distinguish 
distinct clusters that are taken to represent separate 
transmitters. 
   The averaged ISD (AISD) was obtained by weight 
averaging the AOA ISD histogram lobe. The weight 
average of a histogram lobe is: 
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where emsm  ,  are the start and end sample indices within 

a histogram lobe, respectively. 
   For an AOA histogram, its isolated lobes CA(N,3) 
were found where N is the final grouped lobe number; 
CA(k,1 to 3) are the leftmost, peak and rightmost 
sample indices of the kth pre-lobe. For each k, the pre-
lobes are grouped to N lobes using the (Matlab) 
algorithm: 
 
if (CA(k,3)-CA(k,2))<AISD  
  if HistAOA(CA(k,2))>HistAOA(CA(k+1,2));CA_C(k,1)=CA(k,1);   
     CA_C(k,2)=CA(k,2); CA_C(k,3)=CA(k+1,3); 
  else CA_C(k,1)=CA(k,1); CA_C(k,2)=CA(k+1,2);     
     CA_C(k,3)=CA(k+1,3); end; n_cc=2; n_rc=N’-n_cc;      
  while (CA_C(k,3)-CA_C(k,2)<=2*AISD)&n_rc>0 

                               if HistAOA(CA(n_cc+1,2))<=HistAOA(CA_C(k,2)) 
                CA_C(k,3)=CA(n_cc+1,3); 
            else CA_C(k,2)=CA(n_cc+1,2); CA_C(k,3)=CA(n_cc+1,3); 
            end; n_cc=n_cc+1; n_rc=N’-n_cc; end; 
elseif CA(k+1,2)-CA(k+1,1)<=AISD 
          if HistAOA(CA(k+1,2))>=HistAOA(CA(k,2)) 
CA_C(k,1)=CA(k,1);CA_C(k,2)=CA(k+1,2);CA_C(k,3)=CA(k+1,3); 
          elseif  HistAOA(CA(k+1,2))<HistAOA(CA(k,2)) 
CA_C(k,1)=CA(k,1);CA_C(k,2)=CA(k,2);CA_C(k,3)=CA(k+1,3); 
          end; end;   

CA(k,1)=CA_C(k,1);CA(k,2)=CA_C(k,2);CA(k,3)=CA_C(k,3); end; 
  

where N’ is the grouped lobe number computed on the 
fly. Again, the goal is to distinguish separate clusters 
and therefore different transmitters. The standard 
deviations (SDs) of AOAs were then calculated from 
the isolated AOA histogram lobes.  
   Each valid SNR histogram lobe was processed 
independently. The weight average of each valid SNR 
histogram lobe is an estimate of the actual SNR of the 
detected signal. Within each valid SNR histogram lobe, 
the angularly weighted average of each valid AOA 
histogram lobe (lobe_peak/HistAOA_peak > 0.5) is an 
estimate of the actual AOA of the detected signal. The 
angularly weighted average (in degree) of a histogram 
lobe is: 
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where [ ]•Ang  represents the phase angle of •  in 
radians. Again, emsm  ,  are the start and end sample 

indices within a histogram lobe, respectively. 
   The estimated pair (SNR, AOA) represents an 
estimated signal from a transmitter (user) within an 
active channel. A user has to be detected in a channel 
most of the time (50% in this study) among scans for 
that channel to qualify as an active channel.  
        
 
III. Simulated and CRC-measured Data 
 
The simulated data of the SE’s preprocessed results 
were generated using Matlab for 1000 scans. Normal 
distributions were used with various seeds for each trial 
as the signal models of the SNRs and AOAs to form the 
internal data sets.  
   The CRC-measured data were obtained using the SE 
to scan, collect and preprocess the FM and AM signals 
within various frequency bands in various scenarios.  
The FM voice signal was within 3 bands (30~90, 
460~470 and 902~928 MHz) and had 15 kHz peak 
frequency deviations. The AM digital random sequence 
signal was within 902~928 MHz with 3.6 kHz 
bandwidth and used 60% modulation index. A single 
transmitter/receiver (TX/RX) pair was used for each 
scenario. Some scenarios were clear LOS, some were 
with the transmitter near a building and some with the 
receiver near trees. The multipath effect could be 
observed among scenarios. For each scenario, the 
height of the receiver was either low (about 8 feet 
above ground) or high (about 25 feet above ground) 
while the height of the transmitter was always low. For 
scenarios 1 to 6, the receiver was located at the origin 

( $0 , 0 meter). For scenario 7, the transmitter was 
located at the origin. The location information of each 



 

scenario is shown in TABLE I and Fig. 1. For each 
scenario, around 5000 data scans were collected by the 
SE with about 300 ms between consecutive scans. For 
each scan, only one 25 kHz channel was used. The 
channel and the CRC-transmitted signal used the same 
frequency center. The data collected within each 
channel were preprocessed using a 2.5 kHz FFT 
resolution (400 V  time span for each scan) to 
determine the SNRs, AOAs and AOA ISDs of every 
detected channel. 

 
TABLE I. CRC-MEASURED SCENARIOS 
Scenario TX Location (degrees, meters) Description 
1 (0, 110) Clear LOS 
2 (108, 100) Clear LOS 
3 (340, 110) Clear LOS 
4 (16.5, 110) Clear LOS 
5 (33, 110) Clear LOS 
6 (122, 300) Beside a building 

RX Location (degrees, meters) 
7 (10, 350) Behind 20’ high trees 

 
   For a channel to be deemed active, it had to be 
detected more than 500 times during the first 1000 
scans. For each active channel, the corresponding 
SNRs, AOAs and AOA ISDs from the 1000 scans were 
gathered to form the internal data sets.     
   For both of the simulated and CRC-measured data, 
once the internal data sets were obtained, various 
histograms were generated from the samples of the 
SNRs, AOAs and AOA ISDs. The results included 
estimated SNR (E_S in dB), estimated AOA (E_A in 
degrees), AOA AISD (AI_A in degrees) and AOA SD 
(SD_A in degrees) vs. SNR in dB. 

 
                                  100 m 

 

Fig. 1. Map for CRC-measured scenarios   

IV. Selected Results 
 

Simulated Test Scenario: Three signals, $20  AOA with  
$2  SD for signal one, $40  AOA with $3  SD for signal 

two, $60  AOA with $4  SD for signal three, 5 to 40-dB 
SNRs with 2-dB SD for each signal. The SNR and 
AOA histograms at 20-dB SNR are shown in Fig. 2 and 
Fig. 3, respectively. The results are shown in TABLE 
II. The corresponding accuracy plots are show in Fig. 4 
and Fig. 5. The E_S and E_A results closely 
approximate the true value. The spread of signal three 
simulated the multipath effect. Signal two and signal 
three have some interference. One can see that the 
SD_A1s are close to their true values since the AOA 
histogram lobe of signal one is distinct. Note that in this 
simulation, the AOA SDs were set purposely to be 
independent of the SNRs. In practice, as the SNR 

 

Fig. 2. Simulated Test SNR histogram at 20-dB SNR 

 
Fig. 3. Simulated Test AOA histogram at 20-dB SNR 



 

 
increases, the AOA SD decreases, which will be shown 
in the results of the CRC-measured data later on. It is 
not a goal of this study to find a proper simulation 
model between the AOA SDs and the SNRs.   
 
CRC Test18 Scenario: This corresponds to Location 

Scenario 6 (transmitter at ( $122 , 300 meters) beside a 
building) with a 905 MHz FM signal and a high 
receiver. The SNR and AOA histograms at 20-dB SNR 

 
TABLE II. SIMULATED TEST RESULT 
SNR 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 
E_S 5.129 9.9943 14.96 19.957 24.9 29.9 35.0 39.814 
E_A1 19.954 20.071 20.086 19.980 19.990 20.2 20.0 20.044 
E_A2 39.777 39.790 40.337 39.957 40.205 40.4 39.9 40.028 
E_A3 59.730 59.901 60.360 60.333 59.818 60.4 59.9 60.050 
SD_A1 2.0001 2.0013 2.0001 2.0033 2.0032 2.00 2.00 2.0016 
SD_A2 2.8839 2.8868 2.5853 2.5821 2.5823 3.16 2.58 2.8957 
SD_A3 3.4577 2.9001 3.1633 3.1634 3.1938 3.16 3.16 2.8725 

 

Fig. 4. Simulated Test SNR accuracy 

 

Fig. 5. Simulated Test AOA accuracy 

 

 

Fig. 6. CRC Test18 SNR histogram at 20-dB SNR 

 
are shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, respectively. The results 
are shown in TABLE III. The corresponding accuracy 
plots are shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. Although a 
building is close to the transmitter in this case, the 
multipath effect is not very significant. One can see that 
there is only one AOA histogram lobe and AI_A ≈  
SD_A for various SNRs, especially from 20 to 35 dB. 
Note that the AOA static error comes from inaccurate 
angle alignment between the transmitter and receiver.  

 

Fig. 7. CRC Test18 AOA histogram at 20-dB SNR 

 
TABLE III. CRC TEST18 RESULT 
SNR 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 
E_S 5.7 10.5 15.0 19.8 27.4 32.0 36.7 40.8 
E_A 113.58 114.73 115.59 113.57 117.89 117 116 109.87 
AI_A 21.248 13.152 7.7716 4.5715 2.0420 1.21 0.74 0.1770 
SD_A 26.664 11.326 6.9228 4.0318 2.0029 0.82 0.82 1.4204 

 



 

CRC Test23 Scenario: This corresponds to Location 

Scenario 7 (receiver at ( $10 , 350 meters) behind 20’ 
high trees) with a 39 MHz FM signal and a high 
receiver. The SNR and AOA histograms at 20-dB SNR 
are shown in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11, respectively. The 
results are shown in TABLE IV. The corresponding 
accuracy plots are shown in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13. In this 
case, some 20’ trees block the receiver which is at high 
position (about 25 feet in height). With the low 
blocking trees in front of the high receiver, the 
multipath effect from the trees is not very significant, 
when the signal frequency is relatively low (39 MHz). 
The accuracy of SNR and AOA is better than the result 
in Test18. Again, AI_A ≈  SD_A for SNRs from 20 to 
35 dB. The effect introduced by both buildings and 
trees is an appropriate topic for future study. 

 

Fig. 8. CRC Test18 SNR accuracy 

 
Fig. 9. CRC Test18 AOA accuracy 

 

CRC Test17 Scenario: This corresponds to Location 

Scenario 6 (transmitter at ( $122 , 300 meters) beside a 
building) with a 905 MHz AM signal and a high 
receiver. The SNR and AOA histograms at 20-dB SNR 
are shown in Fig. 14 and Fig. 15, respectively. The 
results are shown in TABLE V. Although a building is 
close to the transmitter in this case, the multipath effect 
is not very significant. The corresponding accuracy 
plots are shown in Fig. 16, Fig. 17 and Fig. 18. There 
are two peaks in the SNR histogram due to the 
amplitude variation of the AM signal. Note that the AM 
type and its characteristics have to be identified by 

 

Fig. 10. CRC Test23 SNR histogram at 20-dB SNR 

 

Fig. 11. CRC Test23 AOA histogram at 20-dB SNR 

 
TABLE IV. CRC TEST23 RESULT 
SNR 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 
E_S 6.0043 11.095 15.504 20.756 25.936 30.8 35.9 41.237 
E_A 4.5275 13.709 12.703 12.388 12.422 12.0 12.4 12.657 
AI_A 20.759 11.531 6.9510 3.8350 2.1150 1.15 0.79 0.0750 
SD_A 23.299 10.686 6.3475 3.4539 1.7096 0.82 0.52 0.5241 



 

 
Fig. 12. CRC Test23 SNR accuracy 

 
Fig. 13. CRC Test23 AOA accuracy 

 
Fig. 14. CRC Test17 SNR histogram at 20-dB SNR 

other algorithms ([1], [6] and [7]). Since 60% 
modulation index with 3.6 kHz bandwidth was used, 
and the time step between consecutive scans of the SE 
was not fixed (about 300 ms), the amplitudes of the 
scanned AM samples varied among scans. For the 
extreme case, the AM’s maximum amplitude can be as 
large as four times (about 12 dB) its minimum. From 
Fig. 14, since the smallest valid SNR is 17 dB (the 
leftmost star in the main lobe) and the largest valid 
SNR is 23 dB (the rightmost star in the main lobe), the 
result is reasonable. The final results (E_Savg, E_Aavg) 
are the average of (E_S1, E_A1) and (E_S2, E_A2). 
The averaged SNR and AOA accuracy is close to the 
FM counterpart in Test18. Again, the AOA static error 
comes from inaccurate angle alignment between the 
transmitter and receiver. This AM effect is also a proper 
topic for future study. 
  
Study of Limitation: Two signals (Signal_1 and 
Signal_2) were simulated with 1 to 5-dB SNR SDs and 

1 to $5  AOA SDs. Signal_1 has 5 to 40-dB SNRs with 

5-dB increment at $21  AOA. Signal_2 has 40-dB SNR 

at $20  AOA. Since the AOA SDs of both signals vary, 
it simulates the various AOA fluctuations between 

 
Fig. 15. CRC Test17 AOA histogram at 20-dB SNR 

 
TABLE V. CRC TEST17 RESULT 
SNR 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 
E_S1 7.0068 9.4573 14.349 18.841 23.754 29.224 33.384 
E_S2 - 12.476 17.585 22.056 27.042 32.513 36.690 
E_A1 114.96 112.75 113.55 113.58 114.81 114.19 111.54 
E_A2 - 114.78 112.95 113.81 115.10 114.32 111.42 
AI_A1 19.368 14.653 8.4600 5.0516 2.6765 1.4971 0.9963 
AI_A2 - 10.676 5.9791 3.3824 1.8153 1.0352 0.7481 
SD_A1 21.162 15.924 7.8082 4.9334 2.0090 1.4271 1.1189 
SD_A2 - 10.466 4.8993 3.1677 2.0024 1.1326 1.1211 
E_Savg - 10.967 15.967 20.449 25.398 30.869 35.037 
E_Aavg - 113.77 113.25 113.70 114.96 114.26 111.48 

 



 

 
Fig. 16. CRC Test17 SNR accuracy 

 
Fig. 17. CRC Test17 AOA accuracy - part 1 

 
Fig. 18. CRC Test17 AOA accuracy - part 2 

two close signals in the aspect domain. Also, although 
Signal_2 has fixed SNR, the SNR of Signal_1 (SNR1) 
and the SNR SDs of both signals vary, which simulates 
the various SNR fluctuations between two signals. Like 
the Simulated Test Scenario, the AOA SDs were set 
purposely to be independent of the SNRs. For scenarios 

with I-dB SNR SD and $I  AOA SD, the corresponding 
E_SI and E_AI for both signals are obtained. The 
estimated results of Signal_1 and Signal_2 for 1000 
scans are shown in TABLE VI and TABLE VII, 
respectively. From both tables, the smaller AOA and 
SNR SDs and the bigger SNR of Signal_1 are, the more 
accurate the E_S and E_A become. However, as the 
SNR1 increases to 40 (35 in one case) dB, both signals 
tend to be merged. Also, the estimations fail when 
AOA and SNR SDs are big (4, 5-deg/dB in this study) 
and SNR1 is low (5, 10-dB in this study). In general, 
when the AOA and SNR SDs are not significant, the 
histogram-based algorithms can estimate close signals 
with great accuracy. The estimations of Signal_1 and 
Signal_2 for 25 scans are shown in TABLE VIII and 
TABLE IX, respectively. From both tables, one can see 
that the estimations are not as accurate as the 1000-scan 
cases. However, again, when the AOA and SNR SDs 
are not significant, the histogram-based algorithms can 
estimate close signals with great accuracy, even when 
the number of scans is low. 
 
TABLE VI. RESULT FOR SIGNAL_1 (1000 SCANS) 
SNR1 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 
E_S1 5.5007 9.958 14.958 19.958 24.958 30.0 35.1 39.990 
E_A1 21.002 21.020 21.020 21.020 21.020 21.0 21.0 - 
E_S2 4.9085 9.921 14.921 19.921 24.921 30.0 34.7 39.968 
E_A2 21.076 21.071 21.071 21.071 21.071 21.1 21.0 - 
E_S3 5.8986 9.9716 14.876 19.876 24.814 30.3 37.3 39.723 
E_A3 21.005 21.117 21.117 21.117 21.118 21.1 - - 
E_S4 - 9.5632 14.750 19.720 25.041 29.7 34.3 39.237 
E_A4 - 21.157 21.152 21.139 21.11 21.1 21.0 - 
E_S5 - - 17.137 22.397 25.539 30.1 35.2 38.677 
E_A5 - - 21.021 21.017 20.115 21.2 20.1 - 

 
TABLE VII. RESULT FOR SIGNAL_2 (1000 SCANS) 
SNR1 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 
E_S1 40.021 40.021 40.021 40.021 40.021 40.0 40.0 39.990 
E_A1 20.007 20.007 20.007 20.007 20.007 20.0 20.0 - 
E_S2 40.031 40.031 40.031 40.031 40.031 40.0 39.8 39.968 
E_A2 20.014 20.014 20.014 20.014 20.014 20.0 20.1 - 
E_S3 38.644 38.644 38.644 38.644 38.619 40.1 37.3 39.723 
E_A3 19.941 19.941 19.941 19.941 19.942 19.9 - - 
E_S4 - 38.302 38.302 38.554 38.548 38.6 40.6 39.237 
E_A4 - 20.139 20.139 20.130 20.111 20.2 20.1 - 
E_S5 - 37.878 37.878 37.853 37.580 40.9 40.2 38.677 
E_A5 - 20.034 20.034 20.034 19.947 19.8 20.2 - 

 
TABLE VIII. RESULT FOR SIGNAL_1 (25 SCANS) 
SNR1 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 
E_S1 5.08 10.08 15.08 20.08 25.08 30.1 35.1 40.04 
E_A1 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 - 
E_S2 5.2 10.2 15.2 20.2 25.2 30.2 34.9 40.16 
E_A2 20.960 20.960 20.960 20.960 20.960 21.0 21.1 22.191 
E_S3 5.6 9.5714 14.571 19.571 24.571 29.6 - 41.167 
E_A3 21.268 - - - - - - 23.385 



 

TABLE IX. RESULT FOR SIGNAL_2 (25 SCANS) 
SNR1 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 
E_S1 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40.04 
E_A1 19.75 19.75 19.75 19.75 19.75 19.8 19.8 - 
E_S2 40.12 40.12 40.12 40.12 40.12 40.1 39.7 40.16 
E_A2 19.240 19.240 19.240 19.240 19.240 19.2 19.4 19.088 
E_S3 41.533 41.533 41.533 41.533 41.533 41.5 41.5 41.167 
E_A3 - - - - - - - 18.120 

 
 
V. Conclusions 

 
The purpose of this study is to determine the wireless 
channel usage or the station occupancy of fixed 
frequency channels using a wideband scanning device.  
   The results of this study show the effectiveness of 
using the histogram-based algorithms to analyze and 
estimate the channel usage using a significantly small 
number of scanned samples. Both simulated and 
measured data sets were processed and their results 
show significant accuracy for various scenarios, 
including the LOS and multipath FM signal cases. 
However, the results of the LOS AM signal cases show 
multiple peaks in the SNR histograms due to the 
amplitude variation of the AM signals. Thus, the 
histogram-based algorithms in this study solely cannot 
be used to classify the channel usage of the LOS AM 
cases. The AM type and its characteristics have to be 
identified first by other algorithms. Then the averaged 
AM results from the histogram-based algorithms can be 
used as estimates for classification. As per the 
multipath AM cases, the histogram-based algorithms 
may not be able to do the classification correctly.    

In general, the histogram-based algorithms provide a 
simple and efficient way to classify the LOS channel 
usage correctly. Further study of the multipath effect 
and signal types other than AM and FM should be done 
in the future to test the robustness of the algorithms. 
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To increase spectrum utilization, a thorough understanding is needed of its current usage profile.  While some 
coarse information can be attained from spectrum licenses, essential details including the location of transmitters, 
transmitter output power and antenna type are often unknown.  Additionally licenses do not specify how often the 
spectrum is being occupied if at all.  Furthermore the local environment effects the propagation of radio waves; 
while this effect can be simulated, the results offer only moderate precision.  Hence to categorize spectrum usage, 
measured data is vastly preferable to theoretical analysis.   
 
This paper presents the results of measured spectra from 400 MHz to 6.4 GHz in urban Atlanta, GA USA.  This 
study improved on past ones by resolving spectrum usage azimuthally, in polarization, and in time.  The often-
dynamic nature of spectrum usage necessitates the analysis of its usage over time.  To provide accurate and 
substantive information on spectrum usage more then one billion data samples where taken.  This data was analyzed 
to produce information on spectrum usage levels and characteristics.  Additional analysis of the data was used to 
find low probability of intercept (LPI) signals in passive user bands.  The information gathered from this study will 
be used to develop frequency agile radio protocols that maximize the amount of spectrum reused and lessen the 
possibility of inference.  
 
 
Spectrum Study 
 
To maximize the utility of the radio spectrum, 
knowledge of its current usage is beneficial.  A 
spectrum study was initiated to provide 
multidimensional usage information and characteristics.  
This study improves upon past ones by resolving 
spectrum into nearly all its possible constituents.  
Figure 1 displays the dimensions that are assessed.  For 
this paper only the urban location type (Atlanta) shown 
in figure 2 has been performed.  Finally, to provide a 
statistically valid model of the spectral environment a 
large number of data samples where taken. 
 
The implementation of this spectrum study is limited by 
the capabilities of measurement equipment.  It is 
desirable to sense every emitted signal, but sensitivity is 
limited by receiver noise, intermodulation and also gain 
of the receiving antenna.  Additionally the volume of 
data that the study produces it limited by the time it 
takes to perform the study.  For a study to be 
statistically relevant enough must be collected.  The 
volume of data measured is limited by the amount of 
time allocated for the study. 
 
 

 
 

Spectrum Study Variables 
 
 

• Frequency (400 MHz – 6.4 GHz) 
• Time (short term usage) 
• Time Period (6 discrete time periods per day)  
• Polarization (Linear: Horizontal & Vertical) 
• Azimuth (6 directions) 
• Location type (Urban, Suburban, Rural) 

 
 

Figure 1  
 
 
Spectrum Measurement and Analysis System 
 
This spectrum study required the design and 
construction of several hardware and software 
subsystems.  Collection of the spectrum data required 
an antenna system (including an azimuthal positing 
system), an RF-subsystem, spectrum analyzer, and 
finally a data acquisition and control system, which is 
shown in figure 3.  The mining of the data to produce 



Atlanta Measurement Site 
 

     
 
 

Figure 2 
 
 
information is accomplished by several analysis 
programs. 
 
 
Antenna System 
 
A high gain antenna system was chosen to increase the 
system’s sensitivity and to resolve spectrum the in 
azimuthal directions.  Four antennas with 8 dBi to 9 dBi 
gain (depending on frequency) are able to cover from 
100 MHz to 8 GHz with both linear polarizations 
(horizontal and vertical).  The near constant gain over 
the frequency range of the antennas also provides close 
to constant beamwidth.  These antennas are mounted on 
a rotating mast that offers good line-of-sight to the 
urban Atlanta area.  Azimuthal positing is remotely 
controlled by the data acquisition and control system.  
Six azimuthal directions are used to azimuthally resolve 
spectrum and offer omni-directional sensitivity. 
 
 
RF-Subsystem 
 

Filtering and amplification is performed by the RF-
subsystem.  This system is connected to all the antennas 
and also serves as an antenna selector.  A matrix of 
filters with an octave or less of bandwidth is used to 
reduce the creation of intermodulation in the 
subsequent stages of the system.  After filtering, signals 
pass through a low noise amplifier (LNA) with a high 
(+27 dBm) third-order intercept point.  The LNA is 
needed to lower the total systems noise temperature, 
since the spectrum analyzers has a very high noise 
figure (27 dB to 29 dB depending on frequency).  
Across the 400 MHz to 6.4 GHz frequency range, the 
total systems noise figure ranges from 6 dB to 7 dB.  
The filter and LNA combination results in an 
instantaneous spurious free dynamic range that is better 
than that for the spectrum analyzer.  Hence, the 
spectrum analyzer limits the systems intermodulation 
performance and thus sensitivity. 
 
As with all spectrum measurement system components 
the RF-subsystem is remotely controlled by the data 
acquisition and control system.  All antenna and filter 
selection is verified by the used of position sensors and 
checked by software after any change in state.  
Additionally the RF-subsystem integrated a noise diode 
that is used to calibrate the complete RF system (except 
for the antennas and their short connecting cables).  
These features produce a highly reliable self calibrating 
system with built-in fault detection. 
 
 
Data acquisition and control system 
 
An automated system was developed to control the 
position of the antennas, choose the desired antenna and 
filter, perform calibration, and communicate with the 
spectrum analyzer.  Another design requirement was 
very high reliability; this is needed for unattended 
multi-week data acquisitions.  The system developed to 
meet these requirements incorporates fault detection 
and correction at all levels.  Only a hardware failure can 
produce a fatal error, every other fault mode is 
accommodated.  The complete spectrum measurement 
system has achieved better than 99.999% operational 
reliability.  The only fatal error occurred as a result of 
an electromechanical microwave switch failure which 
was detected at the instant it failed.  The system was 
able to identify the exact component which needed 
replacing.  Additionally, the software keeps statistics on 
the health of each subsystem (to the component level 
for the RF-subsystem), recording the time and number 
of corrected fault events.  This allows for the prediction 
and preventive replacement of components before they 
fail completely. 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The data acquisition and control software integrates two 
operating modes: interactive and batch processing.  The 
latter is used for multi-week unattended data 
acquisitions.  A scheduling program was designed to 
minimize the time needed to perform multidimensional 
spectrum studies.  All data is saved in a file as a 
collection of objects, with each object containing one 
sweep from the spectrum analyzer and 20 other 
essential parameters.  This format retains all the data 
produced by the spectrum analyzer in its raw form, thus 
allowing for latter post-processing. 
 
A modified scheduling program with more frequent 
measurements was employed to detect low probability 
of intercept (LPI) signals in passive user bands.   
 
 
Analysis Software 
 
The post-processing of raw collected data permits 
extensive data mining of the measured spectrum.  First, 
the data is calibrated with the help of the noise diode 
and 6,000 data points for each 6 MHz frequency range 
(12,000 data points are used to calculate noise figure).  
Initial analysis software was developed to demonstrate 
the multidimensional usage of spectrum.  Additional  
software is being developed to examine usage patterns 
in spectrum and determine other characteristics. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Results and Conclusion 
 
More than 2 billion spectrum measurements were taken 
in urban Atlanta over several weeks.  Figure 4 display 
initial analysis of the 1.2 GHz to 1.4 GHz range.  These 
plots are just a few of the hundreds required to 
minimally describe Atlanta’s spectral environment. 
 
Because of the great wealth of information produced 
from the Atlanta spectrum study, only a minute fraction 
of it can be presented in print.  Hence, the authors have 
decided to offer post-processed data in Excel format 
online: www.measuredspectrum.com.  Additionally, 
interested parties can attain the complete Atlanta 
spectrum study in its raw data form.  This data can be 
used to develop frequency agile protocols and assist in 
testing their ability to transparently use spectrum.  
Other interference analyses and spectrum utility 
maximizations are possible with the use of this rich data 
set. 
 
The authors are in the process of performing a suburban 
spectrum study which will be followed by a rural study.  
These three studies will assist in classifying spectrum 
usage by location type. 
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Figure 4 

Spectrum Measurement Dimensions for 1200 MHz to 1400 MHz 
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Abstract – Multi-antenna systems provide the option to enhance the data rates and to improve the overall system 
performance. Therefore it is important that the transmitter provides high signal accuracy for all different signal 
branches. On the one hand high signal accuracy can be reached by employing expensive, high-end analog front-
ends. On the other hand a more cost efficient solution might be a low cost analog front-end in combination with 
digital, software-based pre-adjustment algorithms to guarantee high precision output signals. A direct-
conversion transmitter analog front-end architecture for an OFDM multi-antenna system will be proposed and 
analog filter imperfections are compensated based on a digital filter pre-equalizer. Because of the direct-
conversion technique it is important to combine the pre-equalizer with a digital IQ sample estimator, which 
derives the IQ values from the envelope signal without a down-modulation process. This paper provides a 
mathematical and architectural description and simulation results of the software-based IQ estimation and filter 
pre-equalizer.  
 
Index Terms – Multi-antenna, MIMO, OFDM, direct conversion, filter pre-equalization, IQ estimation 

 

 
I. Introduction 

Multi-antenna systems enable high data-rates and a 
good system-performance [1], [2] if they can provide 
good signal accuracy already at the transmitter output 
[3]. This is problematical if a low-cost direct 
conversion architecture has been chosen, which offers a 
cheap and low-power implementation with the 
drawback of imperfect I- and Q-signal accuracies. 
Reasons for the imperfections can be imperfect analog 
base band filters and unbalanced I- and Q-branch 
amplification. 

Figure I-1 Multi-antenna OFDM transmitter. 

Hence analog signal imperfections have to be removed 
digitally, shown in Figure I-1. The transmitter generates 
first low rate QPSK or QAM constellation points, 
which will be mapped onto the different carriers [4]. 
The multi-antenna coding inserts e.g. diversity or 
spatial-multiplexing approaches [1], [2]. This is 
followed by the signal conversion from the frequency 
domain to the time domain. After the IFFT operation 
has been finished the pre-equalizer takes care about the 
analog filter imperfections [6], [7], [8]. This block is 
able to pre-modify the ideal digital data stream. The 
digital pre-modification effects will be compensated 
later by the introduction of the unwanted analog 
imperfections, such, that the final result at the antenna 
input port leads to an ideal signal. The digital pre-
compensation block receives its correction coefficients 
from the error detection algorithm, which calculates the 
error based on the comparison between ideal and real I- 
and Q-samples. Hence an I- and Q-sample estimation 
from the RF-envelope signal is required. Typically this 
information is not available at this stage, because the 
RF signal does not provide an access to the base-band 
equivalent signals I and Q without a complete down-
modulation process.  

The purpose of this paper is to provide a simple IQ 
sample estimation combined with a digital filter pre-
equalization algorithm. These algorithms will be 
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implemented in each branch of the multi-antenna 
transmitter. The digital components save costs, because 
cheap, non precise analog filters can be incorporated. 
Because of the multi-antenna approach it saves even 
more costs by implementing the algorithms via 
software to a Digital-Signal-Processor (DSP). The 
analog components will not change quickly their 
amount of imperfections during a certain period of time 
and hence an algorithm reuse of all compensation 
blocks via a DSP can have significant influence to the 
overall system complexity in terms of hardware gate 
count and power consumption. 

 
II. Digital IQ Estimation 

In direct conversion architectures the I- and Q-branches 
are fed from the digital base band via two independent 
DACs to the analog base band. After separate low-pass 
filtering and appropriate amplification of each branch 
the up-conversion to the RF range takes place. In case 
of a multi-antenna system with N – transmitter antennas 
this architecture has to be installed N times. At the N 
antenna outputs it is desired to have the best possible 
signal accuracy available. This can be reached by 
installing precise, but most probably expensive analog 
components for each I- and Q-branch and for each 
transmitter path. An advantageous alternative is the 
installation of low cost analog components with less 
precision and additionally digital compensation 
techniques to remove the analog imperfections via a 
cheap solution. Therefore I- and Q-signal extraction 
from the RF-envelope needs to be done. The extraction 
is required to estimate reliably the wanted IQ samples 
from the analog RF-envelope without a down-
modulation process on the transmitter side.  

In this paper the estimated IQ samples are used for the 
digital pre-equalization process. To pre-equalize the 
analog base-band filters there has to be employed filter 
imperfection estimation. Such an error detection could 
be done by subtracting the non-ideal IQ samples [ ]nI

~
 

and [ ]nQ
~

 from the ideal IQ samples [ ]nI  and [ ]nQ . 

[ ] [ ] [ ]
[ ] [ ] [ ]nQ

~
nQne

nI
~

nIne

Q

I

−=

−=
 (1) 

In case of ideal output samples at the antenna port the 
differences between the wanted and the transmitted 
signals equals zero and no pre-equalization need to be 
activated. Assuming that there are imperfections 
present then the difference is unequal to zero in both 
branches from equation (1).  To enable the required 
measurement the non-ideal IQ samples have to be 
extracted from the analog envelope signal. This will be 
done digitally by comparing two consecutive analog 

and digital IQ pairs. The analog samples are measured 
at the antenna input port, the corresponding digital 
samples before the DAC operation. Two consecutive 
analog samples are described by equation (2). The 
amplitude [ ]nA a  and the amplitude [ ]1-nA a  are 

measured at the time instances n  and 1−n . Only the 
left sides of both branches in equation (2) can be 
measured physically at the antenna input port. The 
elements of the right side have only theoretical 
meaning. 

[ ] [ ] [ ]
[ ] [ ] [ ]22

22
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~

nA

+=

+=

a
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At the same time it is necessary to measure the 
corresponding digital sample amplitudes. This is shown 
in equation (3). 

[ ] [ ] [ ]
[ ] [ ] [ ]22

22

1-nQ1-nI1-nA

nQnInA

+=

+=

d

d  (3) 

The digital amplitudes at the time instances n  and 
1−n  on the left side need to be calculated, because the 

I- and Q-branches provide [ ]nI , [ ]nQ  and 
[ ]1-nI , [ ]1-nQ  separately. For convenience further 

digital or analog component latency has been neglected.  

The corresponding analog and digital amplitudes need 
to be compared. In ideal case the corresponding 
amplitudes should equal by omitting a certain constant 
amplification factor. 

[ ] [ ]

[ ] [ ]1-nA1-nA

nAnA
!

!

ad

ad

=

=
 (4) 

Then the digital pre-equalization error detector from 
equation (1) would have indicated no error. But in 
practice the analog base band filters might add signal 
imperfections. To calculate the missing signals the 
following relationship will be taken into account.  

[ ]
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Equation (2), equation (3) and equation (5) can be used 
to re-formulate equation (4). This leads to 

[ ] [ ] [ ]22
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(7) 

First equation (7) needs to be solved and after that 
equation (6) can be taken into account. The signals Is  

and Qs  provide the digital sample signs. They have 

been stored in parallel and it is assumed that the analog 
imperfections will not disturb the sign of the analog 
samples. This will be almost true, because one takes 
care about imperfect analog filters and no random 
channels. 

But generally it is no problem if every now and then 
some wrong IQ estimates will occur. Because the 
estimation procedure has been designed to operate in 
conjunction with an adjustment feedback loop. The 
feedback loop employs a low-pass filtering process, 
which automatically removes the influence of wrong IQ 
decisions from the IQ estimate algorithm in equation 
(6) and (7). Such wrong estimates might happen 
because of the missing down-modulation on the 
transmitter side there is no information about the signal 
phase available. This missing phase information is not 
critical as long as the overall system imperfections are 
generated simply by imperfect analog components and 
not by a random channel. Figure II-1 provides the 
differences between the ideal and estimated I-values 
during a pre-equalizer’s adaptation process. After all 
filter imperfections have been compensated by the pre-
equalizer there has been left no differences between the 
ideal and estimated I-values. 

 

Figure II-1 Estimated I-branch error during a pre-
equalizer’s adaptation process.  

This section has presented a mathematical description 
of an IQ sample extraction algorithm from the analog 
RF-envelope. Without the need for a down-modulation 
process on the transmitter side it is possible to estimate 
the imperfect I- and Q-samples, which are required to 
enable the compensation techniques for direct-
conversion front-end architectures. 

 
III. Filter Pre-Equalization 
In this section there will be introduced an LMS based 
pre-equalizer [7], [8], which does not operate with 
complex coefficients, but with real ones. This is 
unusual but makes it possible to handle I-branch and Q-
branch imperfections independently. The I-branch and 
Q-branch filter imperfections are generated by the 
analog base band filters, which are two real filters. The 
IQ amplitude error detection will be done via equation 
(1). 

To update the pre-equalizer’s filter coefficients 
successfully the gradient has to be calculated based on 
the approximated system identification [7]. The 
approximation of the analog filters will be simple tap-
delay lines providing the same latency as the analog 
filters contain. Equation (8) provides the gradient of the 
LMS approach.  

[ ]{ } [ ] [ ] [ ]nhnDneneE #2 2ˆˆ ⋅⋅⋅−=∇  (8) 

The approximation-based gradient is updated on a 
sample-by-sample base and depends on the measured 
error value e[n] and the delayed input signal. The 
mentioned delay corresponds to the approximated 
analog filter peak. Figure III-1 provides the difference 
between the proposed pre-equalizer with an 
approximation-based gradient, a gradient based on an 
ideal system identification and a deterministic gradient.  
 

 

Figure III-1 Gradients on the level curve diagram. 



The approximation-based gradient takes a different 
route but reaches the optimal filter vector as the other 
algorithms. Figure III-2 shows the three gradients from 
another camera position. 
 

 

 Figure III-2 Gradient behaviour from bird’s eye view 

Based on the gradient there can be calculated the pre-
equalizer’s coefficient update. There have to be 
calculated for both branches independent correction 
coefficients. This is described by equation (9). The new 
coefficients at the time n+1 will be calculated from the 
current coefficients at the time n and an additional 
addend.   

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]n#
QI,QI,QI,QI,QI, hnDnenc1nc µ+=+  (9) 

The addend consists out of four factors. First the 
constant µ describes the step width. The step width 
defines the loop accuracy, loop adaptation speed or 
loop bandwidth, respectively. Because the expected 
filter imperfections will not change over a very long 
period of time the loop bandwidth needs not to be large 
and hence the loop accuracy can be high. The second 
factor is the calculated error from equation (1). After 
that the product of the ideal input data matrix D and an 
approximation h# of the analog filters hI,Q follows. The 
new coefficient vector leads to a better signal 
equalization and if the optimium adaptive filter vector 
has been reached the adaptation loop is in equilibrium.  

Combined with the IQ estimation there can be build an 
adaptive filter pre-equalization system to enable low 
cost analog front-ends. 

 
IV. Software Architecture for further cost reduction 

From the architecture point of view it will be 
advantageous to implement the algorithms as software 

code via a Digital-Signal-Processor [9]. The 
mathematical operations from equation (1), (6), (7) and 
(9) are good candidates to be handled by the DSP. This 
is true because the analog filter imperfections do not 
change quickly.  Hence the IQ sample estimation, error 
calculation and the coefficient update need not to be 
done as quickly as practical possible. Changing the 
block based hardware implementation from Figure I-1 
it is possible to end up with a much more flexible and 
cost-reducing architecture by employing a DSP.  

Figure IV-1 Software-based IQ estimation, pre-
equalizer’s error and coefficient update calculation. 

Figure IV-1 shows a software-based transmitter part for 
the IQ sample estimation, the pre-equalizer’s error 
detection as well as the coefficient update. The data bus 
establishes the connections between the DSP and the 
envelope input signal and the pre-equalizer’s adaptive 
filters, respectively. The instructions for the different 
algorithms, which have been implemented via 
dedicated hardware in Figure I-1, are stored now in the 
instruction memory in Figure IV-1. Additional control 
SW, which is responsible to guarantee the correct order 
of the different algorithm operations, needs to be 
provided as well. Besides the instructions the DSP 
requires the data from the digital base band and the 
analog front-end. The information is stored in the data 
memory and used by the DSP instructions to calculate 
the new coefficient update.  

Once the coefficients have been updated they can be 
provided via the bus to the pre-equalizer’s adaptive 
filters. The filters are still implemented via dedicated 
HW because the signal pre-modification needs to 
operate on the base of the user data rate. From the 
instructions point of view the DSP could handle the 
adaptive filtering process as well. But in that case a 
significant higher processor clock rate needs to be 
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considered. Such a high clock rate might increase the 
power consumption of the DSP to an unwanted value.   

  
V. System Performance 

This chapter shows a new analysis about the 
performance decrease by introducing sub-optimal 
analog filters and the corresponding signal 
improvements through the digital pre-equalization 
setup. There has been investigated an IEEE802.16a 
based OFDM system including 16-QAM and 64-QAM.  

 

Figure V-1 Sub-optimal filter transfer functions. 

Because of the cost reduction for the analog front-end 
one assumes imperfect filters. Based on the transfer 
functions from Figure V-1 there can be expected a 
significant decrease of the transmitted signal accuracy. 
Figure V-2 shows possible inaccuracies for a 16-QAM 
signal. 

 

Figure V-2 Imperfect 16-QAM constellation diagram. 

After the pre-equalization process has been enabled the 
imperfections are reduced significantly already by a 3-
coefficient adaptive filter. Figure V-3 shows that the 
constellation points are much more precise but not 
perfect.

 

Figure V-3 3-coefficients pre-equalizer 

By employing 19 coefficients perfect signal accuracy at 
the transmitter’s output can be reached. This is shown 
in Figure V-4. Hence a digital adaptive filter can allow 
the use of low-cost, imperfect analog filters.  

 

Figure V-4 Perfect pre-equalized 16-QAM signal. 

Besides the signal accuracy it is possible to measure the 
imperfections via BER curves as well. Figure V-5 and 
Figure V-6 provide simulation results for 16-QAM 
and 64-QAM, respectively. 



 

Figure V-5 16-QAM BER curves with different pre-
equalizer coefficient numbers.  

Non-frequency selective corrections employ only 1 
coefficient and cannot remove the imperfect analog 
filter influences. They adjust just the signal’s 
amplitude. A BER floor makes the overall transmitter 
performance pure. Increasing the number of pre-
equalizer coefficients leads to better performances. In 
case of a 64-QAM there is a very high BER floor 
without corrections and also a 3-coefficients pre-
equalizer suffers still significant losses. With 19 
coefficients the desired performance is provided.  

 

Figure V-6 64-QAM BER curves. 

This chapter has shown that the overall system 
performance decreases significantly by introducing 
low-cost analog filters. Depending on the Euclidean 

distance a 64-QAM signal is much more sensitive 
against filter inaccuracies than 16-QAM signal. Finally 
a 19-coefficients pre-equalizer can remove the 
imperfections and high signal accuracy at the 
transmitter’s output can be reached. 

 
VI. Conclusion 

This paper introduces a cost-reduction model for multi-
antenna transmitters. Because it is important to provide 
low-cost analog front-ends for multi-antenna systems 
there is a need to remove the imperfections of the low-
cost analog base band filters. This can be done by an IQ 
sample estimation algorithm, which calculates the IQ 
symbols at the transmitter’s antenna output without an 
extra down-modulation process. Feeding the estimates 
to the digital pre-equalizer the imperfections can be 
removed completely. By employing a software-based 
IQ estimation and pre-equalization setup a low gate 
count implementation for multi-antenna systems can be 
reached. IQ estimation and pre-equalizer achieves 
significant improvements for the BER. This leads to 
high system reliability although low-cost analog filters 
have been used.  
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Abstract  This paper considers the satellite communication systems using the multiband UWB signal format. 
For terrestrial short-distance high-speed communications, the multiband UWB scheme have been proposed in 
IEEE 802.15 TG3a and discussion is ongoing at the standardization body. In the multiband UWB scheme, 
frequency hopping is adopted over 3.1 - 10.6 GHz, which is regulated by the FCC (Federal Communications 
Commission) of the U.S.A., and the bandwidth of one hopping spectrum (subband) is about 500 MHz. Multiband 
technology inherently has suitable characteristics for the terrestrial UWB such as applicability to variable 
transmission rates, avoidance of harmful interference to other systems, simple localizability of frequency 
allocations, and so forth. This paper presents a satellite communication downlink employing the multiband UWB 
signal transmission. The total bandwidth is assumed to be 500 MHz in the allocation of the satellite downlink and 
it is divided into multiple subbands. We report the initial results of the study on the link budget calculation and the 
estimation of the signal transmission speed assuming the multiband UWB signal transmission from a GSO 
(GeoStationary Orbit) satellite to the earth’s surface. 
 
 

1. Introduction 
 
The FCC (Federal Communications Commission) has 

defined the characteristics of the UWB devices to 
promote the commercial use [1]. According to the FCC 
regulations, the emission level is restricted to as low as 
-41.3 dBm/MHz in 3.1 GHz – 10.6 GHz as described in 
the next section. Thus, although the occupied bandwidth 
of the UWB signal is very wide, the spectrum power 
density is very small. Therefore, the UWB system is 
capable of suppressing interference to and from other 
narrowband systems. It is said that the UWB signal can 
be overlaid on frequency currently used by the other 
narrowband systems, and the effective use of frequency 
may be realized. 

Although discussion of the UWB has mainly focused 
on the terrestrial short distance communication, the 
UWB could be radiated from satellites to the earth as 
one type of satellite services (“Satellite UWB”). In a 
satellite communication that overlays the UWB signal 
on a frequency band currently used by the existing 
satellite communications, a new communication 
channel can be added without an assignment of new 
frequency to the existing satellite communications. 

Some UWB systems use pulse communication 
technology, and these systems have a simple 
configuration of a transmitter and a receiver. So it is 
expected a terminal consumes relatively low power in 
comparison with other wireless communication systems, 
and a small-sized terminal powered by a small battery 
could be developed. The devices for the terrestrial UWB 
system would be low cost due to mass-production. By 
incorporating the same system in satellite 

communication, it is possible to use the devices of the 
terrestrial UWB system, and the cost of the terminal for 
the satellite UWB system is reduced. 

The IEEE 802.15 High Rate PHY Task Group 
(TG3a) for Wireless Personal Area Networks (WPANs) 
is working to define a project to provide a higher speed 
PHY enhancement for applications including imaging 
and multimedia communications. The multiband UWB 
scheme has already been proposed in the working 
group.  

In this paper we examine whether sufficient 
transmission speed is obtained or not by the satellite 
UWB, assuming mono-pulse type PAM(Pulse 
Amplitude Modulation) modulated signal and the 
multiband UWB scheme proposed in the 
standardization body. As the result of the discussion we 
show the satellite UWB has preferable properties for the 
development of new satellite communications. 

 
 

2. FCC Regulation on UWB 
 
U.S. FCC has already regulated the UWB system, 

including the operating restrictions, authorizing the use 
of UWB devices on an unlicensed basis.  Various 
applications have been considered, such as 
communications, measurements, radar systems, and so 
forth.  The followings are the spectrum and emission 
limitations of the regulations for the handheld UWB 
devices, which are typical communication devices using 
the UWB signal. 

 
 



 

 

 
Bandwidth : 

Fractional bandwidth equal to or greater than 
0.2, or bandwidth equal to or greater than 
500 MHz. 

 
Radiated emissions : 

0.96 - 1.61 GHz <  -75.3 dBm/MHz 
1.61 - 1.99 GHz <  -63.3 dBm/MHz 
1.99 - 3.1 GHz <  -61.3 dBm/MHz 
3.1 - 10.6 GHz <  -41.3 dBm/MHz 
10.6 GHz - <  -61.3 dBm/MHz 

 
Peak level of emissions : 

The peak level of emissions contained within 
a 50 MHz bandwidth centered on the 
frequency at which the highest radiated 
emission is 0 dBm EIRP. 

 
 

3. Satellite UWB 
 
The satellite UWB system in this paper is a fixed 

satellite system, which employs a UWB type signal for 
the downlink transmission. Figure 1 shows the 
conceptual view of the satellite UWB system using the 
Ku-band.  The UWB signal is usually characterized by 
transmitting very short monocycle wavelets or 
pulse-modulated carrier. As presented in Section 2, the 
signal bandwidth of the terrestrial UWB device is very 
wide such as more than 500 MHz. The assumed 
bandwidth used in the satellite UWB system is 500 
MHz. 

The satellite UWB has suitable characteristics for 
exploring new satellite services from the following 
perspectives : 

 
- The UWB signal can be overlaid on the existing 

narrowband spectrum.  This is expected to 
contribute to increasing spectrum efficiency of 
satellite systems. 

 
- The terrestrial UWB device can be utilized for 

the satellite UWB application, which would 
reduce the cost of the satellite system.  The 
terrestrial UWB device is expected to become 
very popular, and mass-production of the 
terminal will greatly reduce the production cost 
of the hardware.  

 
 

4. Link budget 
 
In the satellite UWB system, if the power transmitted 

from a satellite to the earth is at the same level as the 
terrestrial UWB device, the received signal on the earth 

is very low, and the transmission speed is limited very 
low. Therefore, higher power, which is comparable to 
that with existing satellite transponder, is assumed to be 
transmitted from the UWB satellite. This paper assumes 
the satellite transmission power as 108 W (20.3 dBW) 
and the transmitting satellite antenna diameter as 1.27 m.  
When these transmission characteristics are adopted by 
the satellite to transmit the UWB signal to the earth, 
radiated EIRP from the satellite is much greater than 
that of the terrestrial UWB. But the signal power 
density received at the earth’s surface is assumed 
comparable to or smaller than that of the terrestrial 
UWB device as described below. 

The link budget of the downlink are estimated in the 
case where 500 MHz in the Ku-band is assumed as the 
downlink spectrum.  Table 1 summarizes the downlink 
link budget of the system. The free-space path loss for 
the distance of 3 m at the center frequency of 6.85 GHz, 
a typical value for the terrestrial UWB device using the 

UWB
device

Uplink
Ku-band (14 GHz)
Narrowband signal

Downlink
Ku-band (12 GHz)
UWB signal

Regenerative
Satellite

the Earth
 

Fig. 1. Conceptual view of satellite UWB system 
using Ku-band. 

 
 

Table 1. Downlink link budget. 
 

Center frequency 12 GHz 
Bandwidth 500 MHz 
Transmission power 20.3 dBW 
Satellite antenna diameter 1.27 m 
Satellite antenna gain 
(efficiency = 60%) 

41.8 dBi 

EIRP 65.1 dBm/MHz
Link margin 5 dB 
Rain margin 3 dB 
Path loss to the earth’s 
surface (at 12 GHz) 

205.2 dB 

Power density at the earth’s 
surface 

-148.1 dBm/MHz

 



 

 

3.1 - 10.6 GHz spectrum, is around 60 dB. In the 
terrestrial UWB device, the power density, which is 
given by [EIRP]-[Path Loss] in dB scale, at a distance 
of 3 m from a transmitter is -101.3 dBm/MHz. The table 
shows that the power level of the satellite UWB signal 
received at the earth’s surface (-148.1 dBm/MHz) is 
much smaller than the signal level at the distance of 3 m 
of the terrestrial UWB.  Therefore, the other service 
would not be affected by the satellite UWB system. 

 
 

5. Throughput analysis 
 

5.1. M-ary PAM UWB 
 
The M-ary PAM(Pulse Amplitude Modulation) is a 

modulation scheme where information is modulated 
with +/-M amplitude variations. The pulse has a short 
duration, and its energy concentrates within the 
bandwidth of the satellite downlink, in the satellite 
UWB (Fig. 2). 

Results of the research have been reported for the 
communication performance of the terrestrial UWB 
device.  Here, the performance is discussed using the 
approach presented in Ref. [2]. 

A coherent detection is assumed as the demodulation 
scheme. The symbol error probability PM of the M-ary 
PAM is given by 
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And the probability of a bit error Pb is [3] 
 

Mb P
k

P 1
= ,    (2) 

 
where k is the number of bits, which are transmitted in 
one symbol, i.e. k=log2M. Using Eqs. (1) and (2), the 
required Es/N0, a signal power per symbol to noise 
power density ratio, can be calculated. Table 2 shows 
the required Es/N0 for the bit error rate of 10-3. 

On the other hand, Es/N0 is also presented by the 
following equation. 

 
][][ 000 pssdpaves BBNPNTPNE ×== , (3) 

 
where, 
 

Pave: Average received power, 
Tp: Pulse repetition period, 
Psd: Average power spectral density, 
Bs: Equivalent occupied bandwidth, and 
Bp: Pulse repetition frequency. 
 
Equation (3) indicates that the pulse repetition period 

Tp becomes larger as required Es/N0 becomes larger. 
Taking the receiver noise figure NF into consideration, 
the pulse repetition frequency Bp can be written as 

 
]/[/][ 00 NENBNPB sFssdp ×= .  (4) 

 

Tp =1/BpTp =1/Bp

 
Fig. 2. Symbol of M-ary PAM. 

 
 

Table 2. Required Es/N0 for M-ary PAM. 
 

M Required Es/N0 [dB] 
2 7 
4 13.75 
8 19.77 
16 25.5 

 

 
 
 

Table 3. Achievable throughput of M-ary PAM UWB 
                   [bit/s]. 

 
 2-ary 4-ary 8-ary 16-ary 
0 [dBi] 
(Isotropic 
antenna) 

9.96k 4.21k 1.58k 563 

5.0 [dBi] 
(Patch 
antenna) 

31.5k 13.3k 4.99k 1.78k 

19.8 [dBi] 
(10 cm 
dish) 

951k 402k 151k 53.7k 

33.7 [dBi] 
(50 cm 
dish) 

23.3M 9.87M 3.70M 1.32M 

39.8 [dBi] 
(1 m dish) 

95.1M 40.2M 15.1M 5.37M 



 

 

Using log2M equal to the number of bits transmitted 
by one pulse, the achievable throughput R can be 
calculated as 

 
MBR p 2log×= .   (5) 

 
Assuming free-space propagation between a satellite 

UWB transmitter and a receiver, and also assuming 
Psd=-208.1 [dBm/Hz], Bs=500 [MHz] from Table 1, 
N0=-174 [dBm/Hz] at room temperature (17[°C]), and 
NF=6 [dB], the achievable throughput can be calculated 
from Eqs. (4) and (5). Table 3 summarizes the 
achievable throughput of the M-ary PAM UWB 
transmitted from the satellite using the Ku-band. 

 
 

5.2. Multiband UWB 
 
In the terrestrial UWB, multiple transmission 

schemes adopting frequency-hopping over 3.1 - 10.6 
GHz have been proposed at IEEE 802.15 TG3a. The 
mission of the standardization body is to define the 
physical layer specification for WPANs. Multiband 
UWB is a frequency-hopping scheme and has the 
feature of bit rate scalability with the occupied 
frequency. 

Figure 3 shows an example of the symbol structure of 
the multiband UWB [4]. The symbol pulse consists of 
subpulses. And the subpulses are hopping over multiple 
frequency bands. Data is encoded into the sequence 

pattern of bands and phase information of the subpulses. 
The number of bits (N) transmitted by one symbol is 

 
)2(log2

BP
BTBS PCN ××= ,   (6) 

 
where, 
 

S: Number of frequency bands, 
T: Number of subpulse time slots in a pulse, 
B: Number of non-zero entries, and 
P: Number of polarity bits. 
 
SCB and TPB  indicate combination and permutation, 

respectively. In Eq. (6), data of log2(SCB) and log2(TPB) 
bits are transmitted by the sequence pattern, and data of 
log2(2BP) (=BP) bits are transmitted by the phase 
information of the subpulses. 

Assuming S=T=B, Eq. (6) can be written as follows; 
 

SPSN += )!(log2 .   (7) 
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Fig. 3. Example of symbol structure of multiband UWB. 

 
Table 4. Required Es/N0 for S－bands UWB. 

 
S Required Es/N0 [dB] 
4 14.5 
8 18 

 
 



 

 

 
Upper bound of the subpulse error probability Ps of 

multiband UWB, which uses S bands, is given by 
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where, 
 

S: Number of frequency bands, 
Esp: Energy per subpulse, and 
N0: Noise spectral density. 
 
The relation between the energy per subpulse Esp and 

the energy per symbol Es is 
 

SEE sps ×= .    (9) 
 
Using Eqs. (8) and (9), the required Es/N0 can be 

calculated. Table 4 shows the required Es/N0 for the 
subpulse error rate of 10-3. 

Similar to the M-ary PAM, the pulse repetition 
frequency Bp can be written as 

 
]/[/][ 00 NENBNPB sFssdp ×= . (10) 

 
Because the number of bits in one symbol is 

expressed by Eq. (7), the achievable throughput R can 
be calculated as 

 
[ ]SPSBR p +×= )!(log2 . (11) 

 

Using the same assumptions as the M-ary PAM, 
Psd=-208.1 [dBm/Hz], Bs=500 [MHz], N0=-174 
[dBm/Hz] and NF=6 [dB], the achievable throughput 
can be calculated from Eqs. (10) and (11). Table 5 
presents the achievable throughput of the S-band UWB 
transmitted from the satellite using the Ku-band. 

 
 

5.3. Analysis 
 
Table 3 shows that the transmission speed of the 

binary PAM up to 950 kbit/sec can be realized using a 
very small user antenna such as 10 cm.  Moreover, 
when a larger antenna is utilized, considerably larger 
throughput is realized. 

In Table 4, by adopting the multiband UWB scheme, 
the satellite UWB transmission speed of over 1 Mbit/sec 
can be achieved using a 10 cm dish antenna. 
Throughput over 100 Mbit/sec is realized by utilizing a 
1 m dish antenna. 

In the process of conducting the transmission speed, 
the bit error rate of 10-3 is used at M-ary PAM, and the 
subpulse error rate of 10-3 is used at the multiband 
UWB. In the multiband UWB scheme, data is 
transmitted by the sequence pattern of bands and the 
phase information of the subpulses, so the relation 
between the subpulse error rate and the bit error rate is 
difficult to determine. As described above, in 
calculating the transmission speed, the error rate 
assumption of the M-ary PAM and the multiband UWB 
differs, so it is difficult to compare the transmission 
speeds directly. However, the satellite UWB using the 
M-ary PAM or the multiband UWB offers sufficiently 
high transmission speed, which means that these 
schemes are effective to fixed satellite communications. 

 
 

6. Conclusion 
 
Technical consideration and performance analysis are 

conducted for the satellite UWB system. The system 
could realize sufficient receive signal strength and 
throughput with a small antenna in addition to its 
inherent suitable characteristics to widely broadcast 
information to many users simultaneously. Satellite 
communication plays an important role in public 
communications. The satellite UWB enables new 
services, and is expected to open new markets. 
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Table 5. Achievable throughput of S-bands UWB 
                   [bit/s].

 
 4-bands 8-bands 
 BPSK QPSK BPSK QPSK 
0 [dBi] 
(Isotropic 
antenna) 

15.2k 22.3k 18.4k 28.4k 

5.0 [dBi] 
(Patch 
antenna) 

48.1k 70.5k 58.3k 78.3k 

19.8 [dBi] 
(10 cm 
dish) 

1.45M 2.13M 1.76M 2.36M 

33.7 [dBi] 
(50 cm 
dish) 

35.6M 52.3M 43.2M 58.1M 

39.8 [dBi] 
(1 m dish) 

145M 213M 176M 236M 
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Abstract — The opening up of the unlicensed bands for com-
mercial use has been a tremendous success. Wireless commu-
nications in computing, mobile, medical and consumer elec-
tronics market segments have grown rapidly in the past few 
years. Due to this success, radio resources in the unlicensed 
bands are progressively becoming scarce. Recently, the Spec-
trum Policy Task Force (SPTF) within the FCC has recom-
mended that the FCC regulate spectrum allocation based on 
market principles. Such regulation implies radio networks 
wherein radios sense their environment and make opportunis-
tic use of available radio resources while not interfering with 
the operation of existing licensed networks. In this paper, we 
focus on a key component of such Spectrum Agile Radio 
(SARA) systems, namely, the detection of spectrum opportuni-
ties. We present results of simulation studies of the use of 
Hough Transform and autocorrelation function for the detec-
tion of spectrum opportunities.  

Keywords — Spectrum Agile Radio, Opportunity Identifi-
cation, Hough transform, IEEE 802.11k Radio Resource 
Measurement 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
The increasing popularity of  radio communication networks 
over the last years, and of  wearable, hand-held computing and 
communicating devices, as well as consumer electronics, indi-
cates that there will be an ever increasing demand for radio 
communication networks providing high capacity communica-
tion. Considering this increase in demand, it is clear that the 
necessary radio spectrum will not be available in the future, 
due to the limited nature of  radio resources. Today, consumer 
electronics radio communication systems operate mainly in 
unlicensed bands. Radio resources in the unlicensed bands are 
therefore often efficiently used [1]. However, most of  the ra-
dio spectrum is allocated by traditional licensed radio services, 
and often not used at all. With the current FCC approach to 
regulation,  radio spectrum resources are often not efficiently 
used. 
This problem is approached by Spectrum Agile Radio (SARA) 
systems. SARA makes use of  the licensed radio spectrum in 
an opportunistic way, controlled by SARA policies. A SARA 
device seeks opportunities, i.e. unused radio resources prior to 
communicating, and then communicates using the identified 
opportunities without interfering with the operation of  li-
censed radio networks. Therefore, a key mechanism of  SARA 

is to identify opportunities to communicate, and to identify 
other, competing radio systems. SARA systems will work with 
evolving FCC regulations for radio spectrum allocation that 
are based on Spectrum Policy Task Force (SPTF) recommen-
dations [2]. 
Approaches to SARA are discussed in the context of  Next 
Generation (XG) framework [3]. 
To facilitate the rollout of  SARA, it should be built on top of  
existing radio communication standards such as IEEE 802.11 
with its recent extensions for radio resource management [4]. 
Therefore, we discuss the emerging supplement standard to 
the popular IEEE 802.11 wireless Local Area Network (LAN) 
for radio resource measurements, namely IEEE 802.11k [5]. 
We discuss measurements based on the carrier sensing, i.e., 
Clear Channel Assessment (CCA), and approaches for spec-
trum opportunity identification from the obtained measure-
ment results.   

II. RADIO RESOURCE MEASUREMENT IN 
IEEE 802.11K 

IEEE 802.11 Task Group k (TGk) was formed in January 
2003 to develop extension to IEEE 802.11 wireless LAN 
specification for radio resource measurement. This extension 
will specify the types of  radio resource information to meas-
ure and the request/report mechanism through which the 
measurement demands and results are communicated among 
stations.  
The goal of  TGk is to provide tools by which a radio station 
can measure and assess the radio environment and take corre-
sponding actions. To fulfill this goal, the current TGk draft 
defines seven types of  measurements [5]: 
• In Beacon report, a measuring station reports the beacons 

or probe response it receives during the measurement pe-
riod. 

• In Frame report, a measuring station reports information 
about all the frames it receives from other stations during 
the measurement period. 

• In Channel Load report, a measuring station reports the 
fractional duration over which CCA indicates the channel is 
busy during the measurement period. 



• In Noise Histogram report, a measuring station reports 
non-802.11 energy by sampling the channel only when 
CCA indicates that no 802.11 signal is present. 

• In Hidden Node report, a measuring station reports the 
identity and frame statistics of  hidden nodes detected dur-
ing the measurement period.  

• In Medium Sensing Time Histogram report, a measuring 
station reports the histogram of  medium busy and idle time 
observed during the measurement period. 

• In Station Statistic report, a measuring station reports its 
statistics related to link quality and network performance 
during the measurement period.  

The measurements in TGk enable an IEEE 802.11 radio net-
work to collect information of  neighboring access points (via 
Beacon report) and information on link quality to neighbor 
stations (via Frame report, Hidden Node report and Station 
Statistic report). The tool set also provides ways to find out 
interference level (via Noise Histogram report) and medium 
load statistics (via Channel Load report and Medium Sensing 
Time Histogram report). 
Those are useful information for a station to collect when 
assessing its radio environment. However, none of  the meas-
urement enables the station to identify future opportunities to 
use the medium. Ways to identify spectrum opportunities, and 
other interfering radio systems, are therefore discussed in the 
following. 

III. SPECTRUM OPPORTUNITY IDENTIFICATION 
As indicated in earlier sections, when radio networks encounter 
other devices that emit energy (and therefore use shared radio 
resources) in their vicinity, it is desirable to characterize the 
radio resource usage patterns of  these other devices. Such a 
characterization of  the usage patterns results in the identifica-
tion of  opportunities for the radio networks. 
Other devices referred to previously includes radars, which are 
primary emitters, or other radio networks, which are secondary 
emitters. 

III-1 Autocorrelation 

A classical approach to determine periodic occurrences of  
spectrum opportunities, or radar pulses is based on the auto-
correlation function. The sequence of  CCA events obtained 
through listening to the channel, is processed with the auto-
correlation function. Periods in the channel conditions are 
indicated by local maxima in the resulting function. 

III-2 Hough Transform 

In this section we will examine the use of  Hough Transform 
for the detection of  radar pulses as an example for any type of  
radio signals that create periodic patterns. We will use a version 
of  the Hough Transform, known as Randomized Hough 
Transform (RHT) to detect the parameters of  helixes wrapped 
around cylinders, as explained later in the section. The Hough 
Transform [6] has been studied in image processing literature 

for detection of  patterns such as lines, circles and ellipses in 
binary images. The effectiveness of  Hough Transform in de-
tecting patterns in data with many overlaying patterns and 
random noise is proven in [6]. In the presence of  outliers, the 
Hough Transform is more robust than least squares estima-
tion. 
In brief, the Hough Transform is used to transform data from 
image space to an accumulator (or histogram) in parameter 
space, as shown in Fig. 1. 
The image space is represented by (x, y), whereas, the parame-
ter space is represented by (slope, intercept), that is (m, c). For 
each point in the image space (e.g. p and q), a line is generated 
in the parameter space as shown. The parameter space can be 
seen as a two dimensional histogram. A peak, r, in the parame-
ter space corresponds to a line in the image space. The Hough 
Transform is robust because in the image space, a collection 
of  collinear points is enough to result in a peak in the parame-
ter space. However, it has the drawback that the parameter 
space could require large amount of  memory in the computer. 
To address this drawback the RHT was developed [7]. The 
RHT as applied to straight-line detection, results in randomly 
picking pairs of  points and computing and accumulating a 
parameter (for instance, slope). When enough confidence in 
the peak is achieved, the process stops, thus reducing both 
memory and processing time. 
The use of  Hough Transform for radar pulse detection was 
first studied in [8]. The original radar pulse train is a 1-D sig-
nal. 
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Fig. 2: A helix given by the Eq. (1), for 1ϖ = . 
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Fig. 1: Hough Transform used to detect straight lines 

(a) image space and (b) parameter space. 
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Fig. 3: Discrete sequence vector used for evaluation. 

The authors have used 1-D to 2-D transformation (like a 
raster scan) and then applied the Hough Transform to detect 
straight lines, which correspond to pulse trains. Furthermore, 
they have computed the noise floor. We extend their work by 
first transforming the 1-D signal to a 3-D helical signal, and 
apply RHT to it. A helix may be represented by the following 
parametric equations: 

 
X t t
Y t t
Z t t

( ) sin( )
( ) cos( )
( )

ω
ω

=
=
=

 (1) 

This helix is cylindrical (as opposed to the more general ellipti-
cal) and has unit radius. Based on the parameter ϖ  a new 
helix can be generated that wraps around the cylinder more 
slowly as ϖ  decreases. In Fig. 1, the points (marked with *) 
on the helix themselves form a helix, with an ϖ  value less 
than one. Given two points on the helix P0 (x0, y0, z0) and P1 

(x1, y1, z1), the parameter ϖ  can be given by the following 
equation: 
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Fig. 4: Autocorrelations (right hand side) of the three 

sequences. 

If  the two points P0 and P1 are inside one whorl of  the helix, 
then ϖ  works out to be 1. The length of  the line segment 
given by one twirl of  helix is given in Eq. (3). 

 
21l 2 1π

ϖ
⎛ ⎞= ⋅ + ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

 (3) 

IV. EVALUATION AND BASIC CONCEPTS 
We discuss the RHT and the autocorrelation approach sepa-
rately in the following. 

IV-1 Randomized Hough Transform 

Let us represent the location (time-of-arrival) of  the radar 
pulse train with the discrete sequence vector Lp. The sequence 
Lp1 = [9, 59, 109, 159, 209, 259, 309, 359] is shown in Fig. 3, 
top sequence. The corresponding right-hand side of  the auto-
correlation function is indicated in Fig. 4, top sequence. For 
this sequence, the ϖ  histogram as indicated in Fig. 5 is ob-
tained by the Hough Transform. For this case, 0.116ϖ = . 
Now let us consider the case where there are two pulse trains 
that are multiplexed and represented by Lp2 = [9, 20, 59, 60, 
100, 109, 140, 159, 180, 209, 220, 259, 260, 300, 309, 340, 
359], as illustrated in Fig. 3, bottom sequence. 

 
Fig. 5: Histogram of ϖ for Lp1 

 
Fig. 6: Histogram of ϖ  for Lp2 



The corresponding right-hand side of  the autocorrelation 
function is indicated in Fig. 4, bottom sequence. The ϖ  his-
togram as indicated in Fig. 6 is obtained by the Hough Trans-
form of  this multiplexed sequence. Note that 1ϖ =  corre-
sponds to points on the helix within one whorl.  
The advantage of  the autocorrelation function, namely, its 
notional simplicity has to be balanced with its disadvantage, 
namely computational complexity. Similarly, for the Hough 
Transform, its advantage of  computational simplicity and ro-
bustness has to be balanced with its disadvantage namely pos-
sible dependence on the choice of  parameters. 
 

IV-2 Autocorrelation Function 

Fig. 7 illustrates a typical spectrum usage pattern of  
IEEE 802.11a, when five stations communicate. The dark 
solid fields illustrate frame transmissions, the triangles illustrate 
timers that are set by the individual stations. Station 1 carries a 
traffic that offers a constant bit rate, and hence produces a 
deterministic spectrum usage pattern, because the intervals 
between consecutive frame exchange attempts that are initi-
ated by station 1 do not change over time. However, the me-
dium is busy when other stations transmit, and during busy 
times, station 1 does not access the medium, because of  the 
nature of  the listen-before talk based medium access control 
protocol in IEEE 802.11. Apparently, the autocorrelation 
function is suitable to determine the deterministic medium 
accesses, and to assess what the period of  the medium access 
is. This is illustrated in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. In these figures, a 
spectrum usage pattern similar to the one in Fig. 7 is illustrated 
(bottom graph in the two figures, the deterministic medium 
access occurs every 20 ms and is embedded in other random 
frame exchanges ), and the corresponding autocorrelation 
functions (top graph in the two figures). It can be seen how 
the deterministic medium access is identified. The difference 
between the figures lies in the length of  the measurement du-
ration:  whereas for the identification of  spectrum opportuni-
ties, in Fig. 8 the measurement duration was 1000 ms, the 
measurement duration for Fig. 9 was only 100 ms. Spectrum 
opportunities, i.e., significant local maxima in the autocorrela-
tion function, are indicated. For better comparison, in both 
figures the first 100 ms of  the measured CCA patterns are 
shown. When comparing the two figures, it can be seen that 
with the longer measurement durations, spectrum opportuni-
ties are more reliably identified, at the cost of  higher computa-
tion effort, and longer measurement durations. 
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Five wireless LAN 802.11a stations
communicate with each other.
Station 1 (bottom row in the
figure) transmits regularly, with
deterministic medium access,
hence creating the “opportunity”
for SARA devices to predict its
spectrum usage! 
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indicate the detection of deterministic spectrum usages.



V. CONCLUSION 
We have outlined and compared two approaches for spectrum 
opportunity identification, and radio system identification, 
based on the CCA mechanism of  IEEE 802.11. We use the 
autocorrelation of  the sequence of  CCA events as well as the 
random Hough transform of  the data. We have shown that 
introducing this type of  measurement into IEEE 802.11 (for 
example as part of  802.11k), provides a first step towards 
Spectrum Agile Radio. In the future, the two methods de-
scribed to identify periodic accesses to the radio spectrum may 
be associated with each other in order to increase the precision 
and accuracy. We expect that both alternatives show advan-
tages and disadvantages in different scenarios, and a combina-
tion of  both may therefore result in the most precise identifi-
cation of  other radio systems. 
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Abstract – Research is being conducted in the Polar Regions that generates significant quantities 
of important scientific data. Real-time exchange of this information in the field and access to the 
Internet is crucial. This paper presents a reliable, truly mobile, lightweight, and relatively 
inexpensive integrated data communications system to provide wireless Internet access in remote 
regions. It describes the work done as part of the Polar Radar for Ice Sheet Measurements 
(PRISM) project to support data communication requirements of science expeditions in the harsh 
climactic and technologically challenged regions of Greenland and Antarctica. An inverse 
multiplexed, multi-channel Iridium based system integrated with a long-range 802.11b network is 
developed to provide wireless Internet access at moderate speeds. Results of field experiments 
conducted at the North GRIP site in Greenland to evaluate the overall performance of the system 
are presented. The system has an average throughput of 9.26 Kbps and efficiency greater than 
90%. The average time interval between call drops is observed to be 100 minutes with modem 
uptimes as high as 95%, which means the system is suitable for autonomous operation. 
Experiments conducted using the Wi-Fi system showed reliable communications over a distance of 
10 Km with 802.11b throughputs varying from 4.8-0.23 Mbps depending on the signal to noise 
ratio at the receiver. The integrated communication system proved to be a reliable, lifeline 
alternative data/Internet connection in Polar Regions. 
 
 

1. Introduction 
Modern telecommunication facilities have grown 
tremendously over last few decades. While the local 
area network speeds exceed hundreds of Mbytes/sec, 
wide area networks too have advanced from dial-up 
56Kbytes/sec connections to T1 lines operating at 1.5 
Mbps to fiber links at several Gigabits per second. But, 
these state-of-the-art technologies have evolved mainly 
in developed areas. To this day, there are places where 
these technologies have not penetrated for one reason or 
another. Some are developing nations; where as other 
regions are geographically remote. Arctic, Antarctic 
and other remote regions are such places where data 
and Internet access still remains an issue. 
 

 Though commercial broadband satellite systems 
have helped to solve the problem in some of the 
populated regions, they offer intermittent coverage in 
oceans and the Polar Regions. Such coverage ceases to 
exist beyond 700 N/S latitudes. On the other hand, 
research in Polar Regions involving data collection and 
telemetry has grown significantly over the past few 
years. Numerous field expeditions are being conducted 
at various locations year round. The telecommunication 
requirements of the Polar science community are 
continuously increasing. In 1999 the bandwidth 
requirement of the South Pole station alone is estimated 
at 14Gbytes/day [5]. Since the NASA satellites (ATS3, 
LES9, GEOS, TDRS1 and MARISAT2), currently 
providing broadband access to these regions [7] is 

either geostationary or geosynchronous, they have 
limited visibility window at poles as seen in figure 1. 
Further, they have a very low elevation angle (about 1-4 
degrees) from Poles, which combined with high altitude 
of the satellite results in extremely large field 
equipment [3] (10-meter radii antennas) that had to be 
properly pointed towards the satellite. Hence, these 
systems cannot be used for small field camps and 
science expeditions 

Figure 1 Satellite visibility at South Pole (Source: [8] ) 
 

Thus, the need for a compact, easily portable and field 
deployable data communication system with round the 
clock coverage is clearly evident. 

 
In this paper, we present a mobile lightweight 

integrated data communication system of moderate 
capacity based on Iridium satellite system, which is the 
only commercial satellite system with truly global 



coverage. In order to increase the otherwise low 
capacity (2.4 Kbps) of the Iridium system, packet level 
inverse multiplexing is implemented using Multi-link 
point-to-point protocol (MLPPP) [4]. This mechanism 
combines multiple channels to obtain a seamless data 
connection with a capacity approximately equal to the 
sum of the individual link rates providing a reliable 
round the clock data communication system with 
scalable capacity.   

 
A local area network (LAN) with an extended range 

is also required to share data and Internet access among 
the field participants and sensors, scattered over a wide 
area in the filed camps. Field camps in the past have 
known to use wired Ethernet LANs, which does not 
provide ubiquitous connectivity around the camp and 
suffers from the disadvantage of laying cables on the 
ice. A system of modems and a 400 MHz UHF radio 
telephone (Opti-phone) used for networking with other 
field camps has a low baud rate (9600 bps), requires 
Line of Sight and is not intended for mobile platforms. 
These issues could be addressed with a wireless LAN 
(WLAN) of a reasonable range in the Polar Regions. 
Long-range 802.11b installations in the past used 
parabolic antennas [6], which are unsuitable for mobile 
applications and do not provide ubiquitous coverage. 
Thus, an 802.11b system with external amplifiers and 
vertical collinear omni directional antennas is used here 
to provide wireless Internet and data access over a 
range of 10 Km for land-mobile and mobile-mobile 
systems.  

 
2. System architecture and operation 
 
2.1 Multi-Channel I r idium System 
The remote subsystem system consists of 4 Motorola-
Iridium modems connected to a rugged laptop with an 
USB-to-Serial converter as shown in figure 2. The 
antennas of these modems are installed on a metal plate 
of 1 sq ft that forms the ground plane. These four 
antennas are then mounted on a frame such that they are 
separated from each other by 2 ft in order to reduce the 
effects of interference. The PPP daemon (PPPD) on the 
remote terminal is configured as a PPP client so as to 
connect to the local terminal. The computer terminal at 
the local end has four PSTN modems connected to it 
via a multi port serial card and an octopus cable. This 
terminal is configured as a PPP server to receive call 
from the remote Iridium system through 4 PSTN phone 
lines.  
 
The developed link management software configures 
the remote terminal as a PPP client, dials the Iridium 
modem to establish the serial connection with the 
mainland terminal and handles PPP negotiation to 
complete a point-to-point data connection. Once the 

basic connection is established, it dials the remaining 
modems and seamlessly attaches them to the first PPP 
connection, forming a single higher bandwidth pipe. 
Standard Internet protocols, TCP/IP are then used to 
provide end-to-end connectivity. This MLPPP system 
was developed in Linux and also monitors the satellite 
connection, detects any call drops during satellite hand-
offs and immediately reconnects dropped modems. 
Further, it handles power failures and system resets 
providing a reliable and fully autonomous data link.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2:  Four-channel Iridium communication system 
 
The IP packets of a single application from the remote 
system are fragmented at the MLPPP layer into smaller 
segments depending upon the packet size, the link 
Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) and the 
availability of the links. These segments are then sent 
simultaneously over multiple satellite links. The 
MLPPP layer at local system on the other end combines 
the received segments into the original data packet and 
checks for errors or segment loss. If the packet is 
successfully reconstructed, it is presented to the IP 
layer; else a packet error is reported. TCP/IP layer 
handles any errors or packet losses that occur. The same 
procedure is followed for packets going in the other 
direction (local system to remote system).  
 
2.2 Wi-Fi System 
The Wi-Fi system consists of a central base station that 
serves as an access point (using Orinoco AP-500) and is 
interfaced via Ethernet to the Iridium system. In order 
to increase the range of the access point and hence the 
wireless network, it is required to amplify the signal 
strength to overcome the propagation losses. Thus, the 
access point is connected to a 1-Watt bi-directional 
amplifier, which is connected directly to a 9-dBi 
vertical collinear antenna using a male-to-male UHF 
adapter and mounted on a mast 3 meters above the 
ground level. Cable connection from the amplifier to 
the antenna is avoided in order to minimize the losses 
and also reduce the noise figure of the receive system. 
The bi-directional amplifier in the receive mode acts as 
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a low noise amplifier (LNA) directly connected to the 
antenna and thus minimizes the noise figure of the 
receive system. The vertical collinear antenna has a 
horizontal beamwidth of 360 degrees and a vertical 
beamwidth of 7 degrees.  
 

The basic WLAN setup shown in figure 3 
extends the range of the access point to users and 
sensors situated within a few hundred meters of the 
base station. The users are provided with 802.11b 
wireless client cards that can be plugged into their 
laptops to enable Internet as well as data access. An 
extended 802.11b network is also provided to extend 
the coverage to mobile vehicles and other users situated 
at distances as far as 10 Km from the base station. The 
mobile vehicles consist of rugged laptops with 802.11b 
wireless clients connected to a 9-dBi vertical collinear 
antenna via a 1-watt bi-directional amplifier.  

 
The choice of the amplifier and antenna are 

made based on a two-ray propagation model [1] that 
predicts a fourth power loss with distance. The height 
of the antenna mounted on the mobile vehicle also 
influences the received signal strength as predicted by 
the model and increases by 6 dB on doubling the height 
of the antenna.  Based on this fact, the vertical collinear 
antenna is mounted on the mobile vehicle at a height of 
3m from the ground to overcome the propagation losses 
and ensure reliable data communications over 10 Km. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3: Long range wireless LAN 
 
3. Network Architecture 
The end-to-end network architecture that was used to 
provide data and Internet access to Polar field research 

camps/sites is shown in figure 4. A specific 
implementation of the system between the Polar 
(Greenland) Field camp and University of Kansas is 
used to illustrate the network architecture. This 
architecture could be generalized to provide Internet 
access to any remote field site from a mainland facility 
or to provide data connection between two remote field 
sites. 
 
The remote field site is configured as a subnet of the 
mainland local network; like University of Kansas in 
the above example. The PPP client (system with multi-
channel Iridium system) is configured as the default 
gateway of the Greenland subnet. Data from wired 
(Ruser4) and wireless users (Ruser1-Ruser3) of figure 4 
is routed by the PPP client over the satellite link 
(through the PPP0 interface) to the PPP server in the 
University. PPP server being a part of the university’s 
network routes the data packets through the University 
router to the World Wide Web. 
 
Similarly, PPP server is configured as the default 
gateway to forward packets going from the University 
network and Internet to the remote (Greenland) network 
over the satellite channel. A static route on the 
University router forwards all the traffic intended for 
the remote subnet to the PPP server. 
 
4. Field Exper iments and Results 
A goal of the summer 2003 Greenland field 
experiments was to determine the performance of 
integrated Iridium/Wi-Fi based data communication 
system in a polar environment. The field experiments 
were conducted at the NorthGRIP ice core drilling 
camp in Greenland (75° 06’  N, 42° 20’  W) from June 
23-July 17, 2003.  
 
4.1 I r idium System Per formance 
Field experiments were conducted to evaluate the 
performance of multi-link Iridium point-to-point 
communication system. Further, the goal was to obtain 
quantitative network performance data from the field, 
including 24hr access, call drops, packet loss and delay; 
this data would be used to evaluate the throughput and 
reliability of the system. The objectives also included 
evaluating the suitability of the link for the transfer of 
large files, e.g. non-real time video, and real time 
video/audio communications 
 
4.1.1 Delay and Loss Per formance 
Ping measurements were done at various times during 
24-hour period to determine the round trip delay of the 
multi-channel Iridium system. The experiment was 
repeated on several days to obtain the average delays.  
Table 1 shows the system round trip time (RTT) and 
packet loss observed. 
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Figure 4: Network architecture to support data and Internet access to Polar Regions 
  

Table 1: Round trip time and packet loss of system 

RTT (sec) Packets 
Sent 

Packets 
Received 

% 
Loss 

Avg Min Max Mdev 

50 100 0 1.835 1.347 4.127 0.798 

100 100 0 1.785 1.448 4.056 0.573 

100 100 0 2.067 1.313 6.255 1.272 

200 200 0 1.815 1.333 6.228 0.809 

 
In order to understand the experimental results, first 
consider the theoretical end-to-end delay observed by 
a 64byte packet between Greenland and University of 
Kansas.  
 
The Propagation segments are: Satellite uplink (from 
Greenland) – Iridium satellite channel – downlink at 
Hawaii gateway – PSTN link Kansas.  
Distance traveled =800+8000+800+6000 =15600 Km 
Propagation time = distance traveled/speed of light = 
15600 Km/ (3e5) Km/sec= 52msec 
Transmission time for a 64 bytes@2.4Kbps = 
64*8/2400=213msec 
Unknown parameters = inter satellite switching time 
+ processing time at gateway + additional overheads 
Theoretical end-to-end delay = 265 msec + unknown 
value 

Though the theoretical RTT is 530 msec, the average RTT 
during field experiments, as seen in Table 2, was 
observed to be about 1.8 seconds. The additional delay 
could be attributed to the inter-satellite switching, 
processing at the gateway, call hand-offs and the 
constantly varying satellite constellation. 
 
4.1.2 Throughput Per formance 
In order to determine the efficiency of the multi-link 
system, throughput measurements were done with 
increasing number of modems. Again, the experiments 
were repeated several times. Figure 5 displays the average 
throughput as a function of number of modems.  These 
results were obtained using the TTCP and IPERF 
bandwidth measurement tools.   
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Figure 5: Throughput of the multi-link system 
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The maximum throughput observed with 4 modems 
was 9.7 Kbps with an average throughput of 9.26 
Kbps. The system on an average was thus about 96% 
efficient.  The system was also used to upload large 
video files from the field, ranging in size from 0.75 
MB to 3.2 MB.  The results of these file transfers 
using FTP are shown in Table 2. 
 

Table 2: File transfer throughputs 

File Size (MB) 
Upload Time 
(min) 

Throughput 
(bits/sec) 

0.75 11 9091 

3.2 60 7111 

1.6 23 9275 

2.3 45 6815 

1.5 28 7143 

2.5 35 9524 

 
 
Modem call drops during the transfers resulted in the 
throughput being less than expected in some cases. 
However, it is important to note that these large files 
were successfully transferred automatically even in 
the presence of call drops, indicating that the link 
management software operated properly. 
 
4.1.3 Reliability – Modem Call Drops 
Initial studies on Iridium call drops [2], [6] have 
reported a call drop rate of 6-18% based on call 
duration of 10-15 minutes. This means 6-18% of the 
calls were dropped with in the first 15 minutes of the 
call. But, it should be noted that if the remaining 94-
82% of the calls were to be continued for long 
periods of time, it is likely that they would eventually 
experience a call drop. Hence the performance 
criterion is not how many calls are dropped, but the 
interval between the call drops.  

 
To determine the reliability of the system we 

conducted two 24-hour tests. During these tests the 
management software controlled the 4-channel 
communication system. The management software 
detects any call drops/link failures, logs the event, 
automatically redials the dropped link and attaches it 
to the multilink bundle. Figure 6 shows the call drop 
pattern on the first modem, which defines the basic 
connection itself. Since calls drop on the first modem 
results in the termination of the entire session, these 
call drops represent the system failures. During the 
24-hour test 13 call drops were recorded. The average 
connection time between the call drops was observed 
to be approximately 100 minutes. The overall 
percentage up time on the first modem was about 

96%. The longest up time without a call drop was 
observed as 618 minutes. The typical time to make a 
connection is 1 minute while on an average it takes 2 
retries to reconnect after a call drop.  
 
4.1.4 Reliability – Modem Up times 
It should be noted that a drop on the first modem results 
in a complete loss of the communication link, whereas 
call drops on the other modems result in a brief reduction 
in the available bandwidth before the management 
software reconnects the dropped link and attaches it to the 
bundle. In order to determine the available bandwidth 
during the same 24-hour test period, the number of online 
modems vs. time is plotted in figure 7. The statistics 
obtained from this graph are shown in Table 3. It is seen 
that during 80% of the test time all the 4 modems were 
running providing full bandwidth of 9.6 Kbps. On the 
other hand we had at least one modem connected for 96% 
of the time. 
 

Table 3: Statistics of the 24-hour test 
Number of online 

modems 
Up time (min) % Up time 

All the 4 modems 1161 80.6 

At least 3 modems 1323 91.8 

At least 2 modems 1365 94.7 

At least 1 modem 1395 96.8 

 
 

4.1.5 System Per formance under  Motion 
The system was tested while the communications system, 
the four modems and their antennas, were in motion.  The 
platform was transported at speeds up to 20 m/h. The 
system performance with and without motion was 
comparable. However, the number of attempts to 
complete a connection increased with the system in 
motion. 
 
4.1.6 Qualitative Per formance 
The Iridium communication system was used for the 
transfer of large files to support the general activity of the 
NGRIP camp. Files as large as 7.2 MB were downloaded 
from various Internet hosts. In combination with a 
modified Wi-Fi deployment, the system provided Internet 
access for the entire NGRIP camp; this was the first time 
the camp had such a capability and it was very well 
received.  The NetMeeting software was used to test the 
real time video/audio capabilities of the system.  As 
expected, the long delays made real time interactions 
difficult. 
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Figure 6: Call drop pattern of the first modem during the first 24 hour test 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 7: Availability of modems during the first 24 hour tests 
 
4.2 802.11b system per formance 
Basic WLAN and Extended WLAN tests were carried 
out with the Wi-Fi system installed at the NorthGRIP 
site in Greenland.  It was required to determine 
variation of the received signal strength with distance, 
which in turn determines the range and throughput 
achievable in both these networks.  

 

4.2.1 Basic WLAN measurements 
The hardware setup for the basic WLAN measurements 
consisted of the base station with the access point 
connected to external amplifier and antenna as shown in 
Figure 4. Measurements involved plugging an Orinoco 
802.11b wireless client into a rugged laptop and 
moving to different locations in the vicinity of the base 
station. The signal to noise ratio (SNR) and throughput 
are measured at each location. Experiments are 
conducted at a time when no other user is allowed to 
access the Internet, and all the four modems of the 
Iridium system are operational at the start of the 
experiments. Results of the basic WLAN measurements 
shown in figure 8 reveal a range of around 1 Km and 
throughputs varying from 8.9-9.67 Kbps over this 
range. 

 
4.2.2 Extended WLAN - Received signal strength 
and radio propagation model 
 

In an extended WLAN, peer-to-peer field experiments 
are carried out between a base station and a mobile 
vehicle as shown in figure 3. The access point in the 
base station is replaced with a Orinoco 802.11b client 
plugged into a rugged laptop and connected to the 
external 1 watt amplifier and 9 dBi vertical collinear 
antenna. A Garmin GPS 12 receiver is connected to the 
RS-232 port of the rugged laptop on the mobile vehicle 
to log the latitude and longitude along a traverse. 
 

Figure 8: SNR and throughput in a basic WLAN 
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Once the hardware is installed and antenna fixed at a 
particular height, the mobile vehicle is used to traverse 
along the ice to measure the received signal strength, 
SNR and throughput up to a distance of 8 km from the 
base station. The Orinoco client manager software logs 
the received signal strength, noise level, SNR and the 
corresponding time stamp measured every 2 seconds. 
The latitude, longitude and altitude information from 
the GPS with the corresponding time stamp is also 
logged every 2 seconds.  
 
Measurements were carried out for different 
combinations of antenna height at the base station and 
the mobile vehicle to gain a better understanding of the 
radio propagation model for communication over ice. 
The antenna at each end could be raised to one of the 
four different heights of 1.4,2,3 and 5m using a variable 
length mast on which the antenna is mounted. Further, 
the above-mentioned tests were repeated along different 
tracks, each of length 8 km from the base station.  
 
The variation of the received signal strength with 
distance for six different combinations of antenna 
heights at the base station and mobile vehicle was 
analyzed and compared with the theoretically predicted 
received signal strength The effects of using a multi-
element vertical collinear antenna that is used during 
the field experiments is included in the two-ray 
propagation model to obtain a realistic prediction of the 
received signal power. The measurements and the 
corresponding theoretically expected results for two 
specific cases (base station antenna height=3m, mobile 
antenna height=3m and base station antenna 
height=3m, mobile antenna height=1.4m) are shown in 
figures 9-10.  

 
Figure 9: Received signal strength variation with distance for 

base station and mobile antenna heights of 3m with a GPS 
error of +10m 

It is seen from these plots that the received signal 
strength variation matches very well with theoretical 
two-ray propagation model. The lobing pattern 
observed in the measured results before the Fresnel 
break point is well accounted by the effects of using a 
multi-element antenna over the flat ice surface and the 
results confirm the validity of using the two-ray 
propagation model for communication over the flat ice 
sheets in Polar Regions. 
 

 
Figure 10: Received signal strength variation with distance for 

base station and mobile antenna heights of 3 and 1.4m 
respectively with a GPS error of -10m 

 
4.2.3 Throughput per formance of extended WLAN 
 
Peer-to-peer throughput and signal to noise ratio (SNR) 
measurements are made every 0.5 km along a particular 
track and the results for four specific cases (equal 
antenna heights on the base station and mobile vehicle) 
along track1 are plotted in figures 11-12. Theoretical 
802.11b data rates of 11 Mbps are not achievable in 
practice due to the packet overhead, Request to send / 
Clear to send (RTS/CTS), acknowledgement times etc.  
 
Measured data rates vary from 0.2-4.9 Mbps depending 
on the SNR, which in turn depends on the distance of 
separation and the antenna height. It is seen in figures 
11-12 that the throughput does not monotonically 
decrease with distance as may be expected to occur due 
to a general drop in signal to noise ratio with distance.  
There are data points where the throughput may be 
higher for larger distances compared to a smaller 
distances of separation. This is primarily attributed to 
the large variation in the round trip times (RTT) that are 
encountered in 802.11b networks and also the response 
of the underlying TCP protocol to random packet errors 



that may occur even at high signal to noise ration 
(SNR) and that are predominant at low values of SNR. 
 
 

  
 
Figure 11: SNR variation along track1 for antenna heights of 
1.4, 2, 3 and 5 meter on the base station and mobile vehicle 

 
 

 
Figure 12: TCP Throughput variation along track1 for antenna 
heights of 1.4, 2, 3 and 5 meter on the base station and mobile 

vehicle 

 
However, the bandwidth available is still high enough 
to exchange video data between the mobile vehicle and 
the base station. Seamless communication between the 
two peers implies a highly reliable link, and that 
wireless Internet would be continuously available over 
this long range because replacing the base station with 
an access point would make this an infrastructure 
network with Internet access available to any node such 
as the one installed on the mobile vehicle in these 
experiments. 
 

5. Conclusions 
In this paper, we presented an integrated Iridium/Wi-Fi 
communication system as a reliable, truly mobile and 
lightweight alternative to the data communication and 
Internet needs in remote regions.   
 
The system was implemented at NGRIP; Greenland 
during the Summer 2003 field season and the 
performance was studied. Using MLPPP technology, a 
4-modem Iridium system provided Internet access and 
data access to home institutions at speeds up to 9.8 
Kbps from the field camp, with efficiencies over 90%. 
The system had an up time of 94% with at least one 
modem and 80% with all the four modems. Further, we 
have developed management software that handles call 
drops, system and power failures providing a fully 
autonomous operation. This can provide a reliable 
lifeline data/Internet connection to all the polar field 
camps. Further research is being conducted to 
understand and possibly reduce the round trip time (1.8 
sec) of the Iridium system, which impairs real-time 
communications. 
 
 
We have demonstrated two different wireless local area 
networks. Using external amplifier and antenna at the 
access point, a network of approximately 1 km radius is 
formed serving wireless laptops with widely available 
802.11b cards. An extended network of 10 km radius 
was achieved by using similar antenna and amplifier on 
the mobile user end too. We obtained LAN data rates of 
4.828 Mbps at close separation distances and 0.2 Mbps 
for distances up to 10 Km from the base station.  
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Abstract.  Almost every major Federal agency operates an independent mobile radio system in the

162-174 MHz band to provide critical radio communications with its own agents. Last year, NTIA

began a joint OSM/ITS Spectrum Efficiency Initiative, which includes a study of whether a shared

radio system (e.g., a trunked system) could functionally and advantageously replace most of the

specialized single-agency radio systems. The first phase of this work is to understand the amount of

service provided by the current single-agency radio systems. A “signal capacity model” was

developed, which  uses Federal Government Master File (GMF) license data to calculate the number

of independent radio signals that could be received by a mobile user at 1-mile increments within a

100-mile radius of Washington, D.C.  Since various radio network architectures transmit the same

signal from multiple sites, different algorithms were used to calculate the signal capacity for different

types of mobile networks.  Peak and average signal capacity maps were produced, based on different

assumptions about the probable location of users. This data will form the basis for the design of

possible alternatives for future shared radio systems.  

1.  NTIA's Role in System Planning

The National Telecommunications and Information

Administration (NTIA) is the Executive Branch agency

responsible for developing and articulating domestic and

international telecommunications policy.  NTIA's

responsibilities include establishing polices concerning

Federal spectrum assignments, allocation in use, and

providing various Federal departments and agencies with

guidance to ensure that their conduct of telecom-

munications activities is consistent with these polices.

One of these policies is to ensure that Federal use of the

spectrum is as efficient as possible.

There are many well-known ways to improve the

efficiency of mobile radio systems used by Federal

agencies [1].  These methods include decreasing

bandwidth, increasing geographical frequency reuse,

increasing the amount of time that a given frequency is in

use (Erlang efficiency), using higher gain directive

antennas, and more. The Federal government has

expended considerable effort in the past on ensuring that

their use of the spectrum is as technically efficient as

practicable by adopting many of these spectrum efficient

technologies including: narrow-banding, sharing,

overlaying, relocating, and applying new spectrum

distribution analytical and planning techniques. However,

although these methods are well known and their adoption

has been strongly encouraged, they often have not been

widely applied, because they sometimes also have

substantial disadvantages.  Sometimes the disadvantage is

merely a matter of higher cost (including the requirement

to buy new equipment to replace older, less-efficient

systems). Sometimes the disadvantages actually entail a

decrease in performance or convenience –  in addition to

high cost.

Therefore, a more realistic objective regarding new

mobile radio technologies has been lumped together under

the title of “effectiveness.” Effectiveness includes a wider

range of factors than merely being spectrum efficient;

effectiveness also includes usability and cost factors.

Usability factors might include larger or heavier

equipment with shorter battery life, poorer intelligibility,

shorter operational range, more latency (delay time)

between a push-to-talk command and the distant user

hearing the message, less interoperability with other users,

more complexity of operation, lack of needed special

features like encryption and digital messages, etc.  A new

technology with improved spectrum efficiency – by itself

– has little merit for the Federal user, if the adoption of

the new technology would result in a decrease of

effectiveness. A decrease in effectiveness would mean

that substantial cost or usability factors outweigh the

improved spectrum efficiency. 

By its very definition, spectrum effectiveness means

“comparing apples and oranges.” How much should a

25% improvement in spectrum efficiency weigh against

a 60% increase in cost or a 10% decrease in intelligibility?

It is likely that the effectiveness of a proposed change

would be evaluated differently by different users, for

whom the relative benefits of various factors are evaluated

differently.  Therefore, we will not be able to derive a

single formula that will serve to calculate the relative

effectiveness of a proposed change as seen by all Federal
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users. For example, urban users competing for unused

channels in a crowded urban environment will probably

count spectrum efficiency as more valuable, compared to

rural users, where unused spectrum is relatively more

plentiful but where too many locations do not have

adequate coverage from widely-spaced base stations.

Nevertheless, “effectiveness” is an important concept

(even if it can't be calculated precisely), because it forces

planners to evaluate proposed changes against a much

broader and more complete set of criteria. Proposed

changes that benefit some users – but which place other

users at a disadvantage – are less likely to be pushed

through on the basis of a single factor. Effectiveness-

based changes are more likely to benefit a wider range of

users and, therefore, such changes may actually be

adopted and implemented by a larger number of users. 

A study of effectiveness has led us to consider broader

questions on how the Federal government is using the

radio spectrum and to consider whether larger-scale

structural and organizational changes – such as shared

radio systems – could improve both the technical

efficiency and mission effectiveness of Federal radio

systems. Implementing a shared Federal radio system

would be a much more challenging project than merely

causing Federal users to switch to a more spectrum

efficient radio technology (and it might not be worth the

trouble, based only on spectrum efficiency gains).

However, a large number of related factors are part of the

"effectiveness" equation, including large required

expenditures to independently solve problems of

interoperability between public safety agencies (e.g.

SAFECOM ), Homeland Security (e.g., HSD and IWN),

spectrum efficiency (e.g., the narrowbanding deadlines),

improved radio capabilities (e.g., data, encryption,

emergency capacity, greatly expanded wireless Internet

systems, etc.), and very powerful economy-of-scale and

complexity arguments.

In an effort to better understand how Federal agencies are

using the spectrum and how we can improve the

effectiveness of this use, NTIA has embarked on a

multi-phased study of spectrum efficiency and

effectiveness within the Federal government land mobile

bands.  The first phase of the study (described in this

paper) will analyze the present Federal use of the radio

spectrum in the 162-174 MHz band within a 100-mile

radius of Washington, DC by developing a quantitative

model of the “signal capacity” of current Federal use of

the radio spectrum.  The second phase will be based on

the quantitative model results developed in the first phase

and will explore various modern radio system alternatives

to current Federal systems such as shared trunked

systems.  Depend ing on the apparent overall benefits

identified by the results of this phase, one or more

concepts may be selected for further studies, detailed

engineering, and/or eventual large-scale or small-scale

implementation.

The 162-174 MHz band in the Washington, DC area was

selected for this study for the following reasons.  The

162-174 MHz band is the most intensely used Federal

mobile radio band, and the Washington, DC area is one of

the most congested geographical areas for Federal users.

Therefore, this selection of frequency band and location

should provide the best of opportunities for studying

Federal system operations in highly congested areas.

Selection of a congested area such as Washington, D.C.

provides an opportunity in terms of:  1) investigating

spectrum efficiency, 2) maximum opportunity for

economic savings, 3) utility for advanced technology

solutions, and 4) a maximum familiarity with the territory

on the part of Federal spectrum management personnel.

The initial decision to include only the 162-174 MHz

band in this study was intended to help obtain initial

results  more rapidly.

When considering the possible advantages of replacing

many current smaller individual-agency radio systems

with a larger shared radio system, it is necessary to have

realistic information on the services provided by the

current systems.  This information is needed for various

reasons, with the main reason being that it serves as a

starting point for the design of the new system.  It is the

intention that any proposed new system design could

include many additional factors (e.g., projected growth,

etc.), but as a minimum it must match levels of service

provided by current systems.  Unless previous levels of

service are known, there is no way to know whether any

replacement system would provide equivalent service.

In addition, many advanced radio systems provide relative

advantages or disadvantages that depend substantially on

certain economy-of-scale factors.  It is often true that the

bigger the system, the more efficiently it operates.  This

is especially true for trunked radio systems, but such

results also affect many aspects of calculating peak

loading factors, etc. To compare new designed systems

with current systems, it is necessary to actually have

numeric values for some basic parameters, such as how

many channels are required for current systems. Since

these systems cannot be realistically designed or

compared without this data, the first phase of this study

must obtain quantitative information on current system

operations.



Figure 1 - Federal radios in 162-174 MHz band within

160 km of Washington, D.C.

2. Possible Sources of Current Usage Data 

There are various techniques for obtaining the information

needed to estimate the level of services for current

systems.  For example, a detailed survey could be

submitted to Federal users to obtain their estimates of

current and projected levels of service from their radio

networks.  However, a survey of this type would be quite

difficult and time consuming for many of the agencies

since agencies may have to survey each independent

bureau and coordinate the results.  Furthermore, the

individual agencies probably would each have to develop

suitable models to describe their own current levels of

service, and NTIA would need to convert the results of

these models to a common overall model.

Another method would be using the NTIA/ITS Radio

Spectrum Measurement System (RSMS) to conduct

measurements within the Washington, DC area,

measuring the actual amount of traffic on specific radio

channels for all frequencies in the band.  However, the

major concern with the RSMS data would be the time

required to measure and analyze such data at many sites

over a wide geographical area.  Such a concern would be

further complicated in measuring low power and

intermittent applications.  Furthermore, such mea-

surements would probably not be able to collect accurate

information on multi-site systems using the same frequen-

cies, and the collected data would require much

interpretation by NTIA personnel.  Some limited mea-

surements would be useful and may be considered in the

future to supplement data in some aspects  of this study.

The Government Master File (GMF) is another possible

source of information.  It contains records of the

frequencies assigned to all U.S. Federal Government

agencies in the U.S.  Although the information contained

in the GMF information is somewhat limited, it provides

information on Federal radios over a wide geographic

range and it is easily accessible.   A cursory look at

Federal licenses in the 162-174 MHz band showed 1945

specific assignments (licenses) within 100 miles of the

center of Washington, DC., as shown in Figure 1.

After considering various possible methods of obtaining

quantitative information on current Federal mobile radio

service levels,  it was decided to  estimate current levels of

service by analyzing the data that is already available in

the GMF, using extensive computer modeling to generate

maps showing a quantity called “signal capacity” (as

described below).  When necessary, the existing GMF

data was augmented by consulting with agency

representatives to provide any required additional

operational data.  

Several characteristics should be reflected in any model

that is used to characterize the amount of service that is

being provided to Federal users by current Federal mobile

radio systems in the 162-174 MHz band.  The model

should calculate a quantity that is closely related to the

service delivered to Federal mobile radio users. Since

Federal radio systems use a wide range of radio

technologies, the model should be able to reduce these

services to a “lowest common denominator,” under which

all mobile services could be added together and

summarized.  Ideally, the model should use only data that

is easily available, as provided within the GMF. The

model results should also be additive or otherwise allow

easy manipulations to include different agencies or other

user populations.  The model should be transparent, in the

sense that a given user population can identify and verify

its own contribution to the total model results.  The model

should allow easy determination of anticipated results

from prototype or imaginary alternative radio systems, to

facilitate comparisons between existing and alternative

systems.  Finally, the model should require a minimum

number of assumptions that could drastically change the

model results.

3. The Signal Capacity Model 

 

Based on the above considerations, we selected a “signal

capacity” model to estimate the amount of radio service

currently available to Federal users.  The signal capacity

model assumes that most Federal radio users operate in a



mobile or portable environment and depend on a two-way

voice channel created by a Federal-owned base station.

Therefore, service can be quantified by merely counting

the number of independent voice channels that are

available at any given geographical location.

Signal capacity (SC) is defined as “the number of

independent 2-way voice radio channels that can be

received by a typical mobile radio user at a given

geographical location.”

The SC model considers only the geographical

distribution of the signal field strength from base station

transmitters that could be received by mobile users.  Field

strength values higher than a selected threshold are

considered to provide “radio coverage.” The SC model

includes no information about base station receivers, or

any receivers whatever. However, any future radio system

designed to meet the signal capacity specifications

produced by the model would obviously also need to meet

suitable base station receiver functions (possibly including

receive-only sites) and (probably) be capable of

mobile-to-mobile operation.

This SC definition is  particularly useful for our purposes

for several reasons:  

1.  The major service provided to Federal users in the

162-MHz band is two-way voice channels to mobile

users.  Therefore, this definition captures most of the use

in the 162-MHz band.

2.  The SC is additive.  This means that the SC values

produced by individual transmitters can be simply added

to give a cumulative SC value for the group of

transmitters.

3. The SC can be calculated from data that is availab le in

GMF license records and technical models, including

transmitter data, terrain/ground cover data, and

propagation models.  

However, the SC definition makes many simplifications

that might limit its usefulness in specific circumstances.

These include:

1.  There is no data on whether a given channel is lightly

or heavily used. However, the actual existence of a radio

channel suggests that the system was needed, and that

need is presumed to exist when a future system is

designed.

2.  All voice channels are considered identical, whether

analog or digital, narrowband or wideband, simplex or

duplex, high priority or low, etc. Equally important, signal

capacity considers only the radio link, with no distinction

as to what capabilities are available via that link: data,

encryption, database access, telephone access, wide area

access, etc. For SC purposes, “a channel is a channel is a

channel.”  

In summary, although the SC model may not provide an

exact measure of the service that a radio produces, it

provides a useful measure of service that can be calculated

fairly easily.  The SC is a useful model because radio

systems can be designed to match or exceed given SC

values with a reasonable assurance that a new

full-featured radio system (e.g., a trunked system) would

match or exceed most performance measures of the old

systems.

4. Signal Capacity Analysis Program

The signal capacity analysis program (SCAP) performs its

analysis in several stages. The first stage includes reading

a modified version of the GMF, which has been sorted to

include assignments (licenses) in the 162-174 MHz band

within a 100-mile radius of Washington, DC.  Each

assignment record has been augmented with a function

code that tells SCAP how each assignment record  is to be

analyzed.  The function code includes a determination of

function and a network identification. SCAP uses the

function code to identify base station transmitters, which

are used with a terrain-based Longley-Rice propagation

program to compute predicted field strengths from that

transmitter.  The field strength predictions are used to

predict a coverage area for each transmitter; all field

strengths higher than a certain threshold will be assumed

to provide coverage (service) for mobile users.  Each

independent transmitter that provides coverage at a given

location adds to the SC value. 

However, the definition of SC counts only independent

voice channels. It is necessary to determine that multiple

radio signals received at a given location are actually

independent, since some networks transmit identical

signals from multiple sites or prevent multiple sites from

transmitting simultaneously.  SCAP uses the function and

network identification codes to identify transmitters that

might not be independent (for example, signals from the

same channel of multiple simulcast sites). A network is

defined as any related set of transmitters that are part of an

integrated system (or network) following a uniform set of

signal capacity rules.  Because of the need to determine

independence, the  transmitters belonging to each network

must be analyzed as a single unit. A minimal network

includes a single transmitter, but other networks could



Figure 2 - PSC map for single transmitter

include systems with many sites and many transmitters at

each site. 

SCAP uses the basic coverage information to calculate a

pair of peak and average signal capacity maps for each

network, following the specific algorithms for each

function code. Specific algorithms have been developed

for various technologies, including simulcast, trunked,

various repeater networks, and more. The peak SC and

average SC maps for each network can be combined to

give similar paired peak and average SC maps for

multiple networks by simply adding the corresponding

elements representing peak or average signal capacity at

respective geographical locations. The peak and average

SC maps can continue to be added respectively to obtain

peak and average SC maps for various larger groups of

networks.  Continuing the process of addition, coverage

maps for groups of networks for individual agencies can

become coverage maps for whole Federal departments,

and finally for the Federal Government as a whole. 

The SC map values are calculated at 1-mile intervals for

all locations over a 200-mile square area.  However, the

GMF database used for these calculations included only

GMF records for systems located within a 100-mile radius

circle, centered on W ashington, DC.  Therefore, there can

be some substantial “edge” effects in this modeling. A

transmitter located just outside the 100-mi radius circle

would not be included in the model at all, even though it

could have a substantial portion of its coverage area inside

the area of the map. A transmitter just inside the circle

would be included in the model, but part of its coverage

area could lie outside the calculated area of the square

map. This reduction in the apparent size of its coverage

area could affect the numbers in the average signal

capacity maps.  

5. Use of Peak and Average SC M aps 

 

Although the signal capacity (SC) was defined initially at

a given location, it is convenient to summarize the SC at

many adjacent locations as a map, using shading to

identify areas that have certain ranges of SC values.

Figure 2 is an example of such a map from a single

transmitter, calculated for a 200-mi square.  

This map shows geographical areas of coverage from a

single transmitter. Although this map follows the earlier

definition of signal capacity, it is called a “peak” signal

capacity (PSC) map to  distinguish it from an “average”

signal capacity (ASC) map described later. The

light-shaded areas of the map indicate coverage from the

associated transmitter.  Since only one transmitter is

present in this example, every point on the map will have

coverage from either 1 or 0 transmitters, giving SC values

of either 0 or 1 (no coverage, or coverage by one

transmitter). The peak (PSC) map can be understood as

showing the maximum number of independent users that

could be simultaneously served at any given location.

Note that this does not imply that only one individual user

can actually be served by the system at a given time. It

means that users are served by only one independent

signal; the “user” could be a talk group with a hundred

members that are receiving a common message. Or, it

could be an individual user. 

An “average” signal capacity (ASC) map can also be

defined, which is different from the earlier definition for

signal capacity. The ASC map shows the number of

independent users per square mile that could be served at

one time if users were distributed evenly across the

coverage area of a transmitter.  The ASC map for an

individual transmitter is determined by calculating the

PSC map, totaling the number of square miles of

coverage, and normalizing the PSC values by dividing by

the total coverage area.  The ASC values are expressed in

terms of the number of independent users per square mile

to which the transmitter could provide service, assuming

that users are evenly spaced across all of the coverage

area.  Integrating the ASC values across the entire

coverage area of one transmitter will always give a total

of “one user.”  The ASC map of a single transmitter looks

identical to the PSC map for that transmitter, except that

the numeric value of coverage areas is different.

Specifically, Figure 2 showed radio coverage of about

6,500 square miles (out of a total of 40,000 sq mi

included in the map).  Therefore, the ASC map shows that

this transmitter would provide coverage to about .00016

independent users per square  mile, if the users were

evenly distributed over the whole 6,500 sq mi area of



coverage.  (6500 mi sq x  .00016 users/mi sq = 1 user.)

Note that a smaller transmitter coverage area provides

larger values on an ASC map. 

The PSC map and the ASC map provide two different

ways of looking at the problem of providing comparable

service, based on different assumptions about how mobile

users are distributed geographically. The PSC map

assumes that all users might be concentrated at the same

geographical location. The ASC map assumes that users

are evenly distributed across the coverage areas of their

respective base station transmitters. In analyzing the

signal capacity that is provided by an existing transmitter,

one does not know whether that transmitter was intended

to serve users who are statistically evenly distributed

across the coverage area or users that are sometimes

located in one small portion of the coverage area.

Lacking this specific insight for each transmitter, the

analysis covered the extreme cases by calculating both the

PSC and ASC maps.  In many ways, the PSC and ASC

maps represent the worst and best cases of user

geographical distributions, respectively.   Real-world user

distributions presumably must lie somewhere between

these two extremes, but it is not necessarily clear exactly

where. Nevertheless, the peak and average SC maps place

bounds on the effects of user location.

If transmitters with one coverage area are replaced with

future transmitters having a different coverage area, the

assumptions about whether replacement transmitter

requirements scale proportionally to coverage area or

whether they do not become very important, since these

two different assumptions give much different results.

ASC values scale proportional to coverage area; designing

a new system with microcells having 10% of the coverage

area of standard cells would imply designing the

microcells to handle 10% of the traffic.  PSC values do

not scale with coverage area. If PSC rules hold in the real

world, a 10%-sized microcell would still need to handle

all of the traffic of the standard cell, since it is possible

that all of the users from the standard cell might sometime

be crowded into that single micro-cell.  Therefore, the

availability of both sets of maps is important as a more

complete basis for designing a range of possible

alternative radio systems to match the current capabilities

of Federal users in the 162-174 M Hz band. 

6. How Function and Network Codes Define SC

Algorithms

The lowest level of a radio system that can be analyzed to

produce peak or average SC maps is not a single

transmitter but is instead a “network.”  A network is a

group of transmitters (one or more) designed to

cooperatively produce a specific type of service over a

given area. The concept of network must be used to

compute SC, because SC is defined only for independent

signals. However, sometimes signals received from

different transmitters are not independent.  For example,

signals received at the same frequency from different

simulcast sites cannot contain different information. The

network (as defined  here) is the smallest set of

transmitters that must be included in the SC calculations

to obtain a correct value.  Once the ASC and PSC maps

for a network have been properly calculated, these values

are independent quantities and SC maps from one

network can be freely combined with other SC maps.

The Signal Capacity Analysis Program (SCAP) uses the

GMF license database as a source of technical

information. A function code (F, N) is added to each

GMF assignment record. The parameter F shows SCAP

what type of technology the network uses. Different

algorithms are employed for independent base stations,

repeaters and multi-site repeater systems, simulcast

systems, trunked base stations and multi-site systems. N

shows which other transmitters to include in this analysis

(all transmitters with the same N belong to the same

network).

At present, the function codes are determined by NTIA

staff, following a study of the GMF records and (usually)

consultation with frequency management staff at the

respective Federal agencies.  These consultations provided

very useful insights into how specific systems were used.

In some cases, systems were identified that provided

services that could not reasonably be supplied by a shared

Federal system. 

As an example of the SCAP analysis of a basic network,

showing how different types of networks give different

peak and average SC map results, consider a network that

consists of a group of four base stations, each station

having one channel. The individual coverage areas of

these four base stations are shown as Figure 3.  These four

transmitters will be analyzed as a simulcast network

(Figure 4) and as a network of single-channel trunked

radio  stations (Figures 5 and 6). 

The PSC map for the simulcast system is shown in Figure

4.  This map is calculated by first calculating the coverage

areas of each base station and placing a “1” at each

location where coverage is available. In locations where

coverage is available from multiple base stations, the peak

signal capacity for the simulcast system is still “1,” since

all base stations transmit an identical message, so only 1

independent message can be received at any location.   



Figure 3 - Coverage areas of four transmitters

Figure 5 - PSC map for 4 trunked radio sites

Figure 4 - PSC (and ASC) map for 4 simulcast sites

The average signal capacity is determined by dividing the

peak signal capacity at a specific location by the area over

which each transmitter provides coverage.  In this case,

the entire 4-site coverage area acts like the coverage area

of a single transmitter that covers a very large area.

Therefore, the simulcast ASC map looks identical to the

simulcast PSC map, except for a scaling factor that shows

a single relatively low average number of independent

users per square mile that can be served by the simulcast

system.

The PSC map for a 4-site trunked radio system using

independent frequencies to provide coverage around each

site (Figure 5) shows that each site could provide

independent service to a user (serving as many as 4

independent users at some locations). PSC values add

together in areas where coverage is available from

multiple sites.

The ASC values for the 4-site trunked network are

calculated by finding the ASC values for each base station

on an individual basis, and  adding the ASC values at

points  where coverage is available from multiple stations

(Figure 6).  In this case, the transmitters operate

independently, so the coverage area is the respective area

for each separate transmitter.  Since each transmitter can

serve a different population of independent users, the

ASC values add together where coverage is available

from multiple transmitters.  

Although not visible in these maps, the trunked ASC and

PSC maps differ by more than a simple scaling factor,

since the coverage areas of the 4 sites are different and the

corresponding ASC numeric values for each site are

therefore somewhat different.

The maps are quite different for the 4-site simulcast

network and the 4-site trunked network.  The peak SC per

simulcast channel would be one independent user per

channel over the entire 4-site coverage area.  The peak SC

per trunked channel would be one independent user per

channel, but there would be many locations that might



   Figure 7 - PSC map for several Federal agencies

Figure 6 - ASC map for 4 trunked radio sites

  

provide service to

1-4  independen t

u s e r s ,  d u e  t o

o v e r l a p p i n g

coverage areas from

adjacent sites.  The

average independent

usage per square

m i l e  t h a t  t h e

4-station simulcast

system can support

would be smaller

than the average

independent usage

per square mile for

the 4-site trunked

system  for two

reasons.  The  cov-

e r a ge  a r e a  p e r

channel is larger for

t h e  s i m u l c a s t

system, giving a

smaller numerical

value for the one

simulcast channel.

In  addition, the

(individually larger)

trunked ASC values

add together in over-

lap areas. Therefore, the maximum average number of

independent users per square mile is considerably larger at

some locations for the trunked system.

The above examples were included to illustrate some of the

principles involved in calculating PSC and ASC maps for

systems using various radio technologies.  It should be

noted that some other technologies involve more complex

calculations than the examples shown here. 

7.  PSC & ASC Maps for Federal Agencies

Using the techniques described above, PSC and ASC maps

were computed for each major Federal department in the

Washington, DC area.  Figure 7 shows an example of a

PSC map for some Federal agencies having a small number

of radios in the 162-174 MHz band.  In this example, the

coverage areas for these radio systems are easily

distinguished, and there are many areas on the map that

have no coverage at all for these agencies.



Figure 8 - ASC map for all Federal agencies in the 162-174 MHz band.

Figure 9 - PSC map for all Federal agencies in the 162-174 MHz band

Maps produced for individual

agencies can be further combined

to give maps for larger groupings

of agencies, or even for all

a g e n c ie s  i n  th e  F edera l

government.   Figure 8 shows the

PSC map for all Federal agencies

in the 162-174 MHz band.  Some

features of this map should be

noted.  Partly because of the large

number of radio licenses used to

produce the map, features

associated with individual radio

systems have largely disappeared.

Therefore, the overall map

features appear mostly as a large

“bullseye,” with the highest

concentration of radios located

near the center of Washington,

D.C. 

The highest PSC value on the

map is “337." This means that as

many as 337 independent radio

channels could be received by a

mobile user at some Washington

l o c a t i o n s . A n  a d d i t io n a l

observation is that there appear to

be very few locations where radio

coverage  is not available from

multiple radio systems.

The corresponding ASC map for

all Federal agencies is shown in

Figure 9.  The actual ASC values

in this map have been multiplied

by 10,000, to give them values

that are closer to the ASC values,

for purposes of facilitating easier

comparisons between the two

maps.

Corresponding ASC and  PSC

values for identical locations

differ by a ratio of about 5,000.

This suggests a typical site

coverage area is about 5000

square miles, which is equivalent

to a circle about 80 mi across.

Although such large areas would

be more than expected for a

single site, many of these radio

systems involve multiple sites.



8. Conclusion

In summary, this first phase of a multi-phase effort has

made a careful effort to understand the radio services

provided by many different Federal agencies in the

Washington, D.C. area, who are using a wide range of

mobile architectures and technologies.  Throughout the

analysis, we had substantial interaction with many

agencies to learn how each radio system was used and to

confirm the correct interpretation of GMF data. We

believe that we have developed a useful conceptual and

quantitative model of the capabilities of current Federal

agency mobile radio systems.

We believe that a proper application of modern

technologies might provide opportunities for very

substantial improvements to the effectiveness and

efficiency of Federal mobile radio systems. This signal

capacity model and the Washington, D.C. data were

developed to serve as a realistic foundation for exploring

these opportunities by designing alternative future shared

radio systems for Federal agencies.  The payoff strategy

for all shared systems is essentially as follows:

1. Most current mobile radio systems provide services that

could be duplicated or improved by modern shared radio

systems.  (The signal capacity model shows the

quantitative aspects of this conversion .)

2. Trunked radio systems, for example, can carry 3-10

times more traffic (Erlangs) over each channel, compared

to most single-channel radio systems and still provide

very high channel availability.  However, this

improvement in channel capacity is present only for

trunked systems with a large number of channels (ten or

more).  Most agencies don’t use many channels, so

trunked systems have fewer advantages unless multiple

agencies combine their requirements within a single

shared system.

3. If many agencies share a trunked system, it will require

relatively fewer channels to carry the combined traffic.

Moreover, multisite trunked networks could provide

large coverage areas, fast priority access for selected

users, very effective interoperability solutions, flexibility

to reconfigure for emergencies (including additional

channels and preemptive access when crowded), and

many other advanced features.

4.  Because of #3 , shared trunked systems can require

fewer frequencies, give better service and coverage, and

even cost less money.  However, many of these

advantages disappear if there are not enough users on the

trunked system.  Therefore, a realistic study of trunked

system advantages needs good information on the number

of users, the total amount of radio traffic, and more.

Over the next couple years we intend to use this data to

design multiple systems using different assumptions about

how many agencies might be participating in a shared

system and how fully these agencies would integrate their

systems, varying the coverage area of typical sites, the use

of receive-only sites versus small-cell full-feature sites,

alternative ways to handle emergencies, use of advanced

non-trunked technologies, and different ways to achieve

interoperability.   

The signal capacity model will facilitate many aspects of

these studies.  The SC maps show where base station

coverage is needed and provide information on how many

signals are needed at each location.  This information can

be easily modified, depending on assumptions about

which agencies are to be included in a particular version

of some future shared system.  Some agencies will need

coverage in some geographical areas, while others need

coverage in different locations.  Therefore, changing

among different combinations of agencies will generally

change both the magnitude of the highest PSC values and

the shape of the coverage area on the map. Similarly, the

ASC maps provide usage on a “per square mile” basis.

This data allows the design of alternative future radio

systems having base stations that provide different sized

coverage areas.  Finally, after a radio system is designed,

the signal capacity model can be used to compare the

current SC values with corresponding SC values derived

from the new system design.  Thus, the SC model will be

useful at several stages in the process of designing shared

radio  systems. 

Although none of these studies is aimed at a specific

deployment of new systems, we hope that such data and

studies will help provide realistic and useful insights on

Federal and public safety spectrum requirements, how the

benefits of shared systems and interoperability solutions

scale with size or the number of users, new

interoperability solutions based on shared systems,

identification of the best possibilities for additional

sharing of facilities and frequency bands, and more.  

In current and future studies, we look forward to working

closely with other agencies and organizations to help us

with planning our work, performing our studies, and

critiquing our results.
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Abstract: We present the design of a rapidly deployable backbone communications system for disaster response.  
Although work on the system began in 2000, it is intended for disasters like those that occurred on September 11, 
2001. It illuminates the disaster site with RF that supports high-capacity (100 base T or Gigabit Ethernet) links to the 
outside world.  Operating initially at 28 GHz with a 5 GHz version now under construction, it uses non-line-of-sight 
(NLOS) “bounce paths” of opportunity to provide coverage at shadowed locations.  Since at these frequencies most 
building walls and terrain features are electro magnetically rough, the radio paths are highly dispersive and require 
careful characterization for optimum radio performance.  In order to identify such paths of opportunity and study 
their characteristics, we developed an impulse channel sounder based on ultra wideband technology. When 
perfected, it will allow our system to identify the best path and set the radio parameters for optimum quality of 
service.  Since the channels encountered in a given disaster situation may differ significantly from those anticipated 
or previously experienced, our goal is to use the sounder output to drive a cognitive engine that will control the 
radios.  We present our genetic algorithm based implementation of a cognitive radio and outline our plans for 
implementation and testing a cognitive version of our system in the 5 GHz band. 
 
 
1 Introduction  
 
In 2000 our group in collaboration with colleagues at 
SAIC began developing a broadband communications 
system for use in response to disasters like those that 
occurred on September 11, 2001.  It is intended for 
deployment at a disaster scene where all 
communications infrastructure has been destroyed in an 
area several kilometers on a side – exactly what 
occurred at the World Trade Center.  The system 
operates by using one or more hub stations on the 
periphery to flood the disaster scene with RF that 
supports high-capacity (100 base T or Gigabit Ethernet) 
backbone links to portable remote stations within the 
disaster area.  See Figure 1. The remote stations in turn 
support a mix of individual workstations, routers, 
802.11 wireless LANs, etc.  The hub connects to the 
outside world through surviving optical or copper 
circuits available at the edge of the disaster area or by 
satellite or microwave point-to-point links to such 
circuits.  The overall goal is to provide high-capacity 
Internet access to all workers on the disaster scene and 
to do it quickly. Fire and rescue personnel depend on 
this access in order to use a variety of management 
tools, and it provides an excellent way to link the 
diverse land mobile radio networks whose lack of 
interoperability seriously hampers response to major 
disasters. See [1] for full details. 
 
At the time we began the project, broadband fixed 
wireless was in its infancy.  IEEE 802.11 systems 
operated at 11 Mbps and were primarily used for office 
LANs.  The best possibility for obtaining 100 Mbps 

service was to adapt satellite modem technology for use 
in the 28 GHz LMDS band.  This approach was 
convenient for us, since Virginia Tech owns the LMDS 
spectrum in our part of Virginia.  In 2000-2001, fixed 
wireless technology advanced rapidly and the 
commercial LMDS market collapsed, and 155 Mbps 
point-to-point operation in the unlicensed 5 GHz band 
became commonplace.  While this paper presents data 
for our 28 GHz system, we are now moving forward 
with a 5 GHz demonstration system based on 
commercial radio technology modified to include 
significant cognitive radio functions.  See [2] for a full 
discussion of the technological and social changes that 
followed 9/11/2001 and their influence on the project. 
 

 
Figure 1.  Disaster Communications System Concept 
 



  

While 28 GHz operation normally implies point-to-
point line-of-sight (LOS) operation, coverage may be 
extended by taking advantage of diffracted signals and 
particularly of “bounce paths” incorporating reflections 
from building walls and terrain features.  The 
combination of short wavelengths and highly 
directional antennas associated with 28 GHz systems 
makes the propagation environment rather different 
from that in the 1-2 GHz spectrum well known to 
engineers who work with cellular telephone and IEEE 
802.11 systems.  Almost all reflecting surfaces appear 
rough at 28 GHz, and diffuse scattering (rather than 
specular reflection) dominates.  Received signals do not 
consist of discrete multipath components, and signal 
amplitudes are not Rayleigh or Ricean distributed.  In a 
shadowed area (one in which no clear LOS path to the 
transmitter exists), a receiver with a directional antenna 
can often find one or more good bounce paths that take 
advantage of scattering by building walls.  Because of 
their rumored short lifetimes and dispersive 
characteristics, such “paths of opportunity” are of little 
commercial interest, but they may be invaluable in 
disaster situations.  We discuss their characteristics in 
Section 3. 
 
We expect diffuse scattering to be less important at 5 
GHz, but at this time experimental evidence is lacking.  
Rough surface scattering at 28 GHz is of interest from 
an electromagnetics perspective, while 5 GHz effects 
are more important for near-term system deployment.  
We are investigating path characteristics in both bands. 
 
In order to identify paths of opportunity and study their 
characteristics, we developed an impulse channel 
sounder based on ultra wideband technology. When 
perfected, it will allow our system to identify the best 
path and set the radio parameters for optimum quality 
of service.  Since the channels encountered in a given 
disaster situation may differ significantly from those 
anticipated or previously experienced, our goal is to use 
the sounder output to drive a cognitive engine that will 
control the radios.  Section 2 discusses the sounder and 
Section 4 presents our genetic algorithm based 
implementation of cognitive radio.  In Section 5 we 
outline our plans for implementation and testing a 
cognitive system in the 5 GHz band. 
 
2 The Virginia Tech Channel Sounder  
 
One of the key attributes of the system is the integration 
of a novel, low-cost, broadband channel sounder 
developed at Virginia Tech [3].  In essence, the channel 
sounder takes a snapshot of the channel impulse 
response and passes it on to the system.  This 
information can then be used to make intelligent 
estimates of possible link performance and intelligent 

decisions regarding system configuration.  It is possible 
to use the digitized sounder output as input to a genetic 
algorithm that can determine the best system 
configuration for the given environment. 
 
The channel sounder implementation is a combination 
of ultra-wideband technology at the transmitter and 
very precisely controlled sampling at the receiver.  A 
train of short RF pulses is transmitted at a rate that is 
very precisely controlled by GPS clock information.  
The receiver samples the incoming waveform at a 
slightly lower rate than the transmitted pulse repetition 
rate.  One sample is recorded for each transmitted 
pulse, but the effective sampling time for each 
successive pulse is slightly later in each transmitted 
pulse period.  In this way, it is possible to reconstruct a 
single channel response based on the transmission of 
multiple pulses.  For a more complete description of the 
channel sounder operation, see [1]. 
 
We have integrated the channel sounder in a pair of 28 
GHz radios. Fig. 2 shows the transmitted pulse and Fig. 
3 is a typical channel sounder output captured during 
our experiments.   Note that Fig. 3 shows the effects of 
diffuse scattering and multipath on the received pulse. 
 

 
Figure 2. Pulse transmitted by the broadband channel 
sounder. The plot shows amplitude in volts versus time 
in ns. 
 
 By comparing the transmitted pulse in Fig 2 to the 
received waveform in Fig. 3, it is possible to extract the 
channel impulse response.  The channel impulse 
response contains information regarding the distortion 
introduced by the channel.  In the case of Fig 3, it is 
clear that the receiver first sees about 20 ns of energy 
that does not look like the transmitted pulse followed 
by a relatively undistorted pulse at around 30 ns.  The 
initial energy seen at the receiver is a combination of 
multiple pulses reflected from a rough surface (diffuse 
scattering) while the pulse seen at around 30 ns is a 
specular reflection from a relatively smooth surface.   
Both phenomena contribute to changes in the 



  

communication link performance and both need to be 
characterized in order to drive the genetic algorithms 
necessary to control the cognitive radio process. 
 

 
Figure 3. Typical broadband channel sounder output. 
The plot shows amplitude in volts versus time in nS. 
 
3 Characteristics of Bounce Paths  
 
For many applications at relatively low frequencies, it 
is generally accepted that the reflections causing 
multipath are primarily specular.  That is, bounce paths 
from a single surface consist of a single reflection.  The 
signal may be attenuated, but the energy is not spread 
over time.  However, as the frequency increases to the 
level where the signal wavelength is on the order of the 
height of the surface irregularities, significant signal 
spreading may occur.  Experiments conducted at 
Virginia Tech utilized radios operating at 28 GHz 
where the wavelength is approximately 1 cm.  At such 
small wavelengths, many surfaces look rough and are 
therefore more likely to produce diffuse scattering. 
 
In [4], Dillard, et al. showed that at 28 GHz, limestone 
walls exhibit significant diffuse scattering with energy 
arriving at the receiver as long as 75 ns after the 
specular reflection was received.  The severity and 
duration of the diffuse scattering also depended on the 
path geometry and the transmitter and receiver 
placement.  When the transmitter was closer to the 
surface than the receiver, the excess delay was larger.  
Both results show that the assumptions made in existing 
lower frequency systems (specular multipath and 
symmetric link performance) are not valid for rough 
surfaces – i.e., for 28 GHz bounce paths.  New methods 
need to be devised to characterize what the absence of 
these assumed conditions means to the quality of the 
communications link. 
 
Very little has been published concerning the effect of 
diffuse scattering on communication link performance.  
In [5], Miniuk collected several channel impulse 
responses using equipment similar to [4], modeled the 

channel in software, and ran several Monte Carlo 
simulations to quantify the effect different diffuse 
scattering channels had on communication links.  The 
results were interesting in that they showed that 
increasing the symbol rate in some channels does not 
necessarily decrease the performance.  This suggests 
that the standard practice of estimating a channel’s 
coherence bandwidth and using that value as the 
maximum permissible data rate may be inadequate for 
fixed broadband wireless communications, at least over 
bounce paths.   
 
Work is continuing at Virginia Tech to determine what 
metric or metrics are more suitable to characterizing 
these channels.  Early results show that amplitude and 
group delay variation across the band of interest could 
be used to better describe the quality of the link [6].  It 
may also be possible to calculate the actual coherence 
bandwidth of the channel rather than estimate it using 
established empirical formulas that may only be valid 
for other, more well-behaved channels.  
 
 
4 The Genetic Algorithm Approach to Cognitive 
Radio  
 
In [7], Rieser et al. propose a cognitive radio 
architecture based on genetic algorithms. Most 
traditional radios have their technical characteristics set 
at the time of manufacture. More recently radios have 
been built that self adapt to one of several several 
preprogrammed RF environments that might be 
encountered. Cognitive radios go beyond 
preprogrammed settings to operate both in known and 
unknown wireless channels. Most cognitive computing 
systems to date have been based on expert systems and 
neural networks. Such systems can be quite brittle in 
the face of unknown environments or else they require 
extensive training.  
 
The model in [7] is based on biologically based models 
of cognition inspired by child development theories of 
two-way associative learning through play. Our 
cognitive model imitates the ability of young minds to 
adapt rapidly to new situations. We found genetic 
algorithms well suited for this task because of their 
ability to find global solutions to changing solution 
spaces that are often quite irregular. Genetic algorithms 
are (a) able to synthesize best practices through the 
crossover operation and (b) enable spontaneous 
inspiration and creativity through the mutation 
operation. We devised a multi-tiered genetic algorithm 
architecture that allowed sensing of a wireless channel 
at the waveform or symbol level, on-the-fly evolution 
of the radio’s operational parameters, and cognitive 
functions through use of a learning classifier, meta-



  

genetic algorithm, short and long term memory and 
control. Fig. 4 shows the architecture. 
 

 
Figure 4: Biologically Inspired Framework for 
Cognitive Radio Based on Genetic Algorithms [7] 
 
The Wireless Channel Genetic Algorithm (WCGA) 
allows modeling of any wireless channel error stream 
using the compact form of a Hidden Markov Model 
(HMM). For more discussion of HMM modeling of 
wireless channels please see [8]. 
 
Several chromosome structures were devised that 
allows the representation of wireless channels. An 
example of an HMM and the equivalent WCGA 
chromosome is shown in Figures 5 and 6 below. 
 

The HMM of Figure 5 has N = 3 states and M = 2 
possible outputs from any state. 

 

 
Figure 5: A Generic HMM [7] 
 

 
Figure 6: Chromosome Structure for a HMM [7] 
 
The WCGA algorithm works as follows: 
 

1. Initialize population of HMM chromosomes 
2. Repeat until stopping criterion 

• Choose parent HMM chromosomes  
• Crossover parent chromosomes to create new 

HMM chromosome 
• Mutate new HMM chromosomes 
• Replace HMM chromosomes 
• Evaluate statistics of output sequence 

produced by new HMM chromosome 
population 

3. Choose best HMM chromosome from final 
generation 

The genetic algorithm (GA) essentially searches for the 
best HMM of a given observed symbol level error 
stream and generates a channel model that is 
statistically similar to the observed wireless channel. In 
[8], we showed that the WCGA could produce a 
wireless channel model of an error stream derived from 
a measured channel impulse response that closely 
matches the actually measured bit error rate (BER) 
behavior of a broadband wireless channel. This 
experiment showed that the “sensing” portion of the 
cognitive radio architecture matched real world tests.  
 
The WCGA uses are error stream for the input, which is 
a train of symbols representing the number of bit errors 
per symbol. For the WCGA to produce an accurate 
model, many thousands of error symbols must be 
collected, which would require a long training 
sequence, taking both time and bandwidth. A more 
compact and efficient approach to channel modeling is 
to utilize the information collected by the channel 
sounder. 
 
While the channel sounder response can provide an 
immediate understanding of the channel, the data 
received from the sounder is large and bulky. By using 
the channel sounder response, a model of the channel is 
derivable by simulating the channel as a filter with an 
impulse response derived form the channel sounder. A 
random bit sequence passed through the simulated 
channel will produce an error sequence. The WCGA 
can now receive an error sequence without the required 
overhead of a training sequence.  
 
Because we are interested in a statistical model of the 
channel, we can use the simulated channel instead of 
the true error sequence. The Hidden Markov Model of 
the channel developed by either a true error sequence or 
a simulated error sequence is still a statistical 
representation of the channel. However, this 
representation is very small compared to the channel 
sounder data and is capable of representing the channel 
equally well. 
 
Fig. 7 shows how well-matched the simulated channel 
is to a theoretical AWGN channel. The WCGA was 
then used with the simulated error stream to develop a 
channel model with the statistics represented in Fig. 8, 
which shows a histogram of the number of errors of a 
certain burst length over the channel. Fig. 9 then shows 
how well matched the HMM representation of the 
channel is compared to the simulated channel, and 
therefore, how well matched the HMM representation is 
compared to the actual channel (via Fig. 7). 



  

 
Figs. 7, 8, and 9 are the subject of a paper we submitted 
to the Microwave Theory and Technique Society’s 
2004 International Microwave Symposium that has not 
yet been published [8] 
 

 
Fig. 7. A simulated model of an AWGN wireless 
channel versus the theoretical channel. 
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Fig. 8. Burst error statistics of the simulated channel 
versus the HMM channel. [7] 
 
The Wireless System Genetic Algorithm (WSGA) 
operates in a similar manner as the WCGA in that it 
uses a chromosome structure that represents the 
parameters of the radio under test. The WSGA is given 
a fitness function, or set of goals, by the Cognitive 
System Monitor (CSM) module and continuously 
adapts the radio based on these goals. Example goals 
could be providing a desired balance of BER, power, 
frequency, modulation, and data rate behavior for a 
given Quality of Service and wireless spectrum band. 
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Fig. 9. BER curves of simulated channel versus the 
HMM channel. [8] 
 
The CSM genetic algorithm consists of a learning 
classifier function that classifies the observed channel 
model received from the WCGA or broadband channel 
sounder and a meta-genetic algorithm that determines 
the appropriate fitness function, chromosome structure, 
and tags and templates using the crossover operator 
based on knowledge from its short and long term 
memory as well as the creative new solutions generated 
from its mutation functions. 
 
The GA approach to adapting a wireless radio provides 
many benefits. First, it is a chaotic search with 
controllable boundaries that allow it to seek out and 
discover unique solutions efficiently. In unknown 
channels, chaotic behavior could produce a solution that 
is absolutely correct but counter-intuitive. By being 
able to control the search space by limiting the number 
of generations, crossover rates, mutation rates, fitness 
evaluations, etc., the cognitive system can ensure legal 
and regulatory compliance as well as efficient searches. 
 
Another major benefit of the GA approach is the 
versatility of the cognitive process to any radio. While a 
software radio is an ideal host system for a cognitive 
processor, any legacy radio with the smallest amount of 
adaptability can benefit from our cognitive processes. 
The cognitive system defines the radio by a 
chromosome, where each gene represents a radio 
parameter such as transmit power, frequency, 
modulation, etc. The adaptation process of the WSGA 
is performed on the chromosomes to develop new 
values for each gene, which is then used to adapt the 
radio settings. If a radio cannot adjust a particular 
parameter, then the adaptation process will ignore the 
gene representing that parameter. Also, if there are 
certain parameters unique to a particular adaptable 
radio, we have left a few genes unused so as to be used 
for such proprietary purposes. 
 



  

Because each radio will have a unique method of 
adapting the radio parameters and each parameter will 
mean something different, a small hardware interface 
module is required to connect the WSGA to the radio. 
The interface module will take the chromosome from 
the WSGA and use the gene values to properly update 
the radio. The interface is a small piece of software 
required for each radio while the cognitive processing 
engine remains system-independent. 
 
While the independence of the WSGA and cognitive 
processor to the radio allows any radio to become a 
cognitive radio, it should be clear that the more 
adaptable a radio is, the more powerful the cognition 
becomes. 
 
5 Plans for Implementation and Testing  
 
We are implementing the WSGA and CSM for a set of 
5 GHz Proxim Tsunami radios. The WSGA module of 
the cognitive radio test bed will enable the radios to 
change a number of their operating parameters based on 
the sensed behavior of the wireless channel. These 
parameters include power, modulation index, forward 
error correction (FEC), and TDD mode.  We have 
written a hardware interface module that provides a 
uniform interface between the WSGA and the Proxim 
radio.  We plan several tests of the CSM and WSGA 
algorithms in which the cognitive radio test bed 
algorithms are supplied with different stored error 
streams representing several known and unknown 
wireless channels and the algorithms are run to show 
their performance in these channels on the fly. This 
experiment will validate the WSGA’s ability to evolve 
the radios based on changing wireless channel 
conditions and spectrum availability as well as the 
CSM’s cognitive ability to discern how best to direct 
the radios to operate in the given wireless spectrum 
environment. Future tests will enable live measurement 
of the wireless channel using impulse responses 
captured by the broadband channel sounder or symbol 
level error streams recorded by the receiver.  
 
As the project matures, we envision the use of the 
cognitive processes on a more adaptable software 
defined radio, which would enable us to show the 
increased power of the GA based cognitive radio. 
 
6 Conclusions  
 
Our work represents early steps in using an impulse 
sounder to characterize a wireless channel and pass 
appropriate information along to the genetic algorithms 
that will allow them to effectively configure a 
broadband disaster communication system and realize a 
functioning cognitive radio. 
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Abstract 
 

Both in the United States and overseas, wireless technologies are playing a significant role in development, in 
many cases where wireline technologies have literally fallen short.  At the same time, decision-makers no longer 

need to be convinced of the benefits that access to and use of Information and Communications Technologies 
(ICTs) provide.  Rather, the shift is to find the best paths to universal access and developing principles for success 

to share as best practices.  The U.S. Government is pursuing several paths to promote more universal access to 
ICTs, both in the United States and abroad.  The outcomes of the recent World Summit on the Information Society 

(WSIS) and the launch of the U.S. Digital Freedom Initiative underscore these efforts. 
 
 
In early January 2004, the People’s Republic of 
China announced that there are now more mobile 
customers in China than there are people in the 
United States of America.(1)   In late January 2004, 
the GSM industry proudly crowed that it expects the 
one billionth GSM customer in the First Quarter of 
2004.(2)  Up near Nome Alaska, the Bering Straits 
natives organized a non-profit tribal consortium 
called Kawerak, Inc.  Twenty Inuit tribes have 
pooled their knowledge and resources to develop the 
Wireless WALRUS project – Web Access Links for 
Remote User Services.  These native peoples have 
found another way to preserve their 3,000 year old 
presence in the Bering Strait region by using 
wireless connectivity over 26,000 square miles.  (3) 
 
In Tajikistan and Armenia, institutions and 
commercial users are using an “air bridge,” or radio 
modem for Internet Service Provision connectivity. 
(4, 5)  Over in Chicago, the Center for 
Neighborhood Technology (CNT) is a low-income 
community-based network.  Early on, they learned 
the need to develop a scalable, replicable, and self-
sustaining method to deliver high-speed, low cost 
Internet service that was revenue generating.  The 
CNT now operates the Wireless Community 
Networks, focused on capacity-building using WiFi 
connections (802.11b) between four urban, 
suburban, and rural Illinois communities. (6) 
 
These are key and current examples of recent and 
varied approaches using wireless technologies to 
promote greater Information and Communications 
Technologies (ICTs) development.   They focus on  

 
 
partnership, on novel uses of current and new 
technologies, and in some cases, on mammoth 
commitment of national resources as in China.   
 
There is no doubt the world is growing fonder of 
innovative wireless applications.  But each country 
has to foster an economic and social environment 
that will allow technological innovation to flourish.   
Human capacity-building is just as important as 
siting new cellular towers or matching venture 
capital to new entrepreneurial efforts. 
 
By exploring some of the current trends in wireless 
telecommunications development, we can establish 
the context for current USG development policy 
goals and initiatives in this area.   
 
I.  The Case for Development of the ICT Sector 
 
A question often heard in development circles is 
why should a poor or developing country focus 
limited resources on development of the ICT sector?  
Why should developing economies pursue this path? 
 
In the new global economies, ICT capabilities and 
skills – or their lack --- help to determine a nation’s 
ability to compete, its economic growth, and most 
important, its standard of living.  Exhibit number 
one and two:  the two largest world economies, the 
United States and China.  As of December 2003, 
according to Dr. John Marburger, the Director of the 
United States Office and Science and Technology 
Policy in the White House, the U.S. ICT industry 
represents only 8 percent of all American 



enterprises.  However, this 8 percent produces 29 
percent of U.S. exports, generates high-quality jobs, 
and contributes strongly to productivity growth 
across all economic sectors.  It is estimated that 40 
percent of U.S. productivity growth between 1995-
2002 can be attributed to ICT.  (7)   As of January 
2004, China’s Ministry of Information Industries 
(MII) Vice Minister Lou Qinjian notes that ICT 
growth in China has generated 6 percent of China’s 
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) growth. (8) 
 
A growing recognition of the importance of ICT for 
economic and social growth led to the United 
Nations’ (UN) call for two World Summits on the 
Information Society (WSIS).  The “First Phase” of 
the WSIS took place December 10-12 in Geneva, 
Switzerland.  There, participants from over 175 
nations agreed on “the pressing need for universal 
ICT access and the widespread infrastructure on 
which it is founded. It [the need for universal access] 
also points to enabling environments as essential for 
wider technology access and use and underscores 
that strong capacity building efforts are needed to 
achieve universal access. The widespread 
availability of low-cost applications plus respect for 
multilingual, diverse and culturally appropriate 
content are endorsed as well.”  Such issues as 
intellectual property rights, the control and 
management of Internet infrastructure, ICT 
development financing, human rights and freedom 
of expression were also addressed. (9) 
 
The Summit agreed on specific goals, such as 
“connecting all villages, schools, hospitals and 
governments with ICT by 2015 and ensuring that 
half of the world’s people are within reach of ICT.”  
The goals are linked to pursuit of the UN’s 
Millenium goals, an effort to combat “poverty, 
disease, homelessness, environmental degradation 
and gender inequality.”  Summit participants 
recognized a “pressing need” for universal access to 
ICT and related infrastructure, while noting that 
“strong capacity building efforts are needed to 
achieve universal access.” (10)   Participants will 
meet again in 2005 to measure progress. 
 
At the WSIS, the U.S. head of delegation, Dr. John 
Marburger noted three key principles that reflect the 
U.S. Government’s broad ICT developmental goals.  
These goals are aimed at stimulating and cultivating 
science, skills, and business infrastructure.  The first 
is that domestic policies must encourage investment 
in research and innovation.   Supporting goals 
emphasize movement toward privatization of ICT 
services supply, that is elimination or reduction of 
government ownership, and introduction of 

competitive supply models.  To stimulate greater 
investment in infrastructure, governments must 
strive to create a stable and positive business and 
social environment. 
 
Second, governments and the private sector must 
strive to invest in human capacity-building efforts, 
to best utilize ICTS and to share in their benefits.  
Workforces must be trained and well-educated to let 
the promise of ICTs flourish.  Dr. Marburger noted 
that, “A vital communications infrastructure 
expresses the full range of cultural imagination, 
without the divisive barriers of censorship,” striking 
a blow for freedom of expression and the lifting of 
control of Internet content worldwide. 
 
Third, the intellectual property of innovators, 
content producers, and generally, consumers, must 
be protected or there will be insufficient trust in ICT 
products and services.  Network security on a global 
scale informs part of this need – if no one can trust 
ICT products and services, there is no reason to keep 
building and producing them.  (11) 
 
These general policy goals inform all of our ICT 
development efforts. 

 
II. The Case for Wireless 
 
Text messaging, fixed wireless infrastructure, 
growth of third-generation technologies and 
applications, and now Wi-Fi connectivity—these are 
all trends found in the developing economies.  In 
recent years, the influx and importance of wireless 
technologies for worldwide ICT growth is often 
measured by the percentage of fixed versus mobile 
subscribers in any given country. The International 
Telecommunication Union (ITU) closely tracks 
these figures.  Since 2001, mobile subscribers have 
passed the 50 percent mark, with cellular mobile 
subscribers now standing at 51 percent of all 
telephone subscribers worldwide at year-end 2002. 
(12) 
 
What is very revealing is to see what geographical 
regions have high cellular penetration levels:  those 
regions with a high percentage of developing 
economies.  See Table I.  Some of the growth 
figures are staggering.  China, considered a 
developing economy by many, expects 400 million 
mobile subscribers by 2005. (13)  Uganda had 5,000 
cellular subscribers in 1997, and 393,000 in 2002, 
for a compounded annual growth rate (CAGR) of 
139.4 percent.  Paraguay had 84,000 cellular 
subscribers in 1997, which grew to 1.7 million in 
2002, at a CAGR of 81.7 percent. (14)   



 
TABLE I:  Cellular Penetration Levels – World 
Regions 
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Source:  ITU, December 2003. 
 
 
 
Twelve countries have surpassed the 80th percentile 
for cellular subscribership as a percentage of total 
telephone subscribers.  See Table II. 
 
 
Table II:  Countries Over 80 Percent Cellular 
Subscribers as Percentage of Total Telephone 
Subscribership 
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Source:  ITU, December 2003. 
 
But everything is not roses and poetry when it 
comes to deployment of wireless technologies in 
developing countries.  In the case of WiFi, there are 
many grey areas in domestic laws in overseas 
markets.  Some countries interpret new technologies 
such that, if it isn’t banned, go ahead and pursue it.  

More likely, though are cases such as Kenya (15) 
where if it a technology is not specifically allowed, 
or a frequency is not specifically allocated for 
licensing, it is forbidden.  Such policies are often 
adopted by governments that are trying to protect 
legal monopoly and state-owned services providers. 
The U.S. Embassy in Albania notes that in Albania, 
“wireless technology is used only by those who can 
afford it, such as banks, government agencies, and 
international organizations.  Today there are fewer 
than 50 clients that use this technology.…” (16)  
Since wireless is usually a less costly solution for 
connectivity needs, these examples underlies the 
issue of scalability, the need for regulatory reform 
and pro-competitive supply models. 
 
In the case of Senegal, it is a grey area.  An 
interagency team including technical experts from 
ITS, NIST and State have been working in recent 
months on a WiMAN (Wireless Metropolitan 
Access Network) project to see if it might take root 
in Senegal.  However, under Senegalese law and 
policy, there are no legal specifications yet for WiFi 
or WiMAN provisioning.  The U.S. Government and 
its U.S. AID contractors are now working with the 
new Senegalese regulatory body to address how best 
to pursue such technology-neutral development 
policies as the regulator oversees the introduction of 
competition into telecom services provisioning in 
2004. 
 
However, more and more regulators and policy-
makers see the potential for wireless connectivity to 
promote Internet uptake.  WiFi, WiMAN, whatever 
label you choose, the pundits foresee strong 
prospects.  In July 2003, Pyramid Research forecast 
there will be 700 million WiFi users worldwide by 
2008. (17)  Clearly, countries will have to find novel 
ways to address the WiFi situation through 
appropriate policy and regulatory approaches. 
 
 
III. Some Principles & Best Practices 
 
The U.S. Government pursues a variety of paths on 
the pro-development agenda for ICTs.  There are the 
traditional aid organizations and funding initiatives.  
Also, NTIA joins our colleagues in the State 
Department, the Federal Communications 
Commission, the U.S. Trade Representative’s Office 
and the International Trade Administration to 
promote pro-competitive policy and regulatory 
reform around the world.  We work in partnership 
with recipient countries, directly on a bilateral level, 
and jointly through multilateral and regional bodies, 



establishing joint principles for action and best 
practices resources. 
 
Following the 1998 ITU World Telecommunication 
Development Conference, NTIA became the 
rapporteur for a joint public-private sector effort to 
promote Internet access in developing countries.  
Participants performed a technology review and 
made recommendations to develop pro-competitive 
telecommunications policies and regulations.  The 
result was the 2001 release of “Promotion of 
Infrastructure and Use of the Internet In Developing 
Countries,” better known as Study Question 13/1.   
 
The report noted that many factors limit access to 
and use of the Internet, particularly in developing 
countries.  These include restriction of ISPs and 
public Internet access points, restricted access to 
international gateways, insufficiency of Internet 
points of presence in rural and disadvantaged 
communities, inadequacy in advanced networking 
techniques, and regulatory policies that favor 
telephone monopolies.  The technology review 
included such wireless options as: 1) VHF and UHF 
radio systems using narrow packet radio technology; 
2) Global System for Mobiles  (GSM400) using 
packet switching technology; 3)Time Division 
Multiple Access (TDMA) based on Point-To-Point 
(PTP) or Point-to- Multipoint (PMP) Radio Systems; 
4) Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) 450 
MHZ;  5) Multipoint Multichannel Distribution 
System (MMDS); 6) Local Multipoint Distribution 
System (LMDS); 7) Very Small Aperture Terminals 
(VSAT),;and 8) Satellite Based Internet Access. 
 
The U.S. Government has endorsed the policy 
recommendations advanced under Question 13/1, 
which include: 

• Make leased lines available at reasonable 
cost and access charges for dial-up services 
affordable 

 
• Enable submarine cable operators to obtain 

backhaul at competitive rates 
 

• Promote satellite interconnection between 
ISPs 

 
• Allow network providers to sell capacity 

directly to ISPs 
 

• Lower custom tariffs and taxes on 
telecommunications equipment 

 

• Promote private investment in 
telecommunications and Internet 
infrastructure 

 
• Establish a consortium of public service 

institutions to contribute to Internet access, 
use and development 

 
• Encourage the development of information 

strategies and models that facilitate 
community access 

 
• Develop national programs to promote 

capacity building in Internet development 
and use, and the creation and dissemination 
of multicultural and multilingual Internet 
content. (18) 

 
At the same time that the U.S. Government was 
pursuing Internet development policies at the ITU, 
we also worked with the 21-member Asia Pacific 
Economic Cooperation forum, or APEC.  NTIA 
helped steer the APEC’s Telecommunications and 
Information Working Group’s (TEL) efforts to 
develop a Digital Divide Blueprint for Action, 
adopted in 2001.   Approximately 12 APEC 
economies are considered developing economies 
(depending on one’s view regarding China). As part 
of that effort, the TEL gained consensus on six 
policy principles to help improve Internet uptake 
and investment in new ICT technologies.   
These focus on: 
• Leadership – noting governments should 

create national, regional, and local 
initiatives to create a vision and to develop 
institutions and structures to address issues; 

• Partnerships – economies should work to 
create partnership between and among 
business, education, civil society, and 
government; 

• Policy Coherence  -  governments should 
ensure that all policies (macroeconomic, 
social, educational, etc.) are working 
seamlessly to create the desired economic 
and social environment; 

• Market Focus – governments are 
encouraged to promote pro-competitive 
equipment provisioning and services supply 
environments, to foster demand that can 
justify the investment required. 

• Sustainability – all parties should work to 
ensure the continuation of initiatives and 
services beyond the seed money stage; and 

• Scalability – designers of initiatives and 
projects should work to ensure that these 



can be remodeled and replicated for other 
applications and geographic areas, 
especially under-served communities. (19) 

 
In the Western Hemisphere, the U.S. Government 
works primarily with the Inter-American 
Telecommunications Commission, or CITEL, to 
promote a pro-development agenda. Under the 
auspices of the Organization of American States, the 
35-member states of CITEL strive to make 
telecommunications a catalyst for the dynamic 
development of the Americas. 
 
One of the CITEL’s prime development activities is 
the release of “The Blue Book,” or 
“Telecommunication Policies for the Americas 
Region.” Released jointly by the ITU’s 
Development Sector, the Blue Book gives a fresh 
perspective on best practices and provides a baseline 
for discussion on the impact of convergence and the 
Internet.    There is a strong focus on legislative, 
policy and regulatory environments.   Countries can 
avail themselves of the Blue Book as they think fit, 
in accordance with their own national public policy 
and juridical, administrative and social framework.   
The Bluebook is a dynamic instrument, subject to 
periodic review; a third edition is now under 
development.  CITEL has also performed detailed 
studies on best practices, conducted jointly with the 
ITU’s Development Sector, on Tele-Education, on 
Tele-Medicine, and on Universal Service. (20)   
 
IV. The Digital Freedom Initiative 
 
The U.S. Government’s most recent effort to 
promote ICT development worldwide is through the 
Digital Freedom Initiative, or DFI.  We are fast 
approaching the first anniversary of the DFI.  In fact, 
it coincides with the ISART Conference, on March 
4.   The goal of the DFI is to promote economic 
growth by transferring ICT benefits to entrepreneurs 
and small businesses in the developing world.  The 
DFI approach leverages the leadership of the U.S. 
Government with the creativity and resources of 
America’s leading companies and the vision and 
energy of entrepreneurs.  The first DFI effort was 
launched mid-year 2003 in Senegal, with new efforts 
underway in Peru in November 2003, and in 
Indonesia in January 2004.  We expect an additional 
five countries to be named in 2004, and up to 20 
countries by 2008. 
 
DFI’s implementation depends on an alliance 
between U.S. private sector companies, the U.S. 
Government, the host government, and the host 
private sector.  The private sector is a key pillar of 

the DFI’s sustainability.  We strive to incorporate 
private sector strategic thinking and business savvy 
to develop replicable and scalable solutions. 
 
The U.S. Government and especially NTIA are 
drawing upon its experiences in the ITU, APEC, 
CITEL and through bilateral experiences to inform 
the DFI process.  In addition to the traditional aid 
agencies such as US AID, the Peace Corps, and the 
State Department, new DFI partners include the 
Federal Communications Commission, NTIA, and 
the International Trade Administration, all under the 
leadership of the U.S. Commerce Department’s 
Technology Administration. 
 
While we are in early days for Peru and Indonesia, 
we have done extensive design work in Senegal for 
three pilot projects.  These pilots focus on improving 
productivity in Telecenters/Cybercafes, improving 
access to markets for Small and Medium-Sized 
Enterprises (SMEs) using ICT tools, and creating a 
supportive environment for micro-finance in a 
region where banking is centralized in a neighboring 
country.    Recent successes include the inauguration 
of a Cisco Networking Academy in December 2003, 
and the formation of a new association to represent 
the views of the users community before the 
government, called SITSA (French acronym), the 
Senegalese equivalent of the Information 
Technology Association of America.  
 
In terms of policy and regulatory development, U.S. 
agencies have worked closely with senior 
Senegalese policy officials, and a new Senegalese 
regulatory team, to complete draft decrees and 
undertake the legal legwork needed to bring a new 
legal framework to fruition.  This new framework 
will guide the introduction of full competition into 
the Senegalese telecommunications market, where a 
privatized former state-owned enterprise still 
controls most telecommunications market segments.  
The United States also sponsored capacity-building 
workshops for the new regulatory team.  The onus 
has now shifted to Senegal to announce its next 
steps to implement the new legal framework. 
 
And as mentioned before, U.S. Government 
technical experts participating in the Senegal 
initiative are developing a feasibility study plan for 
next-generation wireless technology, to include 
802.16 WIMAN technologies.  U.S. participants 
note how well-suited wireless technologies are to 
accomplish the goals of DFI, offering greater 
connectivity at greatly reduced prices to both the 
builders and consumers of the service.  The point-to-
multipoint capabilities of wireless technologies over 



diverse geographical areas and long distances make 
them attractive in Senegal.  Our experts’ objective is 
to develop costing models and a testbed that could 
then be replicated in additional DFI candidate 
countries in the future.  First steps in Senegal 
include the use of WIMAN technology to connect an 
existing Wireless Internet Service Provider (WISP), 
or a traditional ISP or Internet café entrepreneur.  
Project participants would provide equipment and 
training as needed with the dual goals of extending 
connectivity while developing a more dense user 
base.  Technical configurations and a business 
model will be developed jointly with local 
entrepreneurs to ensure sustainability and consistent 
service levels.  The team will also work with the 
local regulator and incumbent operators to ensure 
there is truly a competitive environment and a 
supportive regulatory environment to allow 
WIMAN to flourish.  Timeframes to implement the 
study are still under development. 
 
To celebrate the DFI’s first anniversary, the U.S. 
Department of Commerce’s Under Secretary for 
Technology, Phillip Bond, plans to lead a delegation 
to Dakar, Senegal between March 8-12, 2004.  
Members of the DFI Business Roundtable will 
accompany him, demonstrating the joint public-
private nature of the initiative. 
 
V. Going Forward 
 
Aside from further pursuit of myriad new activities 
under the DFI, the U.S. Government has other new 
ICT development activities.  
 
At WSIS, the United States pledged US$400 million 
in grant money to support ICT development in 
developing countries.  The U.S. Government’s 
Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC) 
has established a “support facility” to encourage 
U.S. investment in the sector, at a time when capital 
expenditures are down globally for ICT 
development.  The grants will fund joint ventures 
between the public and private sectors in the 152 
countries where OPIC operates. (21) 
 
Also, collaboratively, the NTIA is chairing a new 
ITU effort to develop a best practices resource 
entitled “IP Policy Manual.”  The manual will 
advise ITU Member States on a variety of Internet 
issues such as domain names management.  It has a 
particular focus on the needs and questions of 
developing countries. 
 
NTIA continues to provide assistance to the 
reconstruction of Afghanistan and now Iraq.  We 

have met with senior Afghani ministry officials to 
provide advice on implementation of their new 
development plans.  In Iraq, we will shortly detail an 
NTIA wireless policy expert to assist in general 
telecommunications policy reform and 
reconstruction efforts.   He will supplement the 
efforts of a current detailee from our spectrum 
management office, who is assisting on spectrum 
activities for the Coalition Provisional Authority.   
They are only an email away.  Let’s hope their 
Blackberries work over there. 
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Conceived by the U.S. Military, mobile ad hoc networks, commonly known as mesh networks, provide end-to-end 
Internet Protocol (IP) communications for broadband voice, data, and video service combined with integrated 

geographical location logic designed to function in a mobile wireless environment. Unlike 802.11 wireless local 
area networks (WLANs) and point-to-multipoint digital cellular networks, mesh networks accommodate a more 
dynamic operational environment where their radio frequency (RF)-independent, self-forming, and self-healing 
properties meld the best of both worlds between WLAN and cellular systems. This paper examines the concept of 

mesh networks with a look at recent commercial and military development of what some consider a disruptive, next-
generation wireless communications technology. 

 
  
 1. Introduction  
and their low power, multi-hopping ability allow 
simultaneous transmissions to reach nearby nodes with 
minimal interference [17]. Achieving this self-forming, 
self-healing utopia with minimal power and signal 
interference involves the implementation of 
sophisticated routing logic within the software and 
hardware to account for minimum latency, and 
maximum throughput, as well as provide for maximum 
security and reliability [7]. Figure 1 depicts a mesh 
network configuration with a single wireless access 
point connected to a wireline backbone that provides 
end-users with Internet access. If so desired, the four 
end-nodes could function as a self-forming independent 
service set capable of sending and receiving voice, 
video, and data between themselves without a wireless 
access point. 

Loosely speaking, mesh networks form a wireless 
Internet where any number of host computing nodes 
can route data point-to-point in an intricate web of 
decentralized IP links built upon many of the routing 
features first employed by earlier packet radio networks 
[4]. Borne from a heritage of 1960s and 1970s packet 
data radios designed to provide reliable 
communications for connectionless, non-real-time 
traffic, today’s mesh networks have evolved to provide 
multicast IP traffic with real-time requirements [1]. In 
essence, mesh networks extend the concept of packet 
data radio communications by using sophisticated 
digital modulation schemes, traffic routing algorithms, 
and multi-hop architectures that challenge the laws of 
physics by using minimal transmission power to 
increase data throughput over greater distances. With 
mesh networks, any node within the network can send 
or receive messages and can relay messages for any one 
of its hundreds or thousands of neighboring nodes, thus 
providing a relay process where data packets travel 
through intermediate nodes toward their final 
destination. In addition, automatic rerouting provides 
redundant communication paths through the network 
should any given node fail [2].  This ability to reroute 
across other links not only provides increased reliability 
but extends the network’s reach and transmitting power 
as well. This resilient, self-healing nature of mesh 
networks stems from their distributed routing 
architecture where intelligent nodes make their own 
routing decisions, avoiding a single point of failure. 
Because mesh networks are self-forming, adding 
additional nodes involves a simple plug-and-play event 
[3]. And because mesh networks don’t rely on a single 
access point for data transmissions, users of this 
technology can extend their communication reach 
beyond a typical WLAN. Furthermore, mesh networks  
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Figure 1. Mesh Network with Single Access Point 

 
As with all radio frequency (RF) communication 
systems, mesh networks must contend with noise, 
signal fading, and interference; however, unlike other 
RF systems, mesh networks deal with noise, signal 



  

fading, and interference through an air interface 
protocol originally designed to provide reliable 
battlefield communications.  Known as quad division 
multiple access (QDMA), this air interface provides the 
driving force behind mesh network capabilities. 
Conceived by Military Commercial Technologies 
(MILCOM) and a communications division of ITT 
Industries, QDMA allows mesh networks to facilitate 
higher throughput without sacrificing  range - or 
extending transmission range without sacrificing 
throughput. QDMA supports low-power, high-speed 
broadband access in any sub 10 GHz frequency band, 
providing non-line-of-sight node linking to dramatically 
increase signal range without sacrificing throughput. 
Geared toward wide area mobile communications, 
QDMA compensates for wild fluctuations in signal 
strength with powerful error correction abilities and 
enhanced interference rejection that allows multi-
megabit data rates – even from a mobile node traveling 
at 100 mph and beyond. And with shorter distances 
between network nodes, the resulting decrease in 
interference between clients provides for more efficient 
frequency reuse. Furthermore, QDMA offers highly 
accurate location capabilities independent of the 
satellite-based global positioning system (GPS) [2], [4], 
[5], [6]. 

2. Commercial Deployments 

Since the inception of QDMA and the subsequent 
commercialized version of this technology, venture 
capital firms have invested more than $100 million 
since 2001 for continued design and development of 
mesh networks that could ultimately compete with 
IEEE’s 802.11b [3].  One firm, appropriately named 
MeshNetworks, has adopted the QDMA technology 
with direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) 
modulation in the 2.4 GHz industrial, scientific, and 
medical (ISM) band, providing 6 Mbps burst rates 
between two terminals. Backed by almost $40 million 
in venture funding from 3Com Ventures, Apax 
Partners, and others, MeshNetworks signed its first 
customer, Viasys Corporation, in November 2002. 
Eventually, MeshNetworks plans to offer their 
networking capability in the 5 GHz unlicensed national 
information infrastructure (UNII) band [8].  For now, 
MeshNetworks, headquartered in Maitland, Florida, is 
testing a 2.4 GHz prototype in a five-square-mile test 
network around its Orlando suburb with an FCC 
experimental license to build a 4000-node nationwide 
test network [6]. To maintain Internet connectivity, 
MeshNetworks relies on multi-hop routing between 
nodes mounted on buildings, light poles, vehicles, and 
end-user devices [17]. Aside from designing prototype 
routers, relays, and PDA-size client devices, 
MeshNetworks plans to offer a software overlay 
solution for 802.11b clients in existing networks, 

effectively extending the range and link robustness of 
existing Wi-Fi networks through mesh-style multi-
hopping [6].  Furthermore, MeshNetworks recently 
announced a deal with auto-parts manufacturer Delphi 
to test the feasibility of mesh networks in a telematics 
environment [9].  MeshNetworks competitors include 
FHP Wireless, which recently announced its formal 
launch date in March of 2003, and Radiant Networks 
from Cambridge, U.K., which has deals in place with 
British Telecom, Mitsubishi, and Motorola [3].  
 
Interestingly, each of these potential mesh network 
providers will face a similar network coverage 
dilemma, a sort of catch-22 where the ability to expand 
network coverage hinges on the deployment of new 
subscribers whose mobile nodes will act as 
router/repeaters for other nodes. In this scenario, 
requirements for expanded coverage dictate the need 
for more subscribers – but the service provider can’t 
solicit new subscribers until the coverage extends to the 
new subscribers’ area.  To resolve this, MeshNetworks 
and Radiant Networks supply ‘seed nodes’ mounted on 
telephone poles or streetlights for initial coverage and 
redundancy with the level of required seeding 
determined by specific business objectives [10], [12]. 

3. Military Perspective 

Aside from efforts to tame mesh network technology 
for commercial deployment, the U.S. Government has 
spent significant time, money, and resources on the 
research, development, and field deployment of mesh 
networks for tactical military operations.  With any 
mesh network deployment, the addition or deletion of 
network nodes can alter the dynamic network topology, 
emphasizing the need for efficient network 
organization, link scheduling, and routing to contend 
with varying distance and power ratios between links. 
A military environment, however, imposes additional 
complications by enforcing low probability of intercept 
and/or low probability of detection requirements, which 
in turn pose stringent power and transmission 
requirements on every network node [4]. 
 
Tactical military operations must also contend with 
varying degrees of mobility that occur within the 
military’s echelon of four Divisions per Corp, four 
Brigades per Division, three Battalions per Brigade, 
four Companies per Battalion, and three Platoons per 
Company [13].  In this particular hierarchy, the often 
unpredictable nature of battle can dictate the need to 
merge and reconfigure sections of missing forces, 
disrupting the communication paths from node to node 
within Battalions, Companies, or other command 
structures. And while some engineers argue that 
alternatives to mesh networking exist to support 
communications in these battlefield conditions, others 

  
 
 

 



  

highlight the mesh network capability for instantly 
configurable, decentralized, redundant, and survivable 
communications in frontline battle areas or during 
amphibious or airborne operations where a clustered, ad 
hoc network configuration might consist of people, 
planes, ships, and tanks. In this military environment, 
mesh networks must contend with the military’s 
requirement for preservation of security, latency, 
reliability, intentional jamming, and recovery from 
failure [1], [4]. 
 
The Joint Tactical Information Distribution System 
(JTIDS) provides one example of a repeater-based, full 
mesh military network architecture that uses airborne 
relay to perform base station functions such as routing, 
switching, buffering multiple packet streams, and radio 
trunking. Developed for air-to-air and air-to-ground 
communications, JTIDS consists of up to 30 radio nets 
each sharing a communications channel on a time 
division multiple access (TDMA) scheme with most 
nodes in the network containing minimal hardware and 
processing power. In this configuration, the loss of any 
node within a radio net would have no negative impact 
on communications connectivity [1]. 

 
In another example, the Army’s Communications 
Electronics Command oversees ITT Industries’ 
development of the Soldier Level Integrated 
Communications Environment (SLICE). Designed for 
voice communications and troop mapping functions, 
SLICE represents the latest in military mesh network 
capabilities. Originally conceived as the DARPA Small 
Unit Operations Situational Awareness System, SLICE 
supports simultaneous networking of voice, video, and 
data transfer with a waveform and media access 
protocol that yields effective communications in urban 
canyons and dense jungle environments. In its present 
form, SLICE consists of a backpack-size computer with 
a headset display and built-in microphone. By 2005, 
ITT expects SLICE to shrink to the size of a PDA.  
With respect to SLICE, JTIDS, or any other military 
radio architecture, the theme of digitized battlefield 
communications describes the war fighter landscape 
with requirements for wearable, ruggedized personal 
computers capable of flawless performance under harsh 
conditions [14], [15, [16]. 

4. Final Thoughts 

With low transmission power requirements and a multi-
hop architecture, mesh networks increase the aggregate 
spectral capacity of existing nodes, providing greater 
bandwidth across the network. And since mesh 
networks transmit data over several smaller hops 
instead of spanning one large distance between hops, 
mesh network links preserve signal-to-noise ratios and 
decrease reliance on bandwidth-pinching forward error 

correction techniques [17]. In terms of scalability, mesh 
networks can accommodate hundreds or thousands of 
nodes with control of the wireless system distributed 
throughout the network, allowing intelligent nodes to 
communicate with one another without the expense or 
complication of having a central control point. 
Furthermore, these networks can be installed in a 
manner of days or weeks without the necessity of 
planning and site mapping for expensive cellular 
towers. As with other peer-to-peer router-based 
networks, mesh networks offer multiple redundant 
communications paths, allowing the network to 
automatically reroute messages in the event of an 
unexpected node failure. Thanks in part to standards 
efforts underway in the Internet Engineering Task 
Force (IETF) MANET Working Group, the design and 
standardization of algorithms for network organization, 
link scheduling, and routing will help facilitate the 
commercial acceptance of mesh network technology.  
 
Despite their potential to provide a more sophisticated 
WLAN alternative, mesh networks must effectively 
address security issues with end-device and router 
introduction, user data integrity, device control and 
authentication, and network authentication. Aside from 
security issues, the RF-independent, self-forming, and 
self-healing characteristics these networks display come 
at  the expense of complex and power intensive 
computer processing. Even in static environments with 
all nodes stationary, mesh network topologies remain 
dynamic due to variations in RF propagation and 
atmospheric attenuation. With mobile nodes, a mesh 
network’s constantly shifting topology dictates the need 
for dynamic routing allocation, resource management, 
and quality of service management – all of which must 
be precisely choreographed to ensure optimum 
performance and reliability. Other skeptics contend that 
as ad hoc multi-hop networks grow, performance tends 
to deteriorate due in part to excessive traffic control 
overhead required to maintain quality of service along a 
path with multiple hops besieged by inconsistencies in 
routing and connectivity as nodes are added and 
dropped. Also, the network must handle multiple access 
and collision problems associated with the broadcast 
nature of RF communications. Regardless of these 
technical hurdles, researchers at Intel continue to push 
the research and development envelop in an effort to 
design a 100 Mbps mesh network where every network 
element (PC, PDA, mobile phone, etc.) could act as a 
data relay and link itself to all the devices in an 
intelligent network [10], [12], [17], [19]. 

 
With the ability to deploy a wide-spread coverage 
network without towers, mesh networks pose a viable 
alternative to traditional cellular architectures. Labeled 
as a potentially disruptive fourth-generation technology, 
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QDMA-based mesh networks aren’t alone in their quest 
for the ultimate radio communications system capable 
of operating in unlicensed spectrum. Though 
technologically disparate from QDMA-based networks, 
ultra wideband (UWB) mesh networks present one 
alternative to MeshNetworks, Inc. proprietary QDMA-
based software, thanks in part to recent FCC rulings 
approving limited usage of UWB devices. Several 
companies are championing the development of UWB 
networks, which promise data rates of 100 Mbps at very 
low power levels over a wide bandwidth from 1 to 10 
GHz. By employing time-modulated digital pulses in 
lieu of continuous sine waves, mesh networks with 
UWB technology can send signals at very high rates in 
wireless communication environments that suffer from 
severe multipath, noise, and interference. Whether 
UWB mesh networks or QDMA-based mesh networks 
will prevail remains to be seen. Some analysts give the 
edge to UWB as an open standard, which is steadily 
gaining support in commercial and military markets. 
Either way, the continued development of mesh 
networks for military and commercial markets holds 
promise for a radical shift in the way we view the world 
of wireless communications [18], [20]. 
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Abstract:
This paper presents a protocol for routing in ad hoc networks that uses dynamic source routing (DSR).

DSR uses a route discovery mechanism to dynamically discover routes when needed. This is done by broadcasting a
Route Discovery packet with a hop limit of one and if no reply is received for this packet then broadcast a packet
with a hop limit of a predefined maximum value. This ends up in disturbing almost all nodes in the network with a
considerable number of routing overhead packets. Expanding Ring Search for DSR gradually increases the hop
limit in the route discovery packet resulting in a gradual search for the destination thereby reducing this routing
overhead. The protocol was implemented using the ns-2 network simulator. In this paper we have provided a
summary of our simulation results, comparing the routing overhead generated by the basic DSR route discovery
mechanism and DSR with Expanding Ring Search mechanism.
Index Terms: Ad-hoc Network, Expanding Ring search

1.Introduction

Mobile users will want to communicate in
situations in which no fixed infrastructure is
available. Ex: Disaster recovery (flood,
earthquake). In such situations a collection of
mobile hosts with wireless network interfaces
may form a temporary network without the aid
of any established infrastructure or centralized
administration. Currently there are two types of
mobile wireless networks-

a.Infrastructured Networks.

b. Infrastructureless Networks.

This is commonly known as ad hoc
network. An ad hoc network is a dynamically
changing network of mobile nodes that
communicate without the support of a fixed
infrastructure. In such a network, each mobile
node operates, as a host as well as a router. A
key protocol in ad hoc networks is routing.
Routing protocols used for ad hoc networks must
deal with the typical limitations of these
networks, which include- limited wireless
transmission range, packet losses due to
transmission errors, mobility induced route
changes, mobility induced packet losses, battery
constraints, potentially frequent network

partitions, ease of snooping on wireless
transmissions, low bandwidth.

Routing Protocols for Ad Hoc Networks:

Routing protocols for ad hoc networks are
generally categorized as-

a. Table Driven Routing:

These protocols require each node to maintain one
or more tables to store routing information and nodes
propagate routing updates throughout the network in
response to changes in the network topology.

Disadvantages: Frequent broadcasts of the routing
table will degrade the throughput of channel access
and increase the overhead as the population of mobile
hosts increases.

b. Source-Initiated On-Demand Routing:

The source node initiates a route discovery process
within the network only when it needs a route. Once
a route has been established, it is maintained by a
route maintenance procedure.

2.Dynamic Source Routing Protocol

The Dynamic Source Routing protocol
(DSR) [1]-[3] is a simple and efficient routing
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protocol designed specifically for use in multi-
hop wireless adhoc networks of mobile nodes.
Using DSR, the network is completely
self-organizing and self-configuring,
requiring no existing network infrastructure or
administration. The use of source routing allows

•Nodes forwarding or overhearing packets
to cache the routing information in them for
their own future use.

•Packet routing to be trivially loop free.
•Avoids the need for up-to-date routing

information in the intermediate nodes
through which packets are forwarded.

Network nodes cooperate to forward packets for
each other to allow communication over multiple
“hops” between nodes not directly within
wireless transmission range of one another. As
nodes in the network move about or join or leave
the network, and as wireless transmission
conditions such as sources of interference
change, all routing is automatically determined
and maintained by the DSR routing protocol.
Since the number or sequence of intermediate
hops needed to reach any destination may change
at any time, the resulting network topology may
be rapidly changing. The DSR protocol allows
nodes to dynamically discover a source across
multiple network hops to any destination in the
ad hoc network. Each data packet sent then
carries in its header the complete ordered list of
nodes through which the packet must pass,
allowing packet routing to be loop free and
avoiding the need for up-to-date routing
information in the intermediate nodes through
which the packet is forwarded. By including this
source route in the header of each data packet,
other nodes forwarding or overhearing any of
these packets may also easily cache this routing
information for future use.
The following assumptions [2] are made
regarding the way computers are situated with
respect to each other in an ad hoc network -
•All nodes wishing to communicate with

other nodes within the ad hoc network are
willing to participate fully in the protocols of
the network.

•The diameter of the ad hoc network is
assumed to be often small.

•Nodes within the ad hoc network may move
at any time without notice, and may even
move continuously, but we assume that the
speed with which nodes move is moderate.

•Wireless communication ability between any
pair

of nodes may at times not work equally well in
both directions

DSR Protocol Description:

The DSR protocol is composed of two mechanisms
that work together to allow the discovery and
maintenance of source routes in the ad hoc network:
a. DSR Route Discovery:

Route Discovery allows any host in the ad hoc
network to dynamically discover a route to any other
host in the ad hoc network, whether directly
reachable within wireless transmission range or
reachable through one or more intermediate network
hops through other hosts. A host initiating a route
discovery broadcasts a route discovery packet, which
will be received by those hosts within wireless
transmission range of it. The route request packet
contains-
•The address of the original initiator and target

node of the route request.
•A route record, in which is accumulated a record

of the sequence of hops taken by the route
request packet as it is propagated through the ad
-hoc network during its route discovery.
•Each route request packet also contains a unique
request id.

When any host receives a route request packet, it
processes the request according to the following
steps:
1. If this packet id is found in this host’s list of

recently seen requests, then discard the route
request packet and do not process it further.

2. Otherwise, if this host’s address is already listed
in the route record in the request, then discard
the route request packet and do not process it
further.

3. Otherwise, if the target of the request matches
this host’s own address, then the route record in
the packet contains the route by which the
request reached this host from the initiator of
the route request. Return a copy of this route in
a route reply packet to the initiator.

4. Otherwise, append this host’s own address to the
route record in the route request packet, and re-
broadcast the request.

The route request thus propagates through the ad
hoc network until it reaches the target host, which
then replies to the initiator. Only those hosts within
wireless transmission range of the initiating host
receive the original route request packet, and each of
these hosts propagates the request if it is not the
target and if the request does not appear to this host
to be redundant. Discarding the request because the
host’s address is already listed in the route record
guarantees that no single copy of the request can
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propagate around a loop. Also discarding the
request when the host has recently seen one with
the same id removes later copies of the request
that arrive at this host by a different route.

In order to return a route reply packet to the
initiator of the route discovery, the target host
must have a route to the initiator. If the target has
an entry for this destination in its route cache,
then it may send the route reply packet using this
route in the same way as is used to send any
other packet. Otherwise, the target may reverse
the route in the route record from the route
request packet, and use this route to send the
route reply packet. This however requires the
wireless network communication between each
of these pair of hosts to work equally well in
both directions, which may not be true in some
environments or with some MAC-level
protocols. An alternative approach is to
piggyback the route reply packet on a route
request targeted at the initiator of the route
discovery to which it is replying.

All source routes learned by a node are kept in
a route cache, which is used to further reduce the
cost of route discovery. A node may learn of
routes from virtually any packet the node
forwards or overhears. When a node wishes to
send a packet, it examines its own route cache
and performs route discovery only if no suitable
source route is found.

b. Route Maintenance:
This is the mechanism by which a source node

is able to detect, while using a source route to a
destination, if the network topology has changed
such that it can no longer use this route. Route
Maintenance is used only when a node is
actually sending packets to a destination.

3. Problem Formulation

Existing Route Discovery Operation:

The initiator of the route request packet has the
ability to specify in the route request packet, a
“hop limit”. This ability is used during route
discovery as follows:
1.Nonpropagating Route Request: This route
request packet has a hop limit of one and is the
initial route discovery packet.
2. Propagating Route Request: If no route
reply is received from the previous route request
within a small timeout period, a new request is
sent with a hop limit set to a predefined
“maximum” value.

This procedure uses the hop limit on the route request
packet to inexpensively check if the target is
currently within wireless transmitter range of the
initiator or if another host within range has a route
cache entry for this target. Since the initial request is
limited to one network hop, the timeout period before
sending the propagating request can be quite small.

Disadvantages: Potentially every node in the
network will be disturbed whenever a request packet
is created.

4.Solution

Route Discovery Using Expanding Ring Search:
An expanding ring search can be implemented for

the route discovery, in which the hop limit is
gradually increased in subsequent retransmissions of
the route request for this target.

Implementation:
1. A non-propagating route request (hop limit = 1)

is broadcast first and the initiator waits until the
timeout interval to receive a reply.

2. If no reply is received within the timeout interval
the node initiates another route request with a hop
limit of five.

3. For each route request initiated, if no route reply
is received for it, the node increases the hop limit
used on the previous attempt by five. This is done
until the predefined maximum value of hop limit is
reached. In actual use, it is expected that hosts
communicate mostly with a small common subset of
the available hosts (such as servers), which would
reduce the number of route discoveries required.
The hop limit is implemented using the Time-to-Live
(TTL) field in the IP header of the packet carrying the
route request.
Table I show the constants used in the simulation of
the ad hoc network using the DSR protocol with
Expanding Ring Search.

Table I: Constants used in the Simulation

Parameter Value

Non-propagating route request
time out

100msec

Maximum route request period 10sec
Time to hold packets awaiting
routes

30sec

Route request time out 500msec
Packet forwarding jitter 1-2msec
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5. Performance Analysis and Results

Parameter for Analysis:
The main goal of this project was to measure

the routing overhead of the DSR protocol using
the Expanding Ring Search in comparison to the
basic DSR route discovery mechanism that does
not use an expanding ring search to discover
routes.

Routing overhead:
It is the total number of routing packets
transmitted during the simulation. For packets
sent over multiple hops, each transmission (each
hop) of the packet counts as one transmission.
Routing overhead measures the scalability of the
protocol, the degree to which it will function in
congested or low-bandwidth environments.
Protocols that send large number of routing
packets: Consumes more battery power,
Consumes bandwidth and may delay data
packets in network interface transmission
queues.

Simulation results:

Fig.1 shows the routing overhead (packets)
generated by DSR without Expanding Ring
Search and the routing overhead generated by
DSR with Expanding Ring Search that was
measured for 10 and 20 sources for pause time
values ranging from 0 to 500 seconds using the
ns-2 simulator [4], [5].

The simulation results (Fig.1) shows
that the DSR using Expanding Ring Search
mechanism for route discovery performs better
than the basic DSR route discovery mechanism.
The Fig.1 clearly shows a decrease in the number
of routing overhead packets, by a margin of 1000
packets. This is because, the basic DSR route
discovery mechanism results in the route
discovery packet being propagated throughout
the network when the nonpropagating route
request is not replied, whereas the Expanding

Ring Search limits the propagation of the route
discovery packet by including a hop limit, which
results in a gradual search for the destination
node. The Expanding Ring Search performs
extremely well at higher values of pause times, when
node mobility is minimal and routes once discovered
can be used for a longer time.

6. Conclusion
The previous works on DSR has shown that it

delivers over 95% of data packets regardless of
mobility rate and has the least overhead compared to
other routing protocols used for ad hoc networks. In
this paper we have provided the results of
implementing the same DSR protocol, but using an
Expanding Ring Search of route discovery that has
further reduced the routing overhead.
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Abstract
Current wireless sensor network routing protocols are still struggling to find valid paths between

source and destination, and multipath routing for fault tolerance is quite a new research area and
studied insufficiently. The multipath routing techniques designed for ad hoc network do not apply to
the sensor network due to the lack of global ID in sensor networks. In this paper, we propose a novel
approach called Label-based Multipath Routing (LMR) using only localized information. LMR can
efficiently find a disjoint or segmented backup path to provide protection to the working path.

I. Introduction

A sensor network consists of a large number of
densely deployed sensor nodes. The position of the sen-
sor nodes is not usually predetermined, as the network
may be deployed in inaccessible terrains or disaster
relief operations. Therefore, the topology may be ran-
dom. Some of the application areas of sensor networks
are medical care, military, and disaster recovery/relief.
Due to the large size of such networks compared to
the transmission range of individual devices, routing
protocols are necessary for end-to-end communication.
Compared to ad hoc networks, sensor networks have
some unique feature and application requirements [1].
First, they normally have more nodes, higher density,
more limited power supply and computational capacity
than nodes in mobile ad hoc networks. Second, sensor
networks can be characterized as data centric networks,
where users are interested in querying an attribute of the
phenomenon, rather than querying an individual node.
Third, sensor networks are application-specific in that
the requirements on the network change with the appli-
cations. As an example, some applications require delay
sensitive transmission, e.g., fire monitoring, whereas
others do not, e.g., tempature control in an office build-
ing. Fourth, adjacent nodes might have similar data;
therefore, sensor networks should be able to aggregate
similar data to reduce unnecessary transmissions and
save energy. Last, assigning unique IDs may not be
suitable in sensor networks because these networks are
data centric – routing to and from a specific node is not
required. In addition, the large number of nodes requires
long IDs and must be minimized to conserve power.

Presumably, the sensor network application requires
reliable data disseminations. Given the unreliable nature
of the wireless channel and the high failure rate of
individual sensors [1], multiple paths are required to
maintain reliability. Specifically, with current single-
path routing protocols, fault tolerance can not be pro-

vided because the continuity of end-to-end communica-
tion can not be maintained without routing protection
and restoration techniques. Studies done for ad hoc net-
works may not be applicable to the energy constrained
multipath routing in sensor networks. We propose a
novel approach, namely Label-based Multipath Routing
(LMR) for sensor networks.

LMR broadcasts a control message throughout the
network for a possible alternate path. During the pro-
cess, labels are assigned to the paths the message passes
through. The label information is used for segmented
backup path search if a disjoint path is not achievable.
Our analysis and simulation show that this label infor-
mation can reduce the routing overhead and backup path
setup delay.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
We present a brief review of sensor network routing in
section II. Various of multipath routing techniques in
ad hoc networks and sensor networks are surveyed in
section III. In section IV, Label-based Multipath Rout-
ing (LMR) is proposed. The performance evaluation of
LMR is presented in section V. We then conclude our
paper in section VI.

II. Sensor Network Routing

Basically, there are two types of sensor network
routing protocols in the literature, cluster-based and flat.
Cluster-based routing schemes divide the network into
clusters and utilize a sleep mode to save energy and
prolong the network lifetime. Flat routing schemes try to
reduce the routing overhead directly by using localized
information only.

In cluster-based routing protocols, all nodes are or-
ganized into clusters with one node selected to be
cluster-head for each cluster. This cluster-head receives
data packets from its members, aggregates them and
forwards data to a data sink. Examples of cluster-
based routing protocols are LEACH [2], TEEN [3], and
APTEEN [4].
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Fig. 3. Redundant routing

Low-Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy
(LEACH) [2] is designed for proactive networks,
in which the nodes periodically switch on their
sensors and transmitters, sense the environment and
transmit the data. Nodes communicate with their
cluster-heads directly and the randomized rotation of
the cluster-heads is used to evenly distribute the energy
load among the sensors. Threshold sensitive Energy
Efficient sensor Network protocol (TEEN) [3] is
designed for reactive networks, where the nodes react
immediately to sudden changes in the environment.
Nodes sense the environment continuously, but send
the data to cluster-heads only when some predefined
thresholds are reached. Adaptive Periodic Threshold
sensitive Energy Efficient sensor Network protocol
(APTEEN) protocol [4] combines the features of the
above two protocols by modifying TEEN to make it
send periodic data. The cluster-based routing protocols
can arrange the sleep mode of each node to conserve
energy at the cost of a high computational complexity
and control overhead.

There are three types of flat routing schemes, namely,
flooding, forwarding and data-centric based routing.
Flooding is an old routing technique that can be used in
sensor networks. In flooding, every node repeats the data
once by broadcasting. It doesn’t require costly topology
maintenance and complex route discovery algorithms.
But it has several deficiencies [1]:
• Implosion: duplicated messages are sent to the

same node. A node with multiple neighbors may
receive multiple copies of the same message.

• Overlap: if two sensors share the same observation
region, both of them may sense the same stimuli at
the same time. As a result, neighbor nodes receive
duplicated messages.

• Resource blindness: flooding doesn’t take into ac-
count the available resources, e.g. the remaining
energy stored in the sensor node.

Forwarding schemes utilize local information to for-
ward messages. Unlike the traditional routing proto-
cols, forwarding doesn’t maintain end-to-end routing
information. Instead, intermediate nodes maintain only
neighbor information. One example is the gossiping
protocol [5], a node only forwards data to one randomly
chosen neighbor, so it doesn’t maintain any routing
information or we can say it uses randomness to for-
ward data. Best Effort Geographical Routing Protocol

(BEGHR) [6] employs position information to forward
data, and therefore requires GPS or other positioning
service. Field based Optimal Forwarding employs cost
field to forward data [7]. A cost field is the minimum
cost from a node to the sink on the optimal path. The
sink node is the destination of all of the data in the
network.

In data-centric based routing, an interest message is
disseminated to assign the sensing tasks to the sensor
nodes and data aggregation is used to solve the im-
plosion and overlap problems [1]. There are two types
of data-centric based routing based on either the sink
broadcasts the attribute for data, e.g. Directed Diffu-
sion [8], or the sensor nodes broadcast an advertisement
for the available data and wait for a request, e.g. Sensor
Protocols for Information via Negotiation (SPIN) [9].

III. Related Work

In wireless ad hoc and sensor networks, nodes may
be weakly connected or damaged, so that links may be
asymmetric or broken for some period time. Battery-
powered nodes may die out or go to sleep to save
energy. A fault tolerant routing protocol must expect
and overcome these problems.

Fault tolerant routing mechanisms for ad hoc net-
works includeroute repair [10]. After detecting a break
in link a-b, node a can repair the route by finding
another nodec so thata-b can be replaced bya-c-b
as shown in Fig. 1. If nodea can not repair the route,
it sneds an error message to the source(s). However,
the repaired route may be suboptimal and after only a
few repairs, the route may be very long and inefficient.
Second, it may result in loops unless a source routing
protocol (e.g. DSR [11] [12]) is used.

Alternate routing is a scheme where the source
searches for a full alternate route after a failure [10].
As shown in Fig. 2, if the working route (solid line)
is broken, the source receives the notification of route
unavailability from the intermediate nodes and estab-
lishes a new route (dashed line). Although compared to
the route repair the new path is optimal, establishing
the path requires even more time and overhead. Basic
AODV [13] and DSR [11] [12] protocols are using this
scheme.

Redundant routingestablishes alternate paths before
the failure happens [10]. In Fig. 3, multiple paths are
created between the sources and the destinationt.



Compared with alternate routing, this approach is able
to reduce the rerouting overhead since finding multiple
paths at the same time (calledmultipath routing in
literature) is cheaper than finding them one by one. Also
the rerouting delay is smaller since the alternate path is
available before the failure happens. But multiple paths
having the same age may be similarly unreliable at the
same time for a mobile network.

Preemptive routingproposed in [14] can improve
the alternate routing by discovering an alternate path
before a working path breaks. When a path is likely
to be broken, a warning message is sent to the source
indicating the likelihood of a disconnection. The source
then initiates path discovery early, potentially avoiding
the disconnection altogether. With alternate routing,
when a path break occurs, the connectivity of the flow
is interrupted and a hand-off delay is experienced by
the packets that are ready to be sent. Preemptive routing
switches a traffic flow to an alternative good pathbefore
a break, minimizing both the latency and jitter. Mech-
anisms used in cellular networks, such as the signal
strength, can be used to trigger path discovery. Other
warning criteria such as location/velocity and conges-
tion can also be used as the preemptive trigger [14]. This
scheme may increase the routing overhead of alternate
routing protocols since some path discoveries are being
carried out proactively.

Neighborhood aware Source Routing(NSR) [15] re-
duces the effort required to fix working routes by using
alternate links available in the two-hop neighborhood
of nodes. The two-hop neighborhood information is
maintained by exchanging link-state information among
neighboring nodes proactively. The repair delay can be
alleviated since the alternate links are known before the
failure occurs. Of course, extra overhead is required to
maintain the proactive two-hop link state updates.

The techniques discussed above are examples of
multipath routing. In each case, as is common for ad
hoc networks, a global ID system is assumed so that
every node has a unique ID and different paths can
be easily recognized. However, this may not be the
case in a sensor network. The great number of the
nodes and the very low data rate make a global ID
an unbearable overhead. Therefore, a multipath routing
using localized information only is desirable for sensor
networks. Two schemes have been proposed employing
Directed Diffusion.Disjoint Multipath tries to find a
disjoint path by randomly pick a neighbor to ask for
a backup path to the sink. The request is otherwise
rejected [16].Braided Multipathfollows the same idea
but tries to form a braid around the working path. Both
employ a brute force search technique, so that if a
disjoint path can not be found, there is no information
left for Braided Multipath to take advantage of. In the
next section, we propose a new scheme to better utilize
the localized information.

IV. Label-Based Multipath Routing (LMR)

Wireless sensor networks typically consist of a large
number of nodes and work at a very low data rate.
Therefore, assigning globally unique IDs may be ex-
tremely expensive in terms of bandwidth and power
consumption. Additionally, it’s not necessary because
these networks are data-centric – routing to and from
a specific node is not required. Similar to Disjoint
Multipath and Braided Multipath [16], LMR is designed
to use only the localized information to find disjoint
paths or segments to protect the working path. With one
flooding, LMR can either find disjoint alternate paths
or several segments to protect the working path. The
flooding overhead is reduced by the associated schemes
used by the underlying routing protocols, e.g., location
information or cached data in Directed Diffusion [8].
LMR can work with different data-centric routing pro-
tocols, e.g., SPIN and Directed Diffusion. For clarity,
we introduce it over Directed Diffusion and we assume
there is no mobility.

Multipath routing has been widely studied in wireline
networks [17], and one of the difficulties, which also
arises in wireless sensor networks, istrap topology[18].
In a trap topology, the working path may block all the
possible disjoint paths. For example, the working paths-
a-b-c-t in Fig. 4a has no disjoint backup path, although
two disjoint paths exist between s and t. There are two
solutions. One is to route the working and the back
paths simultaneously. This is very difficult in a network
without global ID. The second is to select multiple
partially disjoint path segments to protect the working
path and that’s the one we are using in LMR.

A. Label

In Directed Diffusion [8], the sink node broadcasts
the attributes for data, termedinterest. The intermediate
nodes create agradientdirected to the node from which
the interest is received. After the source receives the
interest, it sends anexploratory data message to each
neighbor for whom it has a gradient at a low data rate
as shown in Fig. 4b. After the sink starts receiving the
exploratory data, itreinforcesone particular neighbor
by sending apositive reinforcementmessage in order
to “draw down” the data at a higher data rate as shown
in Fig. 4c. Similarly, anegative reinforcementmessage
is used to remove a link from a path. Multiple paths may
be reinforced. But this is different from the multipath
routing we are studying. Firstly, there is no way we can
guarantee that for each node failure we have an alternate
path to protect it. Secondly, requiring every node receive
data from two or more upstream nodes may result in the
prohibitively high total overhead.

In LMR, after the nodes on the working path reinforce
one of their links as the link to form a working path,
they broadcast alabel messageto the rest of their
neighbors. Both the reinforcement and label messages
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Fig. 4. Illustration of different aspects of LMR.

take an integer, termedlabel. The value of the label
is increased by 1 by each working node which then
broadcasts a new label message. Every working node
should remember this value as its ownnode label. The
label messages are forwarded towards the source along
all the paths which the exploratory data messages pass
through. A node receiving two or more label messages
will forward the one with smaller label value only. The
idea is to make the label message from the node closer
to the sink go as far as possible so that the disjoint
paths are possible to be found. The working nodes do
not forward the label messages from any other nodes.
Every node should remember all labels it has seen and
the associated neighbors they are coming from. If a node
receives multiple label messages with same label value
from different neighbors, only the first one is recorded
to find a shortest backup path. This process is shown in
Fig. 4d.

B. Backoff algorithm

To avoid the excessive label message flooding, nodes
must forward the smallest label message only. There-
fore, a backoff algorithm is necessary to increase the
probability that nodes receive the smallest label message
before they start forwarding. A new label message
should be delayed long enough so that a label message
with a smaller label can go beyond this working node.
Then the smaller label message will reach every node
before the larger one if there are paths for them.
However, if the delay is not long enough, the larger label
message may reach the node first even with the delay.
If the delay is long enough for a message to cover the
entire network, we can guarantee that all nodes receive
the smaller label first, but the setup delay of the backup
paths may be long. So a tradeoff is necessary.

In LMR, if delay td is used, the working node with
label wi should broadcast a new label message after a
backoff delay shown as follows,

Ti = wi × td (1)

where,i=0, 1, ..., is the working node which has a new
label message to broadcast and 0 is the sink. Another
way to generate a new label is to make every working
node increase the label by 1 no matter if it’s necessary
to broadcast a new label message or not. By this way,
the node labelwi = i, and

Ti = i× td (2)

C. Label reinforcement

After the source receives a label message, it can
immediately start label reinforcement process, since the
backoff algorithm makes the smaller label message ar-
rive first. A smaller label means we have a disjoint path
segment to a working node closer to the sink. If a label
0 is received, that means we find a disjoint backup path.
The source then sends alabel reinforcementmessage to
the node originating the label. The reinforcement con-
tinues with that node checking its memory to see which
node this label comes from and then reinforcing that
node. The process is a reversed reinforcement process
of Directed Diffusion until the sink is reached, resulting
in two disjoint paths (Fig. 4e). If the label received
by the source is not 0, that means we may fall in a
“trap” as shown in Fig. 4f. The label messages in this
case are shown in Fig. 4g. Besides reinforcing a path
segment, the source should send another message along
the working path, calledbackup exploratorymessage.
This message takes the label the source received. Any
working node receiving this message whose node label
is larger than this label either starts reinforcing a new
backup path segment or forwards it. The new backup
path segment should have a label smaller than the one
the source received so that more working nodes can
be protected. If the label of this new segment is not
0, a new backup exploratory message is initiated with
the new label. The process is repeated until either a
backup segment with label 0 is reinforced, or no new
segments with smaller labels can be found, i.e. not all
of the working nodes can be protected. This process is



shown in Fig. 4h.
After the backup path has been established, LMR

may be repeated to find a third path. LMR can recur-
sively find then paths treating the firstn-1 paths as
working paths.

V. Performance Evaluation

A. Complexity

To find the possible alternate paths, LMR incurs
overhead, a flooded label message, and a label rein-
force message and a backup exploratory message. We
represent the sensor network as a graphG = (N,E)
with a diameterd in term of hops (i.e., the longest
path between two nodes) and the average node degree
is D. Lw represents the average length of a working
path, andLb the average length of a backup path. We
consider the overhead of LMR based on two cases, local
unicast, i.e. each node can only communicate with one
of its neighbors at any time, and local multicast, i.e.
each node can send a message to all of its neighbors
at the same time. If the sensor network doesn’t support
local multicast but local unicast only, a node must send
label messages to its neighbors individually and the
number of the messages is in the order ofD. If the
network is not partitioned, almost all the nodes are
involved except the source, therefore the label message
overhead isD × |N |. Since the label reinforcement
message is disseminated along the backup path only,
the total packet generated isLb. Similarly, the backup
exploratory message is sent along the working path only
and the overhead is at mostLw. So the total overhead
of LMR without multicast isD × |N | + Lb + Lw =
D×O(|N |). If the local multicast is supported, the label
messages can be reduced by a factor ofD. Therefore,
the total overhead isO(|N |) providedN >> Lb +Lw.

Disjoint Multipath and Braided Multipath try their
neighbors one by one for the backup paths, so they can
not benefit from local multicast and the complexity is
same for two cases. or one failed try, two messages are
involved, positive reinforcement and negative reinforce-
ment [16]. Therefore the best case overhead isLb =
O(d) and the worst case overhead is2D×O(|N |). It’s
worth noting that these two schemes are independent.
If Disjoint Multipath fails, Braid Multipath must start
over and double the overhead. LMR is efficient with
local multicast and is reducing the average number of
messages by1/2D.

Another measure of the performance of a multipath
routing protocol is the delay to setup a backup path. We
represent the link delay for transmission of one packet
with tp. LMR requires one round trip to set up a backup
path and one of them may incur backoff delay. At the
best case, a disjoint path can be found by the label
message starting from the sink and no backoff delay
is incurred, the total delay is2Lbtp = 2tp ×O(d) . At
the worst case, all backoff delays occur at every hop and
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the total delay is2tpLb + tdLw = (2tp + td) × O(d).
Although Disjoint Multipath and Braided Multipath
don’t have a backoff delay, they may incur more link
delay due to the brute force search. Obviously, their best
case is half of LMR’s. Their worst case may need to
search every node in the network, so the total delay is
2tp×O(|N |). In a large network, sinceO(|N |)/O(d) À
td/tp, LMR can outperform the other two schemes in
term of backup path setup delay. The above analysis is
summarized in Table I.

B. Simulation

We utilized ns-2 network simulator [19], with CMU
Monarch Project wireless and mobile ns-2 extensions, to
study the characteristics of LMR. The distributed coor-
dination function (DCF) of IEEE 802.11(b) for wireless
LANs is used as the MAC layer. It uses Request-
to-send (RTS) and Clear-to-send (CTS) messages and
virtual carrier sensing for data transmission to reduce
the impact of the hidden terminal problem. The radio
model is similar to Lucent’s WaveLAN, which is a
shared media radio with a nominal bit rate of2Mb/sec
and a nominal radio range of 250 meters.

LMR is implemented over Directed Diffusion avail-
able in ns-2. The simulation results presented in this
paper are based on scenarios randomly generated by
CMU ns-2 extensions. We use 200 to 400 static nodes to
study the density effects and nodes are randomly placed



TABLE I
COMPLEXITY COMPARISON

(B: BEST CASE, W: WORST CASE)

LMR Disjoint Multipath Braided Multipath
Overhead(unicast) D ·O(|N |) B: O(d) W: 2D ·O(|N |) B: O(d) W: 2D ·O(|N |)
Overhead(mcast) O(|N |) B: O(d) W: 2D ·O(|N |) B: O(d) W: 2D ·O(|N |)

Setup delay B: 2tp ·O(d) W: (2tp + td) ·O(d) B: tp ·O(d) W: 2tp ·O(|N |) B: tp ·O(d) W: 2tp ·O(|N |)

within a 2500m×2500m area. Besides these nodes, we
put two nodes working as source and sink at the location
(500, 1250) and (2000, 1250). Theoretically, at least 6
hops are needed for them to communicate. In a random
topology generated by the above method, around 11
hops on average are used. For a given density, more
than 30 topologies are used to get a 95% confidence
interval.

Fig. 5 shows that, in most simulations, LMR can
successfully find a backup bath, especially when the
density is higher. In some cases, LMR cannot find a
disjoint path and segmented paths are created. The ratio
of extra backup path length is also shown in Fig. 5.
Similar to the length of a single disjoint backup path,
the length of a segmented backup path is the total hops
on all the segments. This ratio is calculated as follows,

(Lb − Lw)/Lb (3)

From the figure, we can see that, at lower densities, the
backup paths are relatively longer since fewer alternate
paths exist in the topologies and LMR has to pick up a
longer one.

Fig. 6 shows the overhead of LMR in term of packets.
Both local unicast and local multicast are simulated
and the results match the analysis in the last subsection
closely. The average node degree can be estimated by
the following equation,

D = π(250)2/(2500)2 × |N | − 1 (4)

which is approximately the average number of nodes
within the transmission range of a node. For example,
with a 400 node network, the average degree D is
about 11.6, which is close to the simulation result, i.e.
4430/420=10.6.

VI. Conclusions

In this paper, we present a review of current research
on multipath routing in ad hoc networks and sensor
networks. While a rich body of literature exists for ad
hoc networks, few methods are appropriate for sensor
networks due to the lack of global IDs. We proposed
a novel approach called Label-based Multipath Rout-
ing (LMR), which employs localized information only.
Analytical and simulation results show that LMR can
find disjoint or segmented backup paths more efficiently
compared to the Disjoint and Braided Multipath meth-
ods [16]. The label information in LMR can be used
for segmented backup path search if a disjoint path is

not found, reducing overhead and delay. Furthermore,
LMR can take advantage of local multicast, significantly
reducing the routing overhead.
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Low Cost Broadband Wireless Access –  
 Key Research Problems and Business Scenarios  

 
Abstract–The most prominent problem in providing any-

where, anytime wideband mobile access is the towering 
infrastructure cost as it is basically proportional to the 
bandwidth provided. In this paper, we provide a simple, 
initial, analysis of the various infrastructure cost factors. 
This analysis shows that, contrary to what one may expect, 
the infrastructure cost is not dominated by electronic 
equipment, but rather by other deployment related costs 
(towers, wiring, building, network connections) and 
maintenance costs. In the paper some novel architectural 
approaches for future wideband mobile access focusing on 
these dominant cost factors are described and the related 
key research issues are discussed.  

I. INTRODUCTION    

Today's mobile communication systems are primarily 
designed to provide cost effective wide-area coverage 
for users with moderate bandwidth demands (voice and 
low rate data). In contrast to the traditional mobile 
systems, wireless local area networks (WLAN) are 
designed for higher bandwidth demands, while the area 
coverage is significantly limited. What the consumer of 
mobile telecommunication services of tomorrow will 
expect to receive, besides some vague notion of the 
"Wireless Internet", is not that clear. However, to obtain 
a widespread demand for wireless services, they have to 
be widely available, simple to purchase and access, and 
they must be affordable to large numbers of consumers. 
We expect that providing higher bandwidths that enable 
the use of truly new and innovative multimedia services 
is not sufficient: the users’ communication cost per 
month must be similar or even lower than in second and 
third generation cellular systems. 

  
Providing cost effective, affordable wireless 

bandwidth (almost) everywhere is one of the key 
success factors for future wireless systems. As the 
success of the Internet is largely attributed to the fact 
that it is virtually free of (incremental) charges (such as 
flat rate, independency of traffic volume), it is generally 
perceived that mobile data communications has to 
provide services in a similar way.  

 
The challenge of providing flat rate, wireless access at 

the cost of fixed Internet access is indeed hard. The 
conventional cellular concept does not scale in 
bandwidth in an economical sense. The cellular systems 
include both the radio access network (RAN) and the 

core network (CN) components, which have different 
cost and capacity performance. The more decentralised 
WLANs have a slightly shifted RAN/CN performance 
relation due to short range and high access capacity. The 
cost of the wireless infrastructure (Csystem) can (for a 
given allocated spectrum) basically be broken down into 
the following factors[1]: 
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Where  
NAP  the number of access points (base stations) 
Nuser  the number of users 
Buser  the average data rate of the users 
Aservice the service area covered (volume indoors) 
f(Q)  is a function of the required Quality of Service. 
 

We here assume that cost of the core network part 
(wiring, switching nodes, servers and gateways etc.) is 
proportional to the number of access points and can thus 
be included in the factor cAP. The cost factors generally 
depend rather weakly on the basic radio technology (e.g. 
the air interface) employed. This is mainly due to the 
fact that current modulation and signal processing 
technologies are quite advanced and so close to the 
Shannon limits that a radical improvement in signal 
processing capabilities alone will not significantly 
improve the performance. An abundance of spectrum 
may to some extent  

Clearly, mobile telephony users have got used to large 
coverage areas with relatively good coverage and 
service availability (anytime, anywhere). This has been 
feasible since the bandwidth B has been low. 
Maintaining   Aservice , Nuser and f(Q) constant, it is clear 
that the cost is directly proportional to the user data rate, 
or equivalently, the cost per transmitted bit is the same.  
The classical telecommunication approach is to provide 
strict Quality–of–Service (QoS) guarantees at very low 
levels in the network hierarchy, corresponding to a high 
f(Q).  Sacrificing some Quality–of Service would thus 
be one way to significantly lower costs, but this has to 
be done in a way so that we can still provide interesting 
and desirable end-user services.  Packet access 
techniques without absolute delay guarantees, e.g. the 
new HSDPA standardization effort in 3GPP is one 



  It can be noted that the annualized equipment (i.e. the 
depreciation cost for the equipment investment), e.g. 
base-station and switching equipment, is only a small 
part (15%) of the total infrastructure cost. 

example of looking into more flexible resource 
utilization.  

 
Other critical issues are related to financial and 

business aspects of the deployment of such a wideband 
wireless infrastructure. In traditional telecommunication 
world, a monopoly operator could make large 
investments in infrastructure, expecting to recover these 
in 20, 30 years.  In a rapidly changing industry, this 
seems no longer to be an option. Today’s vertically 
integrated market with operators “owning” the 
customers, providing most of the services and also 
owning and operating the network. Evolving network 
technology now enables that all functionality for 
customer care & billing as well as all network 
infrastructure may be offered on a disintegrated market 
by many different companies. Other players are service 
providers and Mobile Virtual Network Operators 
(MVNO), operators entirely without their own access 
network. We can also expect that the network access can 
be provided by specialized network providers and by 
private persons or enterprises.  Mechanisms for sharing 
the cost (and risk!) for the deployment of new wireless 
infrastructure among these players are no longer 
obvious. One may well envisage infrastructure solutions 
that, at the aggregate level over a long time horizon, 
have the potential to provide reasonable costs for the 
end-user, but where markets and the cost-sharing 
mechanisms are not properly working. This would, in 
turn, prevent an effective take-up. Clearly, solutions 
have to be sought in the intersection of infrastructure 
business models, regulation and wireless technology. 
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Figure 1 Cost structure for US mobile operators in the mid 90`s(FCC).  

The other investment related costs are mainly due to 
site construction, antenna tower and similar items. The 
trend is that equipment related costs are becoming even 
smaller in future systems (with the possible exception of 
temporary “glitches” when new technology is 
introduced, before it has “gone down the learning 
curve”).  In the rest of this paper we will mostly focus 
on the costs related to the network and infrastructure. 

Operator costs for the network are often expressed as 
Capital expenditure (CAPEX) and Operating 
expenditure (OPEX). CAPEX are costs related to 
investment in equipment and the costs for the design and 
implementation of the network infrastructure; site 
acquisition, civil works, power, antenna system and 
transmission. The equipment includes the base stations 
(AP´s), the radio controllers, BSC´s and RNC´s, and all 
core network equipment. An example of CAPEX and of 
the relations between different types of implementation 
costs are shown in Figure 2. 

  
The engineering challenge is to find technical designs 
that reduce costs significantly. We will see that the 
traditional approach, to provide cheaper and cheaper 
equipment is not alone going to solve the problem. To 
explore what kind of solutions that need to be sought, 
we will in the following take a more detailed look into 
the cost structure of wireless infrastructure in order to 
find the dominant cost. Based on this analysis, we will 
propose some alternative infrastructure concepts and 
architectures for future wireless systems, which focus on 
these dominant cost factors.  Of particular interest are 
system concepts that allow simple and cheap 
deployment of infrastructure and concepts that allow 
efficient sharing of infrastructure resources.  

  
In Figure 3 the relative costs from figure 2 are shown 

as a comparison. The same conclusion can be drawn 
from the both estimates; costs for base stations sites are 
much higher that costs for the base station equipment.  
We can also expect this difference to be larger over time 
due according to Moore´s law and the learning curve 
 

      

II. COST STRUCTURE AND COST DRIVERS IN 
WIRELESS INFRASTRUCTURE SYSTEMS 

. Figure 2 shows an example of a cost structure for a 
typical cellular operator. The large grey sections, are 
related to marketing and administration and constitute 
55% of the total cost, whereas the remainder, the colored 
slices are related to the network and infrastructure. 
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Figure 2 Example from 3G networks in Germany, estimates of 
cumulated CAPEX for the first 9 years [5] 
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Figure 3 Network costs from figure 2 shown as comparison to figure  

The OPEX are made up of three different kinds of 
costs 

• Customer driven, i.e. costs to get at 
customer, terminal subsidies an dealer 
commissions  

• Revenue driven, i.e costs to get a subscriber 
to use the services & network or costs related 
to the traffic generated; service development, 
marketing staff, sales promotion, 
interconnection. 

• Network driven, costs associated with the 
operation of the network; transmission, site 
rentals, operation and maintenance. 

 
Our current knowledge indicates that the dominating 

factors are related to customer acquisition, marketing, 
customer care and interconnection.  

The fraction of OPEX to the overall cost is of course 
changing over time; in the “mature” phases the OPEX is 
the dominating factor. However, an estimate indicates 

that the network related OPEX are roughly 25 % of the 
total costs for the full life cycle.   

 
Some general conclusions we may draw based on this 
simple analysis are: 

III. SOME POSSIBLE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS  

A. Equipment cost is not the dominant part of
the overall network CAPEX or OPEX. 

B. The fraction of equipment cost to total
infrastructure cost is likely to be reduced
over time 

C. Site construction & deployment costs and
rents are the a major part of the network
costs.  

D. Network maintenance costs are a significant

Based on the conclusions in the previous section, we 
can now identify some of the potential technology 
components of a cost effective solution. These are 
illustrated in Figure 4.  Combining these technologies 
leads to a number of distinct research directions (“road 
maps”) as indicated in the figure. 
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Figure 4 Possible solution components & research directions to 
provide low cost infrastructure . 

As can be seen in the figure each of the directions 
correspond to approaching one over several of the cost 
drivers in our infrastructure cost model. Lowering the 
number of access-points by increasing their efficiency is 
a obvious approach. Using terminals to forward 
messages to other in a multi-hop mode, can also reduce 
the number of base station sites.  Self-configuring 
technologies allows for reducing planning and 
deployment costs as well as O&M costs is also an 
interesting paths. Finally reusing and sharing 
infrastructure between operators and user is also 
reducing the number of required new sites. In the 
following we will present a number of candidate 
architectures illustrating how these technologies could 
be applied. Fig 5 shows how these candidates are 
related. 
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 Figure 5 Proposed architectures and solutions for low cost 
infrastructure 

 

IV. SOME CANDIDATE ARCHITECTURES AND KEY 
RESEARCH ISSUES FOR LOW COST INFRASTRUCTURES 

”BIG cellular” concept:  Highly efficient base stations 

Since the infrastructure CAPEX is dominated by site 
related cost, and not by equipment, one obvious 
philosophy for decreasing the cost is to keep the number 
of base-stations low. This of course requires that the 
capabilities in terms of range and capacity of each base-
station has to be high. Measures that can be taken 
increase the capability of each base-station is the use of 
high power, smart antenna arrays and high-gain 
antennas, high masts and use of low frequency bands. 
These measures make the base-station “big” in different 
aspects. 

The working assumption is that a “traditional 
operator” owns and operates the network due to the need 
for large investments, centralized control and high 
competence to build and operate a “BIG cellular” 
network. 

Among the key research issue for this concept we find 
• Design and integration of efficient spatial 

RRM  
• MIMO performance in hot spots, city centers 
• Life cycle cost structure for the base stations 
• Mobile terminal feasibility and cost 
• Potential with “relayed approach”, i.e MIMO 

technology for a more advanced transceiver 
acting as a relay port for a small local area 
network  

Easily deployed Local Access Points (LAP´s)  

In this strategy, we aim to bring down costs for 
network planning, deployment and maintenance by 
deployment of “many” low cost “base stations”. These 
LAP´s should be possible to deploy “anywhere” where 
power and wire line connections are available and thus 
they require no specific “sites”. Deployment & planning 

and O&M should be quick, simple and automatic, thus 
implying built-in functionality for auto-tuning and self-
diagnostics.  
 Some key research issues that would need to be 
considered for this concept 

• Cost efficient design of multi radio access 
LAP  

• Principles for RRM and frequency & channel 
allocation of licensed bands used by LAP´s   

• Design of LAP support functionality for “self 
deployment”, configuration and auto-tuning  

• Principles for support functionality for self-
diagnostics, failure reporting and re-
configuration    

• Cost efficient design of multi radio access 
terminals with additional bands for voice 
communication using “local wireless access” 
 

A related key issue is if it possible to provide 
interesting services over what can be seen as a 
combination of cellular systems and an organically 
growing infrastructure where individual users, 
companies and operator contribute to provide capacity 
and coverage - "the internet way". 

Shared infrastructure 

Present cellular solutions where (traditional) operators 
co-operate using national roaming or operate a common 
shared network. National roaming will be sufficient in 
rural areas where coverage is the main issue, in urban 
areas where high capacity is to be provided shared 
common network is more cost efficient.  To reduce the 
number of sites, these should be utilized with high 
degree of efficiency; in the case of common shared 
networks one solution can be multi-operator base 
stations with all the frequency bands licensed to the 
operators. 

The total number of sites is reduced, resulting in 
benefits due to higher efficiency in the usage of network 
equipment, transmission and sites. Costs for the site 
acquisition, operation & maintenance and 
interconnection, will be reduced due to fewer sites. On 
the other hand, planning need may be increased in areas 
where the operators will use most of the allocated 
spectrum. 
This is clearly an evolutionary strategy and no changes 
will be needed for the mobile terminals 
The current sharing solutions allows reductions of 
CAPEX and OPEX up to 40-50% [[3][5]. We believe 
there exists a large potential for further savings for the 
operators, however today no real incentive for the 
vendors exits today. 
  Among the key research issues we find 

• Efficiency in deploying and operating the 
shared network (how much can be gained?) 

• Fair sharing of resources (RRM)  



The proposed candidate architectures will be mapped 
onto an overall “market space ” with local and wide area 
on one axis and “type of access provider ” on the other 
axis. 

• Pooling of resources from different operators 
• Design of multi-operator base station 
• On line tracking and monitoring of resources 

as input to traffic statistics, billing and 
planning.  

• Principles for generalized roaming where 
many network providers contribute to the 
coverage 

”BIG cellular” concept 

The “BIG cellular” solution targets requirements and 
scenarios with wide area coverage and high capacity, i.e. 
high performance cellular systems.    AdHoc networks extensions to cellular 

networks The scenarios of interest include both the traditional 
mobile operator business model and new business 
models where  
user owned equipment may contribute to the 
“infrastructure” e.g. by moving gateways in cars, buses 
and trains. 

To extend the coverage of the present cellular systems 
without adding more base stations one option is to use 
self- organizing adhoc networks based on terminals and 
/or repeaters with multihop, routing and buffering 
capability. The total number of sites is reduced or 
maintained. No planning will be needed since the 
network is self-organizing. More functionality will be 
added in the terminals such as network control and 
routing and buffering, also the physical design itself 
must allow for more memory and power consumption. 
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The key question is whether it is at all possible to 
provide interesting QoS guarantees in ad-hoc systems 
with little or no control over system resources and where 
propagation conditions, user location and radio 
interference may be unknown or hard to predict 
quantities. Resource management in the wider sense 
would be a critical issue.  

Figure 6 Big Cellular Scenario  

V. BUSINESS SCENARIOS  Easily deployed Local Access Points (LAP´s) 

The LAP´s are owned by the house or facility owner 
or by a specific local access provider. LAP´s used in 
domestic and corporate environments are intended for 
“own” users, i.e family and employees of the own 
company. Access for visitors can be an optional feature. 

Why business scenarios? 

In order to evaluate the cost–performance 
characteristics of the proposed candidate solutions a 
wide range of use cases, user needs, business models 
and deployment strategies have to be considered.  The 
candidate architectures target different sets of use cases 
and requirements, i.e. all solutions are not applicable 
everywhere.  

When maintenance is needed this is most likely 
provided by specific service companies. 

For this local area (mainly indoor) candidate solution, 
where “other” market players than mobile operators  
(private persons, companies, facility owners, hotels, 
shopping malls) own and /or operate the wireless access 
infrastructure, we will consider two different business 
scenarios: 

Below some scenarios are described to highlight 
where the main benefits of a specific solutions can be 
expected. The presented scenarios are neither “user 
centric” nor “operator centric”, they can be 
characterized by being more  “deployment centric” in 
order to illustrate and highlight 

• Privately owned access networks mainly 
intended for the own users, but public access 
is possible. The main drivers are cost 
reductions and service performance for own 
users, i.e. not the possible revenues for the 
public access. An important part of the 
scenario is the re-use of existing fixed 
infrastructure and (in the case of companies) 
also “re-use” of staff for operation and 
maintenance. 

• the need and use of new business models 
• the different sets of requirements and 

working assumptions needed to evaluate the 
candidates. 

For the “proof of concept” phase in the research, the 
scenarios will provide a common set of system and user 
requirements. 

 



• Local access providers for public use, i.e. no 
“own” users” exist.  The main driver is to 
make money on the access itself and possibly 
to support the “core business”, e.g fast food 
or coffee shops. 
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Figure 7 Local access provisioning scenario 

These business scenarios may include regulatory 
issues as “local licenses” of spectrum and franchising 
solutions, e.g. to operate the network in area X “on 
behalf of “ operator Y 

For the first scenario we also have to consider the 
types of agreements the customer most likely will have 
with a phone company, a mobile operator or an ISP with 
a ”common” subscription and terms & conditions for the 
usage of coverage & capacity offered by the owner of 
the LAP. 

 

AdHoc networks extensions to cellular 
networks   

One set of scenarios for adhoc networks includes fast 
rollout, rapid deployment and/or intermediate solutions 
for capacity & coverage expansion.  

One driver is the possibility to provide customers with 
some degree of access in the near future, compared to 
the case where full quality access is provided when the 
full network rollout or expansion is finalized. 
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Figure 8 Ad-hoc/Rapid deployment scenario 

This is believed to be important for market entrants 
(greenfield operators) in order to acquire customers, to 

get some revenue and in order decrease the number of 
customers for competitors. 

Other scenarios include self-organizing networks to 
handle hot spots with short duration (e.g. traffic jam). 
One driver for this kind of solution is to cut traffic peaks 
without any need for “over-dimensioning” of the 
network.  

Shared networks and use of common resources   

One scenario focus on co-operation between operators 
in order to save costs and to make more efficient use of 
“all” available resources in an area including strategies 
as co-location of sites, pooling of telecom equipment 
and/or frequency bands. In this scenario cost reduction 
for OPEX and  CAPEX is the main driver. 

Another scenario, which is similar to the previous one 
with terminals forming adhoc networks, can be 
identified in areas with sparse infrastructure. Here co-
operation between different “competing” network 
providers, including the users “belonging” to different 
operators, may be required in order to be able to provide 
ANY access at all in an area. Coverage and capacity can 
be offered at lower “total” cost and/or more early 
compared with parallel full capacity and coverage 
networks.  
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Figure 9 Shared network scenario 

VI. DISCUSSION  

In this paper we have identified the infrastructure cost as 
one of the main barriers en-route to pervasive wireless 
mobile access. We provided a brief analysis of the key 
cost factors in the wireless infrastructure and concluded 
that a scaled-up version of the traditional cellular 
concept is not by itself a viable solution to any-time 
anywhere broadband wireless access. Our analysis 
points at that the cost of equipment is like to be only a 
small fraction of the total infrastructure cost, whereas 
the bottlenecks lie mainly in the planning, deployment 
and maintenance of the infrastructure.  Some new 
architectural concepts targeting these bottleneck costs 
were given. Most of these concepts in themselves 
provide non-trivial technical bottlenecks that could 
provide interesting new directions for engineering 
research. It is by no means obvious which of these 



concepts (if any) is providing the most effective solution 
to our challenge. It is  on the contrary likely that good 
solutions can be found in combining some of the 
features of the archetypical system designs outlined 
above.  
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